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ABSTRACT
There is the feeling in many quarters, especially as reflected in most general readers on 
Islam, that the prohibition o f wine is an established and simple fact, and may safely be 
disregarded as a peripheral subject deserving o f note, but worthy o f little more attention 
than the perusal o f one or two ‘clear’ koranic verses. This view, however, cannot be held by 
anyone with a knowledge o f the interaction between literary analysis and the study o f  
Islamic historiogiaphy, religion and law. For the prohibition o f intoxicating drinks came 
about over intensive debate motivated by an apparently inadequate Revelation and 
characterised by wide-ranging opinion to almost eveiy aspect, every opinion backed up by 
its o w i source materials.
My research will describe and analyse the doctrinal development o f the 
institutionalised prohibition o f alcoholic beverages in Muslim tradition and law tlrrough a 
developmental approach. I will view the sources and proto-legal rulings as the product of 
social and moral trends arising firom a nascent Community possessing Revelation and 
defined by their own separate institutions.
This shall be approached first o f all by placing wine into a cultural framework by 
examining its status in monotheistic, polytheistic and pre-Islamic belief and ritual. Tlnough 
this framework, the material included in the Kur’an document will be discussed highlighting 
the prohibition o f khamr as coming about tlnough a series o f incremental and reactionary 
steps reflecting social, cultural, religious and legal ti*ends and ideas as noted by the 
prophetic legislator (or at least as tradition has portrayed).
As a parallel source o f divinely guided legislation, the ‘historical’ tradition, the 
exegetically derived HadTth, will be considered tlnough the lens o f theoretical discussions 
that later became connected to the ‘real world,’ and provided, sometimes successfully and 
sometimes not, for tlie socio-religious needs o f the earliest Conniiunity. The remnants of 
the discussions between the scholars will be seen in the light o f their efforts to understand 
the Revelation, and in doing so, created prophetic precedent that filled out and
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completed the meaning o f the Revelation, in effect becoming ‘history.’ Careful note and 
analysis will be undertaken o f the implications o f the alleged drinking habits o f the Prophet 
himself, and the interpretations o f a remarkable fact that the Kur’an promises in the 
Hereafter a garden containing rivers, one o f which is red wine, “pleasant to the drinker.” 
The fundamental questions arising from these remnants are o f course, what is ‘wine,’ what 
is allowed, what is not, and why?
The crime of wine-drinking, paralleled in severity to no less than idolatiy, did not 
bring with it its own koranic punishment, as the other ‘crimes against God’ Qiadd, pi. 
hudftd) should do. hideed, how did wine-drinking even become connected to the other hadd 
crimes, and why? Addressed will be the legal problems the jurists were trying to solve, the 
tools they used, and the extent to which those problems were a product o f their own making.
The Islamic materials can be viewed as either sources for the history o f the early 
Islamic community, or as a record o f what Muslims of later generations told each other 
about how the early Islamic community was ‘supposed to have been’. My methodological 
approach to these source materials is not to tiy and reconstruct “what really happened” in 
the lifetime o f the Prophet or in the first two generations o f Believers who used this material 
as the basis o f their communal ethic. Rather, through analysis and comparison o f the 
different streams of thought within the earliest generations of the Community, I shall 
attempt to derive from the residues o f their discussions how the Muslims reacted to khamr 
(and sakar) in the Rur’an, what they were really talking about by circulating the exegetical 
materials, and why?
Throughout this work the teiin spelled “Kur’an” will be used to denote the 
canonised work published and widely distributed by the “Custodian o f the Two Holy 
Mosques King Fahd ibn al-Azîz al-Sa‘üd (Madina, A.H. 1405).” The spelled tenn “koranic” 
is used tliroughout, in keeping with the common un-capitalised form of “biblical,” otherwise 
transliteration confomis strictly to the Encyclopaedia o f Islam, new edition (Leiden, 1954- 
2000).
Ill
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A PRELIMINARY RE\HEW: SURVEYING MODERN RESEARCH
I will begin this paper with a short review of directly relevant secondary literature. This, to 
survey the state o f research in the field, and how iny research can add to it.
Many general readers on Islamic studies do not touch upon the issue o f one o f the 
defining characteristics o f Islam—the wine prohibition. For example: Bernard Lewis’ 
Arabs in History (Oxford, 1993 edition); Michael Cook’s Muhammad (Oxford, 1983); 
Arthur Jeffery’s compilation Islam: Muhammad and His Religion (Colombia, 1958); G.E. 
von Grunebaum’s two volumes Classical and Medieval Islam (Chicago, 1946); Patricia 
Crone’s Meccan Trade and the Rise o f Islam (Oxford, 1987), and Slaves on Horses 
(Cambridge, 1980); Alfred Guillaume’s Islam (U.K., 1954, 1982); Malise Ruthven’s Islam 
in the World (England, 1984), Goitein’s Studies in Islamic History and Institutions (Leiden, 
1966), W.M. Watt’s B ell’s Introduction to the Q ur’an (Edinburgh, 1970) and his collection 
o f articles Vidtat is Islam? (London, 1968); Anneraarie Schinimel’s Islam: An Introduction 
(New York, 1992), and otliers. Jolni Burton’s major works (see bibliography), although 
extr emely useful on a conceptual level when considering, amongst other things, the issue o f  
abrogation, likewise surprisingly do not bring up wine (except in passing) and its relevance 
to that discussion.
Most general introductions to the Islamic religion written by Muslims, either take 
the wine prohibition simply as a direct consequence o f God’s Revelation to the Prophet, 
omit the matter entirely, and in one notable case, even distort the issue. Muhammad Husein 
Haykal’s, The Life o f Muhammad (Beirut, 1983 edition) mention wine only once in passing 
when he discusses morality in the Kur’an; Martin Lings’ (Mr. Abu Bakr Siradj al-Din) 
Muhammad: His Life Based on the Earliest Sourxes (London 1983, 1991) does not mention 
wine at all, and Syed Ameer ‘AlT, in his Spirit o f Islam (New Delhi, 1922, 1997 edition) 
even consciously omits the river of wine in his description of Paradise and its I'aison d ’êtr'e.
Any serious study o f wine in Islam is gi'eatly assisted by the relevant article 
(Khamr) in the Encyclopaedia o f Islam (new edition), by A.J. Wensinck and J.
1
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Sadan. However, as broad and qualitative as this survey is, many important facets o f the 
debate are lacking; rivers o f wine in Paradise, backgi'ound precedents o f the prohibition, 
and the critical implications of inner contr adiction. Another broad study o f wine in Islam is 
that caiTied out by Goldziher in his Introduction to Islamic Theology/ and Law  (Princeton 
edition, 1981, with notes by Bernard Lewis, pp. 59-61). However, his four page study 
concentrates on how the theologians managed to invent materials primarily in order to 
provide those with an inclination to alcohol with literary materials absolving those drinkers 
o f any real guilt. His rather simplistic study gives us the impression that the scholastic 
arguments revolved solely around ways to get around the ‘clear’ koranic prohibition. It is 
hard to accept this argument, and to some extent its implication that the Kur’an was not at 
any time authoritative, and that attempts were systematically made to evade or mitigate the 
koranic rulings.
A number o f general readers containing some reference to wine were consulted to 
assess how their authors approach this problematic and complex developmental issue. 
Generally, these references are placed within a discussion o f broader matters such as 
abrogation and social life, and do not devote much time or energy to the subject. Books 
such as Reuben Levy’s Social Structure o f  Islam (Cambridge, 1957, 1969, p. 164), briefly 
mentions wine amongst an in-depth discussion o f abrogation and off-handedly mentions the 
simple koranic prohibition o f wine without any further reference to HadTth. In the same 
way, N.J. Coulson in A History o f Islamic Law  (Edinburgh, 1964, p. 11-12), only takes a 
few lines to remind the reader that the drinldng of wine is declared forbidden, becoming a 
criminal offence “punishable by flogging.” Others, such as H.J. Liebesny’s Law o f the Near 
and Middle East (N.Y., 1975, p. 229) describe wine amongst general offences in Islamic 
law in a few lines, here, for example quoting Abu ’1 Hasan al-Mâwardî (d. 1058 A .D ., 
Baghdadi: “drinldng o f any intoxicating beverage is forbidden by the Kur’an and according 
to the classical jurists. The punishment for the offender was forty sti'okes or lashes.” These 
are examples o f the simplification o f a highly complex and theologically significant
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issue commonly found in general readers. R. Roberts in his Social Laws o f  the Qoran 
(London, 1925, 1971, p .114-5) is one of the few general sources that take issue with the 
work khamr and attempts a definition o f its constituent meaning, albeit in a very superficial 
way.
Articles on wine in Islam are few and far between. Except for the promising 
sounding “Islam and Wine Drinking’'' by W.M. Watt (in La Sapienza, Rome, 1984, p. 847- 
850), and “A Muslim Encomium on Wine” by G. J. Van Gelder (in Arabica, 42, 1995, p. 
222), both found on the CD-ROM version of Index Islamicus (ed Pearson, Behn, et. al., 
1999), no other article was specifically devoted to the issue. Watt’s survey o f wine drinking 
is interesting from a social antliropological point o f view, but in tlii'ee pages, goes no further 
than the most surface analysis. Gelder’s introduction to his discussion o f a particular post- 
classical Ar abic literary work simply compares wine and water vying for pride o f place in 
Islamic literature through the ages.
It is clear there is ample room for a critical and developmental approach to the issue 
of wine and its place in Islamic theology and law, over and above the simplistic rehashing o f 
Islamic traditional thought found in most general readers. It is a curious fact that 
considering the gr avity o f the crime in religious law and its lack of formal legislation, more 
work has not been done concerning this topic.
There can be little doubt that connecting the institution o f the prohibition o f wine, 
as well as its almost legendary importance in Islam, to other civilisations and cultures, and 
an examination o f the consequences o f this connection can add to a field little researched. 
My approach is critical, and takes the Kur’an as the result of social and cultural influences 
upon its author/s. However it is not only the Kur’an but the accompanying traditional 
Islamic scholarship available that allows for a further contribution to the field. I have 
therefore collected and thoroughly examined tafslr materials (including hadîth), and 
associated them with the issue o f abrogation and other tools o f the commentators to
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understand what they were really talking about in their theoretical discussions, the remains 
o f which have survived.
It was not a simple command of God upon His Prophet that brought about this 
fomiative institution in Islam. It is my wish in this paper to arouse in the reader an 
awareness that the prohibition o f all alcoholic beverages in Islam came about over a long 
period and after vigorous and brilliant academic debate over generations, motivated by a 
pious need to understand the Revelation.
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INTRODUCTION: IDEAL MLRSUS REALITY
a. One of the most characteristic ti'aits o f everyday Muslim public life is the total
prohibition o f alcohol, for intoxicating liquid (most commonly known in Ai'abic literature as
ichamr, and as we shall see, a loan word from Aramaic) is forbidden in the Kur’an as being
‘the cau se  o f  m ore e v il than b e n e f it ’:
‘T h ey  shall q u estion  y o u  [i.e . trad ition ally  read as M uham m ad] con cern in g  kliam r  
and aiTOW -shuffling [i.e . a ccord in g  to the C om m entaries, gam b lin g  and/or u se  o f  the  
aiTOW as a d iv in in g  to o l]. Say: “h i b o th  there is gi*eat sin  and (a lso ) u ses for m en , 
but the sin  in  them  is  gi'eater than the u se fu ln ess .’” 1
The forbiddance of what we shall call ‘wine’ (which later jurists have by analogy extended
to all alcoholic beverages in Muslim Shan'a law), is absolute and based on those koranic
verses branding it an abomination. Yet wine may also be considered the great Islamic
beverage, not refen*ing to the day-to-day life o f Believers for whom, for example, water and
milk are doubtless more essential than alcoholic drinks, hi Ai'abic and Islamic literature
however, water and milk, though present, tend to recede when the ‘exotic’ wine is spoken
of. The Kur’an often mentions water as one o f God’s b le ss in g s ,  ^but usually because o f its
ab ility  to rev iv e  the earth, and o n ly  a fe w  tim es is  w ater m en tioned  exp lic it ly :
‘We have sent down from the heavens water blessed, with which We cause to grow 
gardens and the harvest grain, and the high palms with fruited spikes, as a benefit 
for [Our] servants...’^
‘Let man consider his food. Indeed, We poured rain down, then we plowed the 
earth as fuiTOWS, and made spring out from it grain and giapes, vegetables and
 ^ Kur’an, sura  2:219. A s tluoughout tliis paper, references to the Kur’an refer to the m odem  Cairo 
edition, prepared in the 1920s, and parallel the conunon edition printed in Madïiia and widely 
distributed.
2 See: sfivas 2:22, 6:99, 13:17, 14:32, 15:22, etc.
 ^ siira  50:9-11.
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olives, palms, luxuriant gardens and lush meadows, as (a) benefit for you and your 
cattle.
Wine, too, is counted among God’s blessings,^ e^ddently reflecting the Persian and Greek 
heritage (examined presently) which so pemieated Islamic cultural, theological and legal 
development in its fomiative period of roughly the first two centuries following the Prophet’s 
death, traditionally held to have been A.H. 1 1/A.D. 632.*^
Although elsewhere, the Kur’an expresses the idea that on earth, wine may be 
forbidden as “some of Satan’s work,”  ^in the Hereafter, the pious may be compensated for 
this deprivation.^ In the koranic Paradise there are four rivers: of water, milk, honey— and 
free-flowing wine:
‘A similitude of the Garden [i.e. what Paradise is like], which those who keep the 
duty (to God) were promised, in it are rivers of water, not brackish, rivers o f milk
4 sura  80:24-32.
 ^siira  16:67, examined during the course o f  tliis paper.
 ^ It is a commonly held v iew  amongst m odem  critical (Western) scholars that only then did the 
religious group o f  Believers begin  to define themselves communally, doctrinally and institutionally in 
relation to odier religions and cultures. See, for example, the introduction to Jolm Wansbrough, 
K oranic Studies: Sources and M ethods o f  Scriptural Interpretation  (Oxford, 1977).
 ^siira  5:90.
5 A s in suras 37:45-47; 52:23; 56:17-19; 76:5-6, 15-18, 21; 78:34; 83:25-28. Notable is the fact that 
one o f  the important studies regarding wine in Islam fails to mention the (literary) fact o f  wine in 
Paradise, namely A.J. W ensinck, “Khami”, The Encyclopaedia o f  Islam, N ew  Edition, vol. IV  
(Leiden, 1997), 994. Hereafter, “Khamr” , E f ,  s.v. (A.J. Wensinck). There is an additional section at 
the end o f  Hie article: “A s a Product” contributed by J. Sadan. This source, albeit lackmg in som e  
aspects, was used as the structural basis o f  my research, it being the most detailed examination o f  wine 
in Islam tlrat I came across in tlie secondary literature.
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not changing in flavour, and rivers of khamr, delicious to the drinkers; rivers too, o f  
honey free-flowing...”^
According to the Commentators’ exegeses, seeking to establish an explanation and context 
for various koranic verses, the wine of Paradise does not inebriate nor give a hangover. 
Thus, the Persian scholar al-Zamaldisharl (d. A.D. 1134) explains in his Tafsïr regarding this 
siira that:
‘By delight...what is meant is that the wine (khamr) is a pure pleasure which is 
accompanied by neither loss o f  consciousness nor crapulence nor headache nor any 
other ill-effect o f wine.’ ®^
This exegetical explanation derives horn one verse o f the Kur’an, siira 37:45-7: ‘(The wine 
is) brought around to them (in Paradise) in cups fiom a spring, white, delicious to the
 ^siira  47:15-16.
MahraOd ibn ‘Umar al-ZamaldishaiT. Al-kashshâf ‘an haka’ik al-tanzJl (The Unveiler o f  Secrets o f  
the Revelation, completed A.D. 1134), ed. W.H. Lees, 2 vols. (Calcutta, 1856-9), vol. II, 69. Tliis 
Commentary, has a dogmatic foundation as it is based on specifically M u‘tazilite doctiine. It is o f  less 
importance than al-Tabarfs (d. A.D. 923) Tafstr (a l-d iâm i‘ al-bayan...), probably due to tlie fact that 
ZamaklisharT omits parts o f  the traditional material (including some isnads) and only includes what he 
tliiiilcs are important.
On the other hand, in his attempt to explain away tlie existence o f  an evidently uncomfortable wine- 
imbued Paradise, the modern writer Syed Ameer A ll addresses the issue in another way:
“Mohammed was addressing h im self not only to the advanced minds o f  a few  idealistic 
thinkers who happened to be then living, but to the wild world around him engrossed in 
materialism o f  every type. He had to adapt him self to the comprehension o f  all. To tlie wild  
famished Aiab, what more grateful, or what more consonant to his ideas o f  Paradise than 
rivers o f  unsullied incorruptible water, or milk and honey; or anything more acceptable tlian 
luiliniited fin it ...”
The koranic river o f  wine has disappeared completely fi om this analysis! Syed Ameer AIT, The Spirit 
of Islam: A History of the Evolution and Ideals of Islam with a Life of the Prophet (N ew  Delhi, 1997, 
first edition, 1922), 161.
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drinker, no headache (is caused), nor are they intoxicated/crazed.’^^  The explanation that
the wine of Paradise has ‘no ill-effect’ (i.e. probably drunkenness or a hangover) reflects a
certain apologetic justification'for the evidently uncomfortable inclusion o f the wine o f
Paradise witlhn the Holy Book. However, amongst al-Tabarï’s exegesis o f this verse, a note
is appended which briefly discusses the fragrance of the wine—musk or saffi'on—without
any discomfort, nor any reference to intoxication. ' ^  This apologetic justification may be
borne out by an examination of siira 83:23-28 where the Righteous will be:
‘On couches, they will look (around). You will know in their faces the glow o f joy. 
They shall drink an exquisite khamr, sealed, the seal is o f musk, and for this, let the 
strivers [i.e. the Believers?] strive. And it [i.e. the wine] is mixed wdth (the water 
of] Tasrnm (which is) a spring in which those approaching {mukarrahmi) [God] will 
drink (fiom).’
The question of whether the koranic “glow of joy” is what characterises a resident of 
Paradise, or simply an effect o f the vintage o f Paradise, can, o f course, only remain 
speculative. It was questions such as these, arising out o f ambiguities within the holy text, 
that the commentators, the exegetes, felt the need to fill out, explain, and ultimately place 
within an historical framework. It is my aim to work out what these exegetes were really 
talldng about in their long and detailed discussions of the sources and why.
 ^  ^ sUra 56:17-19 is similar with the addition that “the goblets, ewers and cups” are brought around by 
“immortal youths.”
U  An extract from a dictionary {fi al-îisân) under faw h  (“difhision o f  an odour”) as cited in 
Muhammad b. DiarTr al-Tabarî, al-dlâm i' al-bay/ân 'an ta ’w ll a l-K u r’ân (published Cairo, 1954), vol. 
26, p. 49, n. 1. The excellence o f  tiaditional exegesis is evident in the activity o f  al-TabarT, a scholar 
o f  Persian ancestry who is known as an outstanding collector o f  all manner o f  prophetic reports 
including those not in keeping with dogmatic positions. In addition to various tlieological and judicial 
works, al-Tabarî wrote a world histoiy and huge commentary on the Kur’an. Its value lies above all in 
his bringing togetiier the entire breadth o f  traditional exegesis available to him in his time. He also 
includes his own comments regarding the validity or probability o f  an interpretation.
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b. Although the traditional accounts o f the earliest Muslim community present us with 
a detailed wealth o f infonnation, the character o f the early community o f Believers may be 
beyond the reach o f non-lraditional historical reconstruction. This is because we must rely 
on non-contemporaiy (generally from the ninth to the twelfth century ‘Abbasid), and 
inconsistent source materials allegedly compiled under the pressure o f religious and 
political forces. Further, Islamic origins must be reconstructed based on clri'onicles and 
other wi'itten accounts produced internally by the Islamic ti'adition itself, on the whole 
projecting its contemporary ideals baclcwards to the time o f the Prophet or his Companions. 
Obviously reconstructing Islamic origins based on such literary materials is problematic for 
the critic who desires the use o f contemporaiy sources whenever possible.
Notwithstanding, the development o f the prohibition o f wine, despite the 
(sometimes) extensive redaction in particular parts o f the traditional material, contains 
embedded within it sufficient material to reconstruct at least some of the main issues as 
debated by the early Believers, and the basic attitudes o f the main parties to these debates. 
Furthermore, the development o f the eventual prohibition o f wine gives us a glimpse into 
how the later generations viewed the problems faced by the proto-Muslim, whether or not 
they reflect an 8th centuiy reality, and the way in which early Islam developed as a reaction 
to its host society tlrrough its internal legislation.
c. Most o f the basic notions underlying a civil society find a place in the Kur’an: 
compassion for the weaker members of society, fairness and good faith in commercial 
dealings, and a mature approach to the administration of justice. All are seen as desirable 
noims o f behaviour without, however, being franslated into any legal structure o f rights and 
duties. The same applies to many precepts that are more particularly Islamic. Drinking o f 
‘wine’ and usury {ribà, süra 2:275) are both simply declared to be forbidden (hardm) in 
almost the same terms. But no indication of the legal ramifications o f the practices is 
contained in the Kur’an. hr fact wine drinking later became a criminal offence
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punishable by flogging while usury was deemed a civil matter, the transaction being a type 
o f invalid or unenforceable conti'act.
d. The one particular crime appearing in Islamic law defined under the general term 
hitdiid Allah which concerns us here is o f course wine-drinking. The term appears in the 
Kur’an and was subsequently developed as an integial part o f Islamic legal doctrine. In 
Islamic law, crimes defined as hadd generally constitute a fixed penalty detemiined by the 
fact that they are considered crimes against God, due to the special attention given them in 
Revelation.
Hudüd (the plural form o f hadd deriving from the Arabic root li.d.d.) is defined by 
LG. Hava in the al-fara’idArabic-English Dictionary^^ as “limits; ends” with the construct 
fomi hudftd Allah defined as “the bounds set by God to human freedom; the Law of God.”
The Hebrew cognate seems to be Idtad, which means “sharp; acute.” In compound 
plirases it refers to “mono-;one-; uni-,” deriving from the Ar amaic. The khad Gadya is a 
folksong sung during the Pesakh (Passover) festival based on the principle o f Jewish 
morality, that there is no sin without punishment.
The connection between the term and formal Islamic law is not a clear one, as a 
cursory reading of those instances in the Kur’an where hudüd Allah are mentioned bear no 
relevance to criminal law, but rather to the moral relationship between the Believer and 
God. A cursory examination o f the Kur’an concordance reveals under a dozen instances of 
the plirase. It would have been expected that the crimes that solidified in Islamic Law 
named as hadd crimes— including wine-drinldng—would have appeared when the term 
hudüd Allah was used. This is not at all the case, hr fact, it is in separate verses that the
5th ed., Beim t, 1982.
Reuben Alkalay, The Complete Hebrew-English D ictionary  (Israel, 1963, 1970).
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crimes themselves are mentioned, and without connection to the plirase. Generally each 
reference to hudüd Allah is o f a polemical or moral nature, without reference to criminal 
law.^^
It is curious that the definition for the “limits” was left vague without exception. 
Why? Did the composer(s) o f the verses have any idea o f what these limits should be? 
Were they left undefined because it was clear they would not have been adhered to? Or, on 
the other hand, perhaps those limits were obvious enough not to have been stated again. 
And finally, how did criminal law find connection to the term hudüd Allah, and under what 
circumstances did wine-drinking end up connected to those other hadd crimes?
e. The tiaditionally accepted view of Muhammad’s career as a lawgiver is that, while 
in Mecca, he acted primarily as preacher and prophet, whereas in al-Madma the 
requirements of an ever-growing community forced him to give ‘legal’ decisions from time 
to time. This view is based on those verses that apparently indicate a belief o f the Prophet 
that the Last .Tudgement and the end of the knovm physical world were imminent, and the 
Believers needed a code o f admission to Paradise.
If so, what puipose was there, then, in expounding an elaborate legal system, when 
all human beings were to come to an end soon? However, it is true that even the earliest 
parts o f the Kur’an are not devoid o f legal matters. For instance, when the Prophet enjoins
The suras in which the tenn appears: K, 2:187 related to sexual relations during tlie unspecified  
“fast period”; IÇ, 2:229-30 relating to conditions o f  divorce and remaniage; K, 4:13-14 dealing witli 
reward and punislmient regarding tliose tiansgressing the undefined hudüd; K, 9:97 a polemical 
outburst seem ingly directed against the “Nomadic Arabs”; K, 9:112 defining the perceived ideal 
Believer; K, 58:4 seeming to refer to compensation for an inability to perfom i im-stated religious rites, 
and K, 65:1 which addresses social and family behaviour regarding spouse relationships.
Amongst other strongly worded warnings to mankind are silras 101 ( ‘The D ay o f  Judgement’), 99 
( ‘The Earthquake’), 84 ( ‘The Spitting Open [o f H eaven]’), 82 ( ‘The Darkening’), etc.
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his audience to keep to their pledges and contracts, to stand by their testimony {sitra 70:32- 
33) and to be just in measure and weight {siira 83:1-3), or when he objects from the outset 
to usury {süra 30:39). However, these prescriptions, including the prohibition o f wine are 
religious and moral commandments rather than pieces o f formal legislation.
f. Muslim tradition asserts that the prohibition o f wine came about because o f divine 
intervention and over a relatively short period. In support o f this, it might be worth noting 
the Armenian chi'onicle apparently wiitten in the 660s, and ascribed to Bishop Sebeos.^^ 
The part o f the stoiy that concerns us here is said to be refeiring to events towards as early 
as A.D. 628:
‘At this time there was an Ishmaelite called Mahmet, a merchant; he presented 
himself to them [i.e. the Arabs] as though at God’s command, as a preacher, as the 
way o f truth, and taught them to laiow the God of Abraham...Mahmet forbade them 
[i.e. his followers] to eat the flesh o f any dead animal, to drink wine, to lie or to 
fornicate...’
We see here representation of an early Muslim community with a few fixed precepts that 
remind us o f a recognisable Islam (or for that matter any number o f other gioups claiming 
salvation tlrrough piety), including the prominence o f the prohibition o f wine.
However, judging from the volume of hadJths preserved in the canonical 
collections, and by al-Tabarî in his Tafsïr, there is little doubt that the institutionalised ban 
on drink, as 1 hope to show, came about over a longer period than most tiaditional and
 ^? Sebeos, H istoire, pp. 94-6 as cited in Patricia Crone and M ichael Cook, Hagarism : The M alang o f  
the Islamic World (Cambridge, 1977), 6, 157, n. 36. The clironicle ends in A.D. 661 and, according to 
Cook and Crone, was “clearly written by a contemporary.” The account is “apparently based on 
testimony o f  eyewitnesses who had been held prisoner by the Arabs at the time o f  the Arab conquests.” 
Ibid., 157, n. 36. Their opinion o f  its datmg, its mterpretation, and its value are, however, debatable.
 ^  ^ Sebeos, Histoire, pp. 94-6, as cited in Crone and Cook, Hagarism , 7.
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apologetic works attempt to convey. Furthermore the ban was solidified and defined only 
after much debate arising from the pious need to fully understand the revealed text.
Even then, the prohibition never completely penetrated all strata o f Islamic (and 
here I include, if  not emphasise, non-Arab) society, for there was much drinldng of 
fermented mixtures amongst Muslims in certain classes in the heyday o f Islamic culture 
(reflected in the wine-poetiy discussed at length below). In the Arabian Nights it tends to 
be the princes and merchants who indulged, and as attested to in a multitude o f miniature 
paintings from more or less ‘Abbasid times and especially from the 9th century DchshTd 
("shining, brilliant") period in Samarkand (which hints as to an even earlier iconography). 
Indeed, a curious phenomenon— considering the ‘clear’ koranic statement regarding God’s 
ultimate position on the issue, as allegedly conveyed by the Prophet.
It shall be seen that the most intensive and problematic arguments concerning the koranic 
prohibition o f khamr revolve around constituents— what is allowed and prohibited, and the 
philology used. As we shall see, some exegetes argued that only femiented liquids made 
from grapes was banned by the Kur’an, so it was alright to get drunk on, for example, figs. 
Wliatever its ti*ue nature, the prohibition is a vestige o f a very early and important 
theological matter, the development o f which did not square well with later orthodox 
positions banning any and all fennented mixtures by way of analogy.
Robert Irwin, The Arabian Nights: A Companion  (London, 1994), 154. It is worth noting die fact 
that the N ights literature is a compilation containing elements inserted only as late as 200-300 years 
ago, and are tiius o f  only peripheral importance to tlie topic at hand.
29 See: C.E. Boswortli, "IkhshTd," The Encyclopaedia o f  Islam, new edition, vol. I ll (Leiden 1986), 
1060.
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PART ONE
T h e  ‘S e m it ic ’ a n d  In d o -E u r o p e a n  L it e r a r y  B a c k g r o u n d
a. Several Islamic institutions (including most especially the hadidj) become more 
fully understandable only in the light o f their parallels or antecedents in more ancient 
monotheistic literature.21 The Islamic prohibition of wine may thus be looked upon from a 
wider aspect, as Islam is not the only monotheistic religion that has taken a negative attitude 
towards fennented diinks.
Wine had been known to the Arabs since the earliest times, and within Arabic 
literature there is preserved memories o f its legendary origin. It takes account, on the one 
hand, o f those traditions linked to biblical characters such as Adam and Noali22 and on the
2  ^ See; Bernard Lewis, "Hadjdi." The Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. Vol. I ll (Leiden, 1986), 31- 
33.
Midvash Tanhuma, ti'. by Jolm Townsend (N.J., 1989), 1:22, on Gen. 3:22 (ref. to Adam and the 
“tree o f  life”), p. 15; 2:20, on Genesis 9:18 (ref. to Noah), p. 50-52, See also “Khamr” (part II “A s a 
Product”), Efi, s.v. (J. Sadan). The biblical story o f  N oah’s first practical act was to profanely 
(vayakhel which also means “he began”) plant a vineyard (vayita ’ karem), inmiediately after which he 
was made to becom e exceedingly dnmk, so much so tlrat he revealed his nakedness. Hence, Rashi’s 
comment: ‘Noah made h im self profane, degraded himself. He should have planted anything but the 
vine.’ “Scripture, thus shows in this narrative what shame and evil can tlirougli drunkenness befall 
even a man like Noah, who was otirerwise righteous and blameless before God. Some conmrentators, 
however, explain that as Noah was the fii’st to cultivate tire vine, he was ignorairt o f  the intoxicatirrg 
effect o f  its fruit” (S.D . Luzzatto [1800-1865] the Italian Hebraist and coirmientator, as cited in the 
Pentateuch and Haftorahs, ed. by J.H. Hertz, second ed., London, 1971, 34). The question may be 
asked whetlrer the former prophets’ actiorrs coirtradict the principle o f  'isma (infallibility, immunity 
from sin), a relatively late principle, according to which prophets could not logically comnrit a sin, 
even one which would becom e a sm only in the days o f  Muhairmrad (See: E. Tyrran, Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, irew ed., vol. IV [Leiden, 1990]), This is, however, beyoird the scope o f  this paper.
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other hand, o f the Ai'amaic-Syriac extra-Biblical tradition, symbolising ancient cultures 
inherited by the medieval Muslim world.23
b. hi order to place the Islamic prohibition within a cultural framework—and in so
doing, provide prophetic precedent—according to the Hebrew Bible, the Nazarite who had
wholly devoted himself to God had to abstain from wine and spirits:
‘He shall separate himself from wine and str ong drink, and shall drink no vinegar of 
wine, or vinegar o f strong drink, neither shall he drink any liquor o f gi'apes, nor eat 
moist gr apes, or dried. All the days o f his separation shall he eat nothing made o f  
the tree, from tlie kernels even to the husk.’24
The Nazirites were those who consecrated themselves to God, taking the vow o f a Nazirite, 
and the rules for it are set fortli in Numbers 6:1-21. During this period o f consecration, the 
nazir was to abstain from all fennented drinks and keep the hair uncut amongst other things. 
The practice was certainly known in New Testament times. St. Paul was made to complete 
a vow of this Icind at Cenchreae (Acts. 1 8 :1 8 ).25 However, the law in Numbers codifies a 
very ancient custom and also reduces to a contemporary vow something that had originally 
been a consecration for life.
According to Amos (2:11-12), God raised up prophets and Nazirites in Israel, but it 
was the people who made the Nazrites drink wine. Here, the Nazirite is not a person who 
has taken a vow, but a man possessed of God-given qualities, a life-long state resulting from 
God’s call, whom He separated fr om the realm of profane things. The external symbols of 
this separation are the various things forbidden to the Nazirite; in Arnos, only abstaining
22 “Kliamr” (part II), E fi, s.v. (I. Sadan). One version links tlie origin o f  wine to die two great 
civilisations that were neighbours to Islam, that o f  Rum and that o f  India (al-M as‘üdî, Abu ’1-Hasan 
‘AIT [d. 956], M urûdl al-dhahâb, II [Beimt, n.d.], 88-92).
24 Numbers 6:3-4.
25 Roland D e Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (Great Britain, 1976, first published 
1961), 466,467.
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from wine is mentioned, but in Numbers 6:3-4 the prohibition extends to everything 
produced from the vine. The only biblical story which speaks o f a particular Nazirite is the 
story o f Samson. Even before lie was bom, his mother had to abstain from fermented drink, 
because the child she was to bear would be a 'nazJr of God’; Samson himself was to follow  
the same rule.
An extension o f the usage o f the tenn nazir can be seen in the application o f the
word to vineyards which were not pruned in sabbatical or jubilee years (to this day in
modem Israel) when the seeds were allowed to gi'ow without hindrance (Lev. 25:5-11).
The same rules regarding abstention o f fermented drink are applied to the Priest
before administering the sacred rites (connected to the Temple ritual):
‘Do not drink wine or strong drink, you, or your sons with you, when you go into 
the tabernacle o f the congregation, lest you die: It shall be a statute forever
tlmoughout your generations.’26
Maimonides’ (A .D . 1135-1204) relevant comments on wine restiictions in The Guide o f  the
Perplexed, are instructive as they provide an insight into a Jewish philosopher’s
reasoning— within an Islamic environment—regarding the status o f wine within Revelation.
Although Jewish theologians did not copy the ideas found within the Muslim theological
realm, it is possible that they adopted various Islamic philosophical ideas if  they fitted into
intemal Jewish theological arguments:
‘The reason for Nazaritism (as referred to in Num.) is obvious. It consists in 
bringing about abstinence from wine, that has ruined people in ancient and modem 
times. ‘Many sfrong men have been slain by it’ (Prov. 7:26). ‘But they also have 
emed tlnough wine...the priest and the prophet’ (Isa. 28:7). In the law about the 
Nazarite we notice even the prohibition, ‘he shall eat nothing made o f the vine tree’ 
(Num. 6:4), as an additional precaution, implying the lesson that man must take o f 
wine only as much as is absolutely necessaiy [probably for medicinal purposes. 
Emphasis added throughout texts is always mine, p.L .]. For him who abstains from
26 Leviticus, 10:9.
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drinldng it is called ‘holy’; his sanctity is made equal to that o f the high-priest, in 
not being allowed to defile himself even to his father, to his mother, and the like. 
This honour is given him because he abstains from w i n e . ’ 2 7
The ideal which the Prophets exalted, but never tried to put into practice was actually
caiTied out by a gi'oup called the Reldiabites. We laiow of them chiefly tlrrough the Book of
Jeremiah. To give a lesson to the people, the Prophet invited the members o f Reldrab’s
family to the Temple, and offered them a drink of wine. They refused it, saying that their
ancestor Yonadav, son o f RelAab, had given them this command:
‘Neither you nor your sons shall ever drink wine, and you must not build houses, or 
sow seed, or plant vines, or own property. On the conti'ary, you are to dwell in tents 
all your life, so that your days may be long in the land where you live as aliens. 
Thus have we obeyed the voice o f Jonadav the son o f RelAab our father in all that 
he hath charged us, to drink no wine all our days, we, our wives, our sons, nor our 
daughters. Nor to build houses for us to dwell in: neither have we vineyard, nor 
yield nor seed.’28
This age-old fidelity to the commands o f their ancestors is held up as an example to the 
Jews who do not obey the word of God.2^
c. Like the Hebrew priests, the Nabataeans, according to a remark by Jerome of 
Cardia, similarly abstained from wine, in the late fourth century B.C.,29 and one o f their
27 Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed, tr. Shlomo Pines (Chicago, 1963), chapter XLVIII, 600-601.
28 Jerennah, 35:5-9.
29 D e Vaux, Ancient Israel, 14-15.
29 Diodorus Siculus, 19:94, as cited in Keiuietli S. Sacks, Diodorus Siculus and the First Century 
(USA, 1990), 25; Crone and Cook, Hagarism, 157, n. 38.
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gods is called in their inscriptions “the god who drinks no wine.”3 ^  It is interesting to
compare the passage o f Jeremiah to the remark found in Jerome:
Tt is a law among them not to sow com, or plant fruit trees, not to drink wine or 
build a house; whoever does so is punished with death.
hi theses two very similar passages, one finds the age-old contiast and tension between 
nomadic life and the life o f a settled farmer.^^
d. The theme of these biblical stories— including Noah, Lot (Genesis 9 and 19) as well
as o f the book o f Proverbs (23:30-35) is opposition to drunkenness. Further, according to
the Talmud, Nadav and Avihu were killed because they were drunk (Leviticus Rabbah 20:9
and parallels), drunkenness leads to forbidden sexual relations {Ketiivot 65a and Numbers
Rabbah 10:3) and “there is nothing that causes a person gieater lamentation than wine”
{Sanhédrin, 70b). As a result, it is difficult to fathom the primaiy talmudic source related to
drinking on the feast o f  Purim {Megillah 7b):
‘Rava said: “A person must get drunk on Purim until he cannot distinguish between 
‘cursed be Hainan’ and ‘blessed be Mordechai’. Rabbah and R. Zeira made a Purim 
feast together. They got drunk. Rabbah stood up and killed R. Zeira. On the 
morrow, Rabbah prayed for him and revived him. The following year, Rabbah said 
to him: “Come, let us celebrate the Purim feast together!” R. Zeira replied:
“Miracles don't happen every day!”’
 ^  ^ According to Crone and Cook {Ibid.): “There may also be here a tiait o f  ascetic Judaism (cf. the 
Rechabites, the Nazirites, and St. Jolra the Baptist), and one which appears suggestively as being 
adopted by many Jews against tlie wiser coim sels o f  the rabbis in tlie period after the destruction o f  the 
Tem ple” (referring to the Babylonian Talmud, Bava Entra, ch. 60b).
hi Diodorus Siculus, 19:94, as cited in Sacks, Diodorus Sictdus, 25.
D e Vaux, Ancient Israel, 15
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Rava’s statement begs an explanation. R. David Abudraham explained that the Sages 
required drinking on Purim since all o f the miracles in the days o f Ahashverosh occurred at 
drinking parties {Sefer Abudraham, pp. 209-210). On the other hand, Rava was a vintner 
(Berakhot 56a and Bava Metzia 73a) and clearly liked to drink wine (Pesahim 107b).
Whatever the simple meaning is, it is clear that the halakhic authorities tliroughout 
the generations felt veiy uncomfortable with Rava’s demand to get drunk on Purim, and 
therefore each scholar (posek, "jurist") tided to circumvent the requirement. Here is a 
sampling o f their rulings:
1. R. Epliraim (North Africa, 11th cent.) claimed that the story comes to cancel 
out Rava’s statement and therefore one should not get drunk on Purim.
2. R. Alexander Zusslin Hacohen (Geimany, 14th cent.) explained that “cursed 
be Haman” equals “blessed be Mordechai” in gematria (mathematical 
association with the Revelation)- they both add up to 502! - and it requires 
less wine to become that intoxicated.
3. R. Yosef Ha viva (Spain, 15 th cent.) wrote that one should say funny things 
so that the beholders will think that one cannot distinguish between “cursed 
be Haman” and “blessed be Mordechai.”
4. Maimonides (Egypt, 12th cent.) rules that “he drinks wine until he gets 
drunk and falls asleep...”, and this inling was adopted by Rabbi Moshe 
Isserles in the Shulkhan Arukh (Poland, 16th cent.).
5. R. Natanel Weil (Geimany, 18th cent.) explained: ‘“until’— up to and not 
including, because otherwise he would reach the drunkenness of Lot”.
6. R. Aaron o f Lunel (Provence, 14th cent.) commented “that he should drink 
more than his normal custom in order to rejoice gieatly and to make the 
poor rejoice and he shall comfort them...and that is tiue joy.” This is the 
most original interpretation: that the purpose of drinking on Purim is to help 
us fulfil the mitzvah o f mattanot la 'evyonim (gifts/alms to the poor) and not 
simply to get drunk.
7. Finally, R. Menahem Hame’iri (Provence, 14th cent.) said: “In any case, we 
are not commanded to get drunk ...for we were not commanded to engage in 
debauchery and foolislmess but to have heartfelt joy which will lead us to
19
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the love o f God and to gratitude for the miracles which he performed for 
3 4US .
As we shall see, both the Jewish and Muslim pious scholars were discussing and debating 
exactly the same issues and problems stemming from the desire for the full understanding o f 
a problematic revelation and its related Oral tradition/Hadfth,
e. A similar attitude to wine involves that o f the Manichaean fonn o f Christianity. Its 
disciples were divided into two classes; one, the ‘elect’, and the other, the ‘hearers’. The 
‘elect’ were compelled to submit to a rigorous abstinence from all animal food and 
intoxicating drink amongst other restrictions. The discipline appointed for the ‘hearers’ was 
of a milder kind,^  ^reflecting the same type o f problems Muhammad was related to have 
encountered when attempting to impose asceticism upon his own community o f Believers.
Similarly, abstention from wine belonged to the rule o f many Christian monks, and 
the abstention from wine— as a form o f religious asceticism— is said to have been practised 
by several o f the pagan Kuraysh o f Me c c a . Ta ba r T,  in his comments on siira 5:90, 
narrates that the prohibition (in fact abstention) o f women, sleep and meat “upon the 
Companions o f the Prophet was similar to (that of) the (Christian) priests and monks.”37
All this has its roots in remote Semitic antiquity that ascribed a demonic character to 
wine and spirits (combined with the ancient idea that bodily abstinence was regarded as a
34 I am indebted to David Golinkin, for sending me his article “Purim: To Drink or N ot to Drinlc”, 
Schechter Institute o f  Jewish Studies, vol. 2, no. 4 (Jerusalem, Feb. 2002).
35 See: G. Bühler (ti.), The Lmvs o f  Manu: Translated with Extracts from Seven Commentaries 
(Oxford, 1986), chaps. IV & V.
3Û See: D .S. Margoliouth, Mohammed and the Rise o f  Islam (Great Britain, 1906; 1927 edition), 43. 
37 al-TabarT, al-diami' al-baydn, vol. 7, p. 31, line 27.
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means o f purification of the soul on its way to Paradise). Doubtless, the same is ti*ue for 
music, especially singing, which was also, we are told, disapproved o f by the Prophet.38 It 
is not improbable that feelings ô f this kind may have worked, with other more local motives 
(involving discipline and social changes), to induce the prohibition o f wine and wine- 
drinking.
f. However, the Hebrew Bible also speaks o f wine as a gift of God to humanity, often 
along with other products o f the soil, com and (olive) oil. hi one such passage (Psalm 
104:15) it is described as ‘wine which makes glad the heart o f man’. From the New  
Testament we Imow that Jesus made use of, if  not frequently drank, wine.39 Further, both 
Jews and Cliristiaiis make use o f wine in religious ceremonies.40 This appreciation o f wine
That a discordant voice is not good is apparently expressed in siira 31:19: ‘And lower your voice, 
for tlie harshest o f  sounds witliout doubt is the ‘honking’ o f  a donkey.’ For an oveiv iew  o f  the 
attitudes o f  Muslims to music see “M usic” in Edward W illiam Lane, The Manners and Customs o f  the 
Modern Egyptians (Everyman edition, London, n.d.), especially pp. 359-361, as w ell as R. Sellheim  
“Sama‘,” E fi,  new ed., vol. VIII, Leiden, 1993, p. 1018. There is a similar disposition towards what 
was interpreted as ‘dancing’; wa 'la yadribna b i’ardiidikinna l i ’yu ‘lama ma yukhiina min zmatihinna 
(end siira 24:31).
39 See esp. Jolin 4:46, Luke 7:34, Mathew 11:19, ITim. 5:23. Although it may be noted that Jesus is 
made to frown upon wine in other verses e.g. Mat. 27:34, Mark 15:23, Luke 1:15, Romans 14:21,
49 There is also the curious matter o f  the Nosairis who used wine as an integral part o f  Islamic liturgy. 
The sect, later known as the ‘ Alawites o f  French Mandated Syria, traces its roots to the eleventh ‘ A lid  
Imam, Hasan al-‘Askarî (note in the name the coincidental derived root s.kr., sakar, ‘w ine’!), who we 
are told died in A.D. 873. Their religious system combines Cluistian, pagan and ShT'a elements. With 
the Nosairis, ‘AIT became a divinity. AWiough Nosairism adopted several ShJ‘a festivals, more 
unexpected, in fact unique in Islam, is their adoption o f  the great Cluistian festivals and Eastern 
liturgy. Included in tlie sect’s ritual are candles, incense, fragrant plants— and wine. Indeed, some 
prayers are recited over cups o f  wine, after which the imam mixes a portion o f  his cup o f  wine with  
that o f  the attendant, and at this signal all tlie congregation empty thehs, and intone religious chants. 
The Nosairi liturgy mentions ‘the consecration o f  the w ine’; after which it adds: ‘The greatest o f  
G od’s mysteries is that o f  the body and blood o f  which Jesus has said: “This is my body and my
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is not completely absent in the Kur’an, considering the rivers o f wine in Paradise {süra 
47:15), and that in wine there are ‘benefits’ {süra 2:219, not forgetting o f course that the sin 
is gieater).
g. To an observer it is strange that what was pennitted to other ‘Peoples o f the Book’ 
{ahl al-kitab, i.e. primarily, we are told, Jews and Cliiistians),^^ and indeed seen by them as 
a gift from God, should have been forbidden to Muslims. Is the prohibition believed to have 
been derived fi-om punishment for some fault, such as excessive drinking o f alcohol and 
consequent unruly behaviour (for which those of other religions it could hardly have been 
absent)? This point will be further discussed, but in the meantime we note that there is 
something queer about a legal prohibition that has no precedent in earlier Revelation (at 
least that revelation recognised in one form or another by the I^ur’an).42
blood; eat and drink o f  them. For they are life eternal,” ’ The wine is called 'abd al-niir, because in  it 
God has revealed Himself. The Nosairis have integrated into their liturgy boirowings and ceremonies 
elhninated from the religious practices o f  Islam, not excepting those sects furthest removed from  
koranic orthodoxy. See H. Lammens, Islam: Beliefs and Institutions, tr. D. Ross (London, 1967), 
174-175.
See: G. Vajda, “Ahl al-kitab”, Encyclopaedia o f  Islam, new. ed., vol. I (Leiden, 1986) 264-6.
42 111 trying to account for the Cluistian liturgical wme ritual, it is instructive to consider J. G. Frazer, 
in his classic Golden Bough. He explains why one should desire to partake o f  the flesh (or blood) o f  
an annual or man whom he regards as divine. “B y eating the body o f  the god, he shares in the god’s 
attributes and powers. And when the god is a com -god, the com  is his proper body. W hen he is a 
vine-god, the juice o f  tire grape is his blood; and so by eating the bread and drhrking tire whre the 
worshipper partakes o f  tire real body and blood o f  his god. Thus the driirking o f  whre is not an act o f  
revelry, it is a solenur sacrameirt.” James G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (N ew  York, 1953, first 
published, 1922), 578. Little wonder then that Muhamirrad as portrayed hr tire Islamic tradition 
rejected the polytheistic syirrbolisirr inherent hr the role o f  whre witlrin Pagan as well as Christian 
ritual.
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h. Although in ‘Semitic’ culture wine may be considered a blessing, as well as 
rigorously disapproved o f in ritualistic terais, nowhere have intoxicating drinks been 
elevated to a loftier position of'religious significance than among the Ihdo-Iranian peoples. 
They Imew both a worldly intoxicant Imown as sura in India and hura in Lan, and a sacred 
drink (Indie soma, hanian haoma), the latter o f which had the status o f a deity with a 
complex set o f symbolism. This beverage had a powerful hallucinogenic effect and was an 
intensifier, which enhanced all human capabilities to any who partake in it. Soma and 
haoma were considered nothing less than the universal life essence, the fluid that 
invigorates all living beings. Moreover, the sacrificial offering o f this elixir came to be 
regarded as the means to effect circulation o f life energy throughout the cosmos.43
A consequence o f the Cluistian and pagan traditions partly accounts for the 
phenomenon that wine comprises a special place within the literary works of the Muslim 
mystics. There, notwithstanding the koranic prohibition, it is considered a symbol o f  
ecstasy (noting the same conflict between the blessed and the harmful in the Hebrew Bible). 
In this point it seems that the mystics took over a combination o f the languages (i.e. the 
institutionalised expression o f the Divine) o f their non-Clriistian, and Cliristian 
predecessors— for as early as Philo o f Alexandria, ecstasy is compared to i n t o x i c a t i o n . 4 4
i. Finally, not only did the spread of Islam encounter Persian/hanian values, ideas and 
literature, but also encountered Greek philosophy. Indeed, the intellectual life o f Islam 
commonly bowed to the Greek spirit o f expression:
Whether the Kur’an is from eternity, I do not enquire.
Whether the Kur’an was created, I do not Imow...
43 The Encyclopedia o f  Religion, Mircea Eliade (ed.), vol. 11 (N ew  York, 1987), 122.
44 Philo o f  Alexandria, De Vita Contemplavita {About the Contemplative Life, ed. Fred C. Conybeare 
[Oxford, 1895]), as cited in “Kliamr”. E fi, s.v. (A.J. Wensinck).
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The drinker, whatever the case,
Has a fresher glimpse o f God’s face...45
Many values ascribed to the Islamic institutionalisation of the wine prohibition can be 
traced to Greek philosophy, as o f course it was preserved in Arabic texts. A few fragments 
may suffice to illustrate a Greek ‘institution’ reflecting on the values o f wine (as well as 
music and women) which, as are easily recognisable, Islam took over, gave an Islamic 
flavour, and adopted as its own;
1. ‘Anarcharsis said: “Vines bear tlrree lands o f grapes: grapes o f pleasure, 
gr apes o f intoxication, and gr'apes o f f b l l y . ’ ” 4 6
2. ‘Ammonius said: “Tlrree things alone can harm a ruler, namely, drinking 
wine, listening to music, and conversation with women. All tlrree ruins the
mind.’”47
3. ‘Sophocles said: “He who achieves power together with authority is like a 
drunkard if  he has no intelligence. He despises beauty, avoids justice, is 
extremely boastful and vain and does the ugliest things. Wlren he becomes 
poor and sober again, he knows he was intemperate and had abandoned 
truth and justice, and he is clearly aware what his intoxication m e a n t . ” ’ 4 ®
This heritage carried over and was reflected even in the writings of the Muslim rationalist
Muhammad Husein Haykal, expressed in the 1930s when he states:
“Tlie Kur’an, seeking to preserve the jurisdiction o f reason in morality, thus has 
kept morality immune to all that might vitiate its judgement on matters o f faith or 
morals. Consequently, it has regarded alcohol and gambling as anathema...Alcohol 
dissolves reason and wealth, to use the terms o f ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab when he
45 Goetiie, W est-ostilicher Divan, as cited in Franz Rosentlial, The C lassical H eritage in Islam  trans. 
by E. and J. Marmorstein (Great Britain, 1975, originally published Gemiany, 1965), 13.
46 Preserved by Ibn Durayd b. al-Sinima (b. 530) in al-Aghânî, ix, no. 28, as cited in Rosenthal, 
C lassical H eritage in Islam, 127.
47 Ibid.
48 Preserved by Ibn Dmayd, no. 28, as cited in Ibid., 137.
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prayed that God might reveal His judgement in its regard [I shall return to this 
formulation in the coming pages P.L.], It is natural for the mind to err in its 
judgement when intoxicated...”49
Comparative religion is certainly to be thanked for providing us with so many examples o f  
the practice and motivation regarding the prohibition or elevation o f wine drinking. 
However, the concern here is to identify as exactly as possible the literai-y remnants 
describing the specific circumstances under which the great institution.59 o f the prohibition 
came into being and the role the Prophet, the man who had perhaps the most profound effect 
of any individual on the history o f wine, was perceived to have had in it. This, by use o f the 
Kur’an (together with its exegesis), ti'aditionally accepted (at least by common 
consensus/acquiescence, i^ in d j  to be contemporaneous with Muhammad and his early 
followers, and therefore, we are told, indicative o f their beliefs and values.
P re-Isla m ic  P o e t r y : Pr o v id in g  the  so c ia l  c o n t e x t
a. For the purpose o f finding any such meaning, it would be o f value to Imow whether 
the Ar abs had been familiar with abstention from wine before Muhammad. Any attempt to 
answer this question is hampered by the fact that, except for the Kur’an, all information 
about pre-Islamic Arabs is contained in sources put down in writing at least one hundred 
and twenty years after the advent o f Islam. The real picture might be distorted by the 
passage o f time as well as by the natural inclination of the Muslim pietists to depict the past 
as they would have imagined it in line with their own pious ideals.
49 Muhammad Husein Haykal, The Life o f  M uhammad (Beirut, 1983), 545.
59 One may consider the matter an “institution” due to the fact tliat the prohibition o f  wine is 
‘institutionalised.’
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b. The pre-Islamic poets^l boasted o f their feats in wine drinking. Although (as we
have seen in the Kur’an) water is omnipresent in the poetry, it is rarely “merely” dmnk,
rather, it is used in a far more lofty context representing fertility, or used metaphorically for
generosity and blessing.52 hideed, the praise o f wine remained an inevitable part o f Arabic
poetry to such a degree that even Hasan b. Tlmbit. Imown as the first Muslim poet and the
clrronicler o f Muhammad and of his victories, is made to say:
‘If we commit unseemly deeds—whether a quainel or railing— we blame the wine 
(khamr) (which we drank to excess). We go on drinking it, which turns us into
kings.’53
As Goldziher points out: “although the genuineness o f the poem is, o f course, doubtful, the 
fact remains that wine-drinking, related in a religious poem, was not edited out, perhaps not 
even considered out o f place in the fonnative period of the development o f the Community. 
Only later attempts were made to explain away the existence o f the poem that gave offence 
to the newly dogmatised Muslim pietists. They were concerned to prove that the effects o f 
wine had changed with the changing times. Thus, they postured, during the period of 
paganism it might have had those beneficial effects atti'ibuted to it by the old poets (surely 
reflecting those attitudes from pagan society); but since God’s law o f condemnation it had
51 Including here the later (more dogmatic) pious writers tending to project certain ideals o f  their own 
time backward (whether these ideals be positive or, as in this case, negative) in order to provide a 
measure o f  authority.
52 “Kliamriyya,” E fl,  s.v. (I.E. Bencheikli).
53 Ibn Ishak (ca. 85-150/704-67), edited by Ibn Hisham (d. 218/833), Sivat Rasûl Allah, ed. F. 
W uestenfeld (Goettingen, 1858), 829, column 1, line 6. It should be pomted out tliat the above ‘social 
comm ent’ is presented in a poem  composed about the conquest o f  Mecca, according to traditional 
clu'onology.
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to be the cause o f all laxity.54 This idea was expressed as a tale, which was probably not 
unintentionally atti'ibuted to the same Hasan, the poet o f the transition from paganism to 
Islam, and thus deemed most suited to be the earner of the idea o f the theologians.”55
c. So, Muhammad was allegedly born into one o f the Middle Eastern cultures that 
fi'om earliest times had been depicted as using wine, an idea familiar to the pre-Islamic 
Arabs.
Although Arabian vintages could never have been of any great quality, wine, locally 
gi’own or imported bom more fertile regions (Syi'ia, Iraq, or the Yemen), was part of, we are 
told, the daily life o f sixth-century (pre-Islamic) Maldca. Since the Arabs had no real 
tradition o f viticulture (including those who settled in agricultural regions), wine was 
considered a Tuxm-y-item’, since due to poor soil quality, wine made from giapes had to be 
brought from considerable distances, and one may assume, was thus e x p e n s i v e . 5 6
According to what is described as early Ai'abic poeti*y, the wine-trade is chiefly 
connected with Christians and Jews, and one may assume that the places in which this trade 
was undertaken led to a circulation o f Cluistian and Jewish ideas among the pre-Islamic 
Ar abs. After the birth o f Islam, this commerce was must have been practised exclusively by 
these two communities, as a result o f the koranic prohibition.57
54 W ine and games o f  chance were declared by Hadith  as “beneficial before the prohibition, but in 
them was sin (only) after they were proliibited.” al-TabarT, al-dlam i' al-bo)mn, vol. 2, p. 361, line 4. 
Here again we meet with the concept o f
55 Quoted with slight alterations: Ignaz Goldziher, Muslim Studies I, trans. C.R. Barber and S.M. 
Stern (London, 1971), 31.
56 A s W.R. Smith observes, it is perhaps “for tiiis economic reason that opposition to the widespread 
use o f  wine found distinguished advocates before Muhammad.” W illiam Robertson Smith, The 
Prophets o f  Israel and Their P lace in H istory to the Close o f  the Eighth C entiny  (Edinburgh, 1895), 
388,11. 16.
57 “Khamr” (part II), EI^, s.v. (J. Sadan).
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It is against both the “Semitic” and Classical backgrounds that one has to evaluate the 
testimony o f the Kur’an and the “Oral Tradition”, the exegetical Hadîth, concerning the 
establishment and institutionalisation o f the prohibition of ‘wine’.
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PART TWO
T h e  k u r ’à n  a n d  its P la c e  in th e  Ev e n t u a l  Pro h ibitio n  of  W in e  in  Isla m
a. hi the earliest times o f the Muslim community, limitations the divine prohibition of
feniiented mixtures imposed met powerful resistance from Arabs who, it is said, indulged in
moderate drinking as a natural part o f pre-Islamic society and culture. It is related by
Muslim chroniclers that pre-Islamic Ai'abs found “nothing less to their taste than asceticism,
and sang o f their national heroes’ use o f wine, and of their generosity in sharing it out. ”5 8
According to Goldziher, the earliest attempts to infroduce asceticism, one o f whose
manifestations was abstention from wine, to the pagan Ai'abs were in vain, “not going well
with their inherent character.” hideed, it was the prohibition o f wine, which he asserts was
remembered as what “encouraged virtue, honour and generosity,” that was
incomprehensible to the true A rabs.59 This may reflect the traditional idea that although
“self-castigation is best suited for intercession and for the seeking o f God’s pardon,”60 the
prohibition of wine was not in Muhammad’s program at the beginning, hi süra 16:67 we
even find “strong drink” praised as one sign of God’s gi'ace to mankind, one o f the good
things o f the earth (along with water, milk and honey):
‘And o f the fruits o f the date-tiee and the grape (-vine), you make (from it) a strong 
drink (Ar. & lieb. sakar^^) and good nourislinient. hideed, in it is a sign for a 
people who understand.’
58 As cited in Goldzilier, Studies I, 29.
59 Ibid,
60 Which, according to Goiteiii, was w ell known in Arabia sm ce ancient times. S.D. Goitein, 
“Ramadan, The Muslim Month o f  Fasting,” Studies in Islamic History and Institutions (Leiden, 1966), 
99.
61 I thank Professor Bernard Lewis for this observation. A s Dr. Richard Kimber rightly points out, 
tliis verse is the only instance in the Kur’an where the term sakar appears. Every other reference to 
fennented drink uses the tenn khamr. Sakar is found in Proverbs 31:6 “tnu shakjmr I'oved v'yayin
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Based on this revelation, undoubtedly reflecting a continuation o f the local custom of  
fermenting dates and giapes, the Persian-Arab theologian and religious philosopher Faldii' 
al-dm al-Râzî (d. A .D . 1209) in'his incomplete Tafslr recalls that the “Muslims drank such 
drinks, since they were allowed (to)[or at least not explicitly prohibited].”62 But, as we 
shall see, the consequences o f drunkenness are said to have led Muhammad to change his 
attitude.
b. Persons who were aware that the practice o f some ascetics forbade their use o f wine 
had, as it appears in the Kur’an, apparently addressed questions on the subject o f its 
consumption to Muhammad. The Kur’an’s first answer was a compromise, in which the 
uses o f khamr (which were coupled with “arrow-shuffling” [that may or may not be some 
form of gambling]) were considerable, though the injuiy produced by that was gieat, even 
greater than the benefit. Thus, though ‘wine’ had been mentioned as a delight of Paradise, 
its evil effects were also realised, now in a quasi-legal s e n s e . 6 3  The first revelation giving 
vent to these feelings was ti'aditionally sitra 2:219:
I ’marai nefesk' (“Give strong drink to tlie seivant [o f God] and wine to him that be bitter in his soul”). 
There is here a clear differentiation between wine and liquor. In Genesis 9:21, N oah ‘‘vayashai 
m a'ha’yayin va y i^ a k h ep ' (“he [Noah] druiilc wine and became intoxicated”). In the Talmud, 
Tractate Ketuvot {diet, 8) it is written ‘''hayu diotin u ‘mislitalcbin” (“They would drink and become 
drank” [equivalent to 10th fonn  Ar.]). In m odem  Hebrew the construct fonn translation o f  “pub” is 
beit ha ‘shkhar".
62 Faklir al-dîn al-RâzT, Mafatih al-ghayb kitâb al-tafsTr al-kabïr (“The Keys o f  the Hidden: The 
Great Commentary”), 16 vols., plus index (Beirut, 1990), on süra 2:219, vol. 6, p. 35, line 13. In this 
work, al-RazT brings into his exegesis philosophical thought and contains his independent suggestions 
for solutions to problems surrounding inconsistencies in jurisprudence.
63 On the contrary, the “benefits” o f  wine-consumption were not specified. It would seem  tliat the 
advantageous use o f  wine, for whatever reason, was so obvious to the proto-Islamic audience, that no 
need was felt to express any further explanation regarding the matter within Revelation.
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‘T h e y  w i l l  a sk  y o u  [ i .e . M u h a m m a d ] c o n c e m in g  w in e  (Id iam r), a n d  aiT O W -shuffling  
[m a y sir , i .e .  t i'a d itio n a lly  g a m b lin g  a n d /o r  th e  s e e k in g  o f  o r a c le s  fr o m  th e  d e ity 6 4 ] .  
S a y : “fri (th e  tw o  o f )  th e m  th e r e  i s  gi'eat s in  an d  (a ls o )  u s e s  fo r  m e n , b u t th e  s in  ( o f  
th e  tw o )  is  g rea ter  th a n  th e  u s e fu ln e s s  ( o f  th e  tw o  o f  th e m ’) . ’”
It is not possible to know what people actually asked o f the Prophet when they questioned
him, since i t  is not dealt with in the C o m m e n t a r i e s . 65 They may well have asked o f the true
c h a ra cter  an d  n a tu re  o f  khamr, or  w h e th e r  it  is  p o s s ib le  to  m a k e  u se  o f  it  a s  a  m e d ic in e ,  or
w h e th e r  it  i s  s in fu l  or  p e r m is s ib le  to  d r in k  it.66  i t  is  a ls o  in te r e s t in g  th a t w in e  an d  a rro w
shuffling are linked—both in sin and in “usefulness.” The usefulness o f arrow-
shuffling/gambling is a matter the Kur’an (and its exegesis) does not endeavour to explain.
Looking at this particular verse in isolation, it is noteworthy that while wine-
d r in k in g  i s  n o t  lo o k e d  u p o n  a s  a p o s it iv e  a c t io n , n e ith e r  c o u ld  it  b e  c o n s id e r e d  a p r o h ib it io n
of the substance(s). Rather than being a legalistic judgement, the verse is a moral
e x p r e s s io n  s u g g e s t in g  a g ia d u a te d  so c ia l  m o v e m e n t  a w a y  fr o m  d r u n k e n n ess , a  p e r c e iv e d
tlirea t to  th e  n e w  s o c io - r e l ig io u s  order.
This order may have been deemed necessary for the new sense o f community
( in c lu d in g  a c le a r  d e f in it io n  o f  th e  t h e o lo g ic a l ,  r itu a l and  s o c io lo g ic a l  b o u n d a r ie s  a s d is t in c t
from other socio-religious groups) which the Prophet was ti*ying to instil, and evidence o f
the values prevailing within the earliest community o f Believers. However, the prohibition
was not (yet) stated outright, nor any details stated expressly in the Kur’an.
64 In his comments on siira 5:90, al-TabarT defines maysir (as tliat) “o f  which you draw lots 
{tatayàsarüna biki)," either a reference to a fonn o f  gambling, or to something resembling the use o f  
oracles (although tlie terra should then have been azldm). al-TabaiT, al-diami' al-bayan, vol. 7, p. 32, 
lines 4-5. However, in his comments on sHra 2:219, he defines maysir as kimâr, “gambling.” Tbid., 
vol. 1-2, esp. p. 357, line 15, and p. 358, line 2.
65 The phrase yasalwtaka occurs only fifteen times tliroughout the koranic text.
66 Refer to al-Râzî, Majdtih aJ-ghayb, vol. 6, 35, lines 7-8 for a memory o f  general questioning o f  the 
Prophet. Note must be taken that my source does not refer to the specific medicinal use o f  wine.
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0 . Arising from an understanding o f this verse that ‘wine’ was not explicitly 
prohibited, the commentators on the Kur’an, seeking to understand, and fill out the specific 
circumstances of the revelations, relate how Muhammad’s companions held drinking-parties 
which led to faults being committed in the ritual prayer, a defining characteristic o f the new 
Community:
‘Abd al-Rahman ibn ‘A w f produced food and drink, and he called one o f the 
Companions and they ate and drank until they were drunk (sukarif). Then they 
approached the evening prayer and (the Companion) did recite (falsely): “Say; O 
unbelievers, I worship [instead of: ‘I do not worship...’ P.L.] what you worship, and 
you worship [instead of: ‘do not worship...’ P.L.] what I worship, and I worship 
what you worship [instead of: ‘I do not worship...’ P.L.], and to you your religion 
and to me mine.”67
‘And he did not render this verse well, and did not (even) laiow what he was 
reading (due to drunkenness).’68
This episode was made to have had an effect upon the new Prophet, considering his 
traditional sensitivity to political or religious polemics against him. Thus, due to 
Muhammad having disagieeable experiences with followers who came drunk to some form 
of public worship, the first revelation issued expressing this is traditionally connected to 
siira 4:43:
‘O you o f those who are believers, do not draw near to prayer when you are drunk 
(sukara) until you know what you are saying...’
67 al-TabarT, al-diam i' al-bo}>ân, vol. 4, p. 95, lines 21-24. In brackets is the incomplete koranic siiva 
109 (without verse five: “N or will you worship that which I worship”). For a variation on the above 
tradition within die framework o f  abrogation also see Ibid., vol. 1-2, p. 363, lines 1-9.
Ibid., vol. 7, p. 33, lines 21-22. Tliis entire event assumes o f  course that the koranic verse in 
question (süra  109) was indeed originally read as it was later redacted when tiiese hadîths were 
collected.
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Sir William Muir (in characteristic manner) points out rather laconically that this injunction
“...may be viewed as additional evidence o f the lax manner in which the devotions o f the
Muslims were at first p e r f o m i e d . ”  6 9  However, on the conti'aiy, it also reflects the
aspirations o f the earliest proto-Islamic community^ at the outset of its fonnative period.
One may comment that the inclusion of the above verse into canonised form (i.e. into the
mtishaf, by way of id[mâ ') reflects an historical reality, as it certainly does not reflect well
upon the Companions, whom tiadition relies on for their tmstworthiness regarding the
conveying of accurate prophetic behawour.
Although one may comfortably assert that the number o f wine-drinkers amongst the
Community decreased after the above revelation was issued, it could still be argued that the
verse allows for alcohol consumption, but not near the ‘prayer’, o f which one could
approach only after one had r e c o v e r e d . 7 0  After all, according to traditional sources filling
out the circumstances o f Revelation, it appears that drunkenness often became a cause o f
scandal, alongside gambling which also incuned Mulrammad’s condemnation. For
example. Tradition has not refrained from graphically describing how Hamza b. ‘Abd al-
Muttalib, Muhammad’s uncle, in a fit of drunkenness mutilated ‘All’s camels:
‘AlT b. Abo Talib reported: “There fell to my portion along with the Messenger of 
God, an old she-camel from the battle-spoils o f Badr. The Messenger o f God 
provided me another camel...And Hamza b. ‘Abd al-Muttalib was engaged in 
drinking (sakar) in a house in the presence o f a singing girl, singing to him. She
69 Sir W illiam Muir, The Life o f  Mohammed From Original Sources (Edinburgh, 1923, first 
published, 1861), 333.
79 Indeed, al-TabarT relates that after the above verse was revealed “they did not cease doing this [i.e. 
either coming to prayer drunk, or just generally drinking], imtil God revealed (the prohibition o f  siira 
5:90).” TabarT, al-djami' al-bay>àn, vol. 7, p. 33, lines 24-25. This prohibition “was revealed not long 
afterwards.” Ibid., p. 34, line 7. This is in distinction to another o f  TabarT’s hadTths attributed to a 
Companion after the warning not to approach prayer while drunk: “0  Prophet, we shall not drink it 
(i.e. wme) when we approach the prayer.” TabarT, al-djamV al-bayan, vol. 2, p. 361, lines 25-26.
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said; Hamza, raise to slaughter the fat she-camels. Hamza attacked (them) with the 
sword and cut off (their) humps and tore off their leg-muscles, and then removed the 
livers (of the beasts)...’”71
In all fairness to Hamza, his drinldng episode had (it is traditionally reckoned) occuired 
before the prohibition o f alcohol had been issued. Nevertheless, according to tiaditional 
clri'onology, it is suggested that his conduct prompted one important innovation to the 
Prophet— the partial or absolute abolition o f wine and other intoxicating substances.
d. It is traditionally related that Muhammad at last perceived that the sanctions o f the
new revelation were too weak to enforce a middle course regarding his version of
asceticism, for “only some abstained from drinking (wine, khamr) f  72 and that the
imposition o f total abstinence would have been the only means by which the Prophet could
seek moderation. To fill out the circumstances o f this series o f revelations, and provide
some logical justification to a set o f differing messages the revelations gave, the fukaha'
connected the disorderly scene in which Hamza and ‘All figured (and in which it is likely
that the so-called arrow-game was not absent as a possible cause [see n. 80, p. 36). Thus the
clironological connection was created between the “earlier” half sanction and the absolute
forbiddance.73 The verse reads:
‘O believers, indeed wine (khamr) and aiTow-shuffliiig, idols and divining-an'ows 
are filth [i.e. sin], from (amongst) the works o f Satan, so avoid it; perhaps you will 
be successful. Satan only wants to bring enmity and hatred between you regarding
7^  M uslim ibn al-Hadidiadj(d. 261/875), Salnh Muslim, volume III, chapter 36: Kitâb al-Ashriba, 
traditions 1 and 2, (M ecca, n.d.), 1568-9.
72 al-RâzT, Mafatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 35, line 13.
73 The date is o f  coinse uncertain altliough the sections o f  the Kur’ân which traditionally reflect the 
Prophet’s activities in his native city o f  Makka do not contain any provision concem ing abstention 
from wine, nor o f  fasting.
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wine and arrow shuffling, and to stop you from the mentioning/remembrance of
God, and from prayer. Then shall you not refrain? Obey God, and obey the
Prophet, and bew are...’74
The above verse differs fiom what are traditionally Imown as “the early Makkan suras"' in 
that its outlook is slightly further afield, and the legislation more developed and aimed at 
communal continuity. Furthermore, one finds here in the final comment regarding authority 
that Muhammad the Prophet is, along with God, to be considered a source o f Law.
It will not pass unnoticed that in this last verse, the Kur’ân includes alcoholic drinks 
and idolatry in the same category, giving the prohibition a definite religious character (or at 
least puts the prohibition on a religious level), as opposed to a purely legal character (such 
as the rules for inheritance and family law).75 Also gone is the uncertain state observed in 
‘previous’ revelations on the subject, and which is similarly to be observed concerning the 
kibla, or the point towards which Muslims should turn during prayer, before Mecca was 
finally decided upon.
Further, this main verse upon which the prohibition o f wine is based, does not speak 
o f intoxication but o f Satan using alcohol to cause enmity and hati'ed between people.76 On 
this basis, it could be polemically argued that the ground for the prohibition of wine was 
that it led to hatred and enmity. If so, it could be further argued that where it did not lead to 
hatred and enmity, there was no need to consider it as forbidden. The fundamental question, 
o f course, is about the ground for the prohibition o f wine. It is usually said that the ground
74 süra 5:90-92.
75 Although it might well be argued tliat Islamic law is religious in nature.
76 Judging from various koranic statements, such as süra 36:60-62 where Satan, appointed temporary 
god on eartli, was made to have powers not unlike those of God, and with full freedom of choice (e.g. 
not to bow to Adam, etc.), it is clear that Satan (the true monotheist!) does not need the help of wine 
and games of chance, nor of idols and divining arrows.
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is that wine causes intoxication, and by analogy this justifies the extension o f the 
prohibition to all other alcoholic beverages.
e. We have seen that the/iz/ca/iri ’ produced and connected certain stories to the koranic
revelation in order to fill out the circumstances and thus understand better the particular
meaning o f any given koranic verse. However, there was no consensus on whether this or
that stoiy was the only one whereby the scholars could authoritatively understand the
Revelation. For example, in addition to the described unruly incidents connected to the
Prophet’s decision to finally ban alcohol, the single verse upon which the prohibition o f
wine is based, was dictated, we are also told, as a direct result o f an incident in Madina
when Muhammad’s disciples were drinking together after dinner.77 One o f his Maldcan
followers began to recite an uncomplimentary poem about the tribe o f Madina, when one of
his Madman followers picked up a bone from the table and hit the Maldcan on the head.
Muhammad was distressed and after prompting from ‘Umar, asked God how to keep his
disciples in order, again resulting in the final prohibition as the response:
‘And others said: “This verse was revealed in the case o f Sa‘d ibn Abl Waldçâs 
when he was quarrelling with a man (while two were) drinking. And his companion 
hit him a great hit with the jaw-bone o f a camel and split his n o se ...”78
“...Then one of the Helpers struck Sa‘d with the jawbone of a camel and 
wounded him (with) a deep head wound, he (Sa‘d) complained to the Messenger of 
God, and ‘Umar said: ‘God, give us a final statement conceming w i n e ! ’ ” 7 9
77 Whereas w e have previously seen another stream o f  tradition which states that the proliibition came 
about as a direct result o f  liie incident regarding the confusion o f  wording m the prayer ritual. See; al- 
Tabari, al-diam i' al-bo)>dn, vol. 7, p. 33, lines 21-22.
78 i m . ,  lines 26-27.
79 al-RazI, Mafatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 35, lines 18-19.
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Thus, a principal characteristic o f the Muslim way of life arose out o f a quarrel— which may 
or may not have been dmnken.80
Considering ‘Umar’s relationship to Muliammad, and his authoritative place in the 
traditional fonnation of Islamic Law, one must consider that most important among those 
revelations revealed to Muhammad as a result o f his association with ‘Umar included two 
with clear consequences in the realm of Muslim law. The first is the final prohibition o f  
wine, which as we see came about after the clear intervention o f ‘Umar according to several 
hadith traditions,8 ^  and the second is the problematic case o f stoning (adulterers) which 
according to ‘Umar was originally part of the “Book of God” (the Kur’an source, as 
opposed to the mu^haf, the Kur’an document; or alternatively, the “Torah”). 82 Thus,
89 Indeed, TabarT makes reference to this when he writes: And others [i.e. other hadith sources] said: 
“This verse (süra 5:90, o f  the prohibition o f  wine and games o f  chance) was revealed...due to games 
o f  chance, and not due to (the effects of) w ine.” al-Tabari, P i ami' al-bayan, vol. 7, p. 35, lines 1-2.
81 See: al-Tabari, al-diami' al-bayan, vol. 7, p. 32, lines 26-27; p. 35, lines 10-11.
82 Muslim, Sahlh Muslim, III, ch. 29: Kitâb al-HudOd, bâb 4, tradition 1691, p. 1317. ‘Umar even  
stated categorically that the Prophet and his Companions used to stone adulterers, and is supposed to 
have said: “Were it not (for) that people w ill say that ‘Umar added to die book o f  God that which does 
not belong to it— I would have written the verse into the Km-’an.” Alunad Ibn Hanbal, Musnad (six  
vols., Cairo A.H. 1313), vol. 1, p. 329. This most interesting episode provides us with a glimpse o f  
sections o f  the IÇur’ân not written into the canonised text we hold today. John Burton examines this 
case in detail and provides us with the ‘omitted’ wording derived from M alik’s discussion o f  the 
penalty for adultery: ‘...tire (wording o f  the ) verse (which ‘Umar refers to, is): “the mature male and 
female, stone Üiern.” ‘Umar insists that, in the lifetime o f  the Prophet, the M uslims had recited tlris 
‘verse’. ’ Thus, Burton argues, the ‘Book o f  G od’ need not necessarily refer to the Kur’ân. From 
S h a ffl’s detailed polemical analysis o f  this problem. Burton has shown that it could just as easily refer 
to “tliose revelations (i.e. sayings o f  Muhammad) not recited or wr itten dovir, part o f  the sunna o f  the 
Prophet.” Jolm Burton, “The Penalty for Adultery in Islam,” Approaches to the Qur 'an, ed. by G.R. 
Hawting and Abdul-Kader A. Shareef (London, 1993), 273. See also all other major works o f  
Burton’s, and Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, “‘Umar b. al-Kliattab-Paul o f  Islam?,” Some Religious Aspects o f  
Islam: A Collection o f  Articles (Leiden, 1988), esp. pp. 7-29
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evidently only upon ‘Umar’s imperative was the final step, and then hesitatingly, issued.83 
Al-Râzî provides a nan'ative expressing the fmstration of the Believers, and by demanding 
revelation (primarily on the part o f ‘Umar), suggests conscious manipulation o f the 
Prophetic power;
‘The reason for the prohibition o f wine (came about) when ‘Umar...said: 
“Messenger of God, wine plunders the mind and runs off with the wealth. Give us 
an explanation concerning it!” Thus, they asked for a judgement from God and His 
Messenger because wine plunders the m i n d . . . ’84
This is not the only instance o f apparent manipulation o f the prophetic abilities o f the new 
Prophet, hi a giaphic example o f Muhammad’s relationship with God and Revelation, one 
reads the stoiy o f (the Prophet’s wife) ‘Â ’isha bint AbT Bakr’s nocturnal adventures with 
one o f Muhammad’s C o m p a n i o n s . 85 hi that tradition one does get the impression that it is 
perhaps after some measure o f “wifely persuasion,” nothing less than a divine verse was 
induced for her exoneration:
‘By Allah 1 ( ‘Â ’ish^) thought myself too insignificant for Him to send dovm 
concerning me a Kur’an which could be read in the mosques and used in prayer, but 
I was hoping that the Prophet would see something in a dream by which he could
83 The same may be said regarding the issue o f  hidiâb  (veiling o f  women). In süra  33:53 the 
prophetic figure instructs tliose coming into contact Mth his wives to ''sa'alühuna min w aray  
hidlabin."  Baydâwî’s conuneiit is:
‘It is related tliat ‘Umar said: “0  M essenger o f  God, there come into your house men who 
may be smiple or wicked. It would be w ell i f  you commanded the veil for the mothers o f  
believers.” This verse was tlien revealed.’
This instance can be considered anotlier example o f  ‘peer pressure’ resulting in the convenient and 
timely production o f  prophecy.
84 al-RazT, Mafatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 37, lines 27-28.
85 Muhammad Ibn Ishak, The Life o f  Muhammad, trans. A  Guillaume (Oxford, 1955), 496-7.
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clear away the lie from me, because He Imew my innocence, or that there would be 
some communication. As for a IÇur’ân coming down about me by Allah, I thought 
far too little o f myself fôr that...
And by God the Prophet had not moved from where he was sitting when 
there came over him from God what used to come over him [i.e. a revaltory fit?], 
and he was wrapped in his garment, and a leather cushion was put under his 
head...(Muhammad then said) “Good news ‘Â ’i^a! God has sent down word
about your innocence.’86
f. It is related that after the final revelation regarding the wane prohibition was issued, 
the people ‘then poured out what was in their jars (i.e. presumably fennented) and they said: 
“We abstain (from drinking it) our Lord, we (absolutely) abstain, our Lord!’” 87 According 
to one account, due notice had been given to the owners o f liquor that such a text would be 
revealed and they were advised to sell while they could; but when the revelation came, it is 
said that zealous followers went from Muslim house to house and emptied their vessels o f  
all liquor that was supposed to be intoxicating, commonly breaking the vessels themselves; 
and trading Muslims who brought wine home from Syiia after this event were compelled to 
pour their earnings away. 88 The prohibition was extended by analogy to wine made o f 
vinegar, and a categorical denial was given to the suggestion that wine had medicinal
86 Ibn Ishak, Guillaume (ti.), The Life o f  M uhammad, 496-7.
87 al-TabarT, P i  ami ' al-bayan, vol. 7, p. 34, last line.
88 Alunad ibn Hanbal (d. 247), Musnad, (six  vols.) iv, p. 336 (Cairo, AH 1313). In fact, the wanes o f  
Gaza were no longer exported to Europe by the early 9th century, probably due to the koranic 
prohibition, and not, as H em i Piienne in his M oham m ad and Charlemagne (London, 1968, first 
published Paris, 1937) posits, as being the result o f  Islam cutting Mediterranean trade routes. One can 
say that Islam simply discouraged tlie manufacture o f  the good without any consideration o f  political 
or conunercial factors which Piremie puts fortli.
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value89— there was (Muhammad was by this time ‘made’ to be convinced) no good in it at 
all.
g. The impression made by Tradition is that wine-drinking was not only Imown, but
also widely practised, even among Muhammad’s own followers, hideed, those of
Muhammad’s companions who did not want to give up their drinking, may have justified
their action (as yet transgression?) with the use o f the following koranic verse—süra 5:93—
a continuation o f the two verses dealing with the final prohibition o f wine:
‘Those who believe and do good deeds are not regarded as sinful because o f what 
they eat as long as they bust in God, and believe, and do good works...’
The traditions show that tlie prohibition o f wine was inevitably a tiial to the faith o f the 
Muslims, under which many o f them seem to have inevitably failed to upkeep. But the 
Prophet appears at no other time to have been the victim of drunken misbehaviour.
h. A Jewish messianic figure o f a slightly later period than Muhammad approached the 
expression of his Message with a similar prohibition o f wine. The relevance lies in the fact 
that similar messages were promulgated by messianic figures in the turbulent late 7th and 
early 8th cen tu ries.99 Abii ‘Isa al-IsfahaiiT was the most significant Jewish prophet-figure o f 
early Islam, and lived in han during the reign of the fifth ‘Uniayyad caliph ‘Abd al-Malik b. 
Marwân (A.D. 685-705, or according to others under Marwan II, A.D. 744-750). He 
proclaimed himself a prophet and herald o f the Messiah, and is remembered for his docti ine 
that aclaiowledged the validity o f both Muhammad and Jesus as prophets, but only sent to
89 Miilianiinad ibn Isma‘il al-Bukliârî (d. A . H .  256), Salnh aJ-Bukhan, Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 15 
(Beirut, 1997) p. 1800, line 3.
99 Here I particularly refer to die Byzantme-Sassaniaii conflict, which affected tlie entire region, 
including no doubt, also the Arabian peninsula.
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their own communities, not to all peoples everywhere. He foniied a sect called the 
Tsawiyya that survived into the tenth century, and their asceticism is evidenced in their 
prohibition o f both meat and wine. 9^
Although his proscription of wine and meat was clearly influenced by the passage 
about the Re^abites (Jeremiah, XXXV), these rules equally derived from such Rabbinical 
traditions as those found in the Talmud Sefer Bava Batra, “that meat and wine ought not be 
indulged in by Jews while they live in e x i l e . ”92
How far Abu Tsa was influenced by early Islam, or whether it was even Imown to 
him, may only be a matter o f speculation, although it is not unreasonable to assume he was 
aware o f the basic outline o f Muhammad’s message. It does, however appear more likely 
that the koranic Muhammad was “merely” expressing the universal social standards o f the 
period and region.
In this case both prophetic figures would looked to the same type o f universal 
humanistic ideals for their inspiration, merely prompted in their actions by incidents 
unfavourable to the smooth running of their own socio-religious community.
T r a d it io n a l  CHRONOLOGY: A b r o g a t io n  t o  St a b il is e  L e g is l a t io n
a. Each single verse o f the Kur’an is called àya, “sign,” “miracle” because it is 
traditionally believed that Muhammad brought these verses as Divine signs for differing 
situations, or when his adversaries asked him for a miracle attesting to his prophethood (an 
exegetically derived notion rooted in Suras 16:102, 13:38).93
91 Steven Wassersti'om, “The Tsawiyya Revisited,” Stiidia Islamica, ex fasciciilo LXX XV , 1992, p. 
57, 75-76.
92 Talmud Bavli, The Schottenstein Edition, general editor R. Hersh G oldw im i, tractate Bava Batra, 
volum e I (U .S.A ., 1992), 60b (2).
93 See: A. Jeffrey, “Àya”, The E ncyclopaedia o f  Islam, new ed., vol. 1 (Leiden, 1986), 773.
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However, the difficulty arose involving the fact that abrogations, the eventual 
prohibition o f wine being but one, were nevertheless preserved in the fixed text o f the 
Kur’ân docunient.94 Unfortunately for those trying to fully comprehend God’s Word, when 
sometime after the Prophet’s death, the Kur’ân source (or that which served as such in the 
earliest period) was compiled, both ‘abrogating’ (jiâsikh) and ‘abrogated’ (manstlkh) verses 
were included, since traditional logic dictates that no one but the Prophet himself could have 
decided which was to remain valid. This may have been a factor that led, in certain 
instances, to seeming conti'adictions that the commentators and fukaha ’ have had to solve. 
BaydawT’s commentas is illuminating on the significance o f the ‘principle o f abrogation’ for 
Islam:
‘The reason for it [i.e. abrogation] is that laws are fonnulated and verses revealed as 
they are required, to suit the good o f manldnd...This varies with the time and the 
individual; as, for example, the necessities of life, which may be beneficial at one 
time and harmful at another.’96
For the example that BaydawT gives o f the “necessities of life, etc.”, it is reasonable to think 
he had in mind the prohibition o f wine, which as we have seen, had at one time been 
associated not only witli the “healthful nuti'iment” derived from the palm, but also with the 
delights o f Paradise itself {süra 78:35, 83:25).97
94 The idea that God might want to change liis mind is an example o f  the fallacy, first pointed out by 
St. Augustine, o f imagining God as a being existing in time: time is a property only o f  what God had 
created. Presumably, H e knew what He mtended when He set it up.
95 Referring to süra  2:106: “W e abrogate any verse, or cause it to pass into oblivion, (then) We bring 
(a) better (one) than it, or one similar to it (in goodness).”
96 Nash* ‘Abd Allah b. ‘Umar b. Muliammad al-Bayciâwî, Anwar a l-T am ll M>a-asrar a l- ta ’w if  TafsTr 
al-B aydâw i (Beirut, n.d.), on süra  2:106, no page numbering.
97 However, o f  greater importance according to Reuben Levy in The Social Structure o f  Islam  
(Cambridge, 1957, reprinted 1969), 163-4, were abrogations on matters o f social importance such as 
inlieritance, the penalties for adultery, etc.
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The theoiy o f abrogation, a brilliant Islamic mechanism developed to solve 
problems both internal to the IÇur’ân and between the Kiir’an and Sunna, was put forward as 
a solution for the problem o f cbntiadictory verses, explaining that certain verses, although 
revealed by God, were meant for temporary application only. When their relevance had 
passed, they were abrogated— but had to be included in the mushaf as they were still o f the 
‘words’ o f God. This theory o f their inclusion elegantly explains the apparent 
inconsistencies between the individual revelations. W.M. Watt confidently states that this 
attests to the authenticity o f the text, proving that nothing was altered by the later Muslim 
jurists to justify their own conceptions.^^ It does, however, add little enlightenment to the 
confusing character o f many o f the contradictory verses.^^
b. Although an attentive reading o f the khamr/sakar passages in question reveals (four) 
stages o f development, it should not be considered that here I am attempting to reconstruct 
the history o f the prohibition o f wine during Muhammad’s lifetime, a contioversial subject 
that by its very nature precludes exact results. Indeed, Patricia Crone has written that “if  the 
Kur’an were to be used on its own, we would laiow for certain only that a new form of  
monotheism emerged in Northern Aiabia and that it was being preached by a prophet Imown 
as Muhammad.” She further adds that “on its own, the Kur’an is largely unintelligible.”
After all, as Wansbrough says, the Kur’an “adopted a profoundly ahistorical view o f  
the world and of mankind, because since morality is eternal, the question o f historical
W .M. Watt, (ed.), B e ll’s Introduction to the Q u r’an, R evised and E nlarged  (Edinburgh, 1970), viii, 
12 .
Compare, for instance, sura  73:1-4 to its abrogation in verse 20.
100 pati'icia Crone, Slaves on H orses, (Cambridge, England, 1980), 12-13, 33.
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change is relatively unimportant to the Kur’an.” So, the question must arise o f whether 
indeed the IÇur’ân furnishes us with ‘infonnation’ about events and conditions in the H i^az 
at the beginning of the seventh century. On its own, it is virtually impossible to extract this 
sort o f infomiation from the Kur’an in isolation, but nevertheless, it is still the ‘foundation 
document’ o f Islam and as such it must be o f a certain amount o f historical value to us.^^^
Must we then redefine our meaning o f die word ‘historical’ when pertaining to the 
Kur’an? It can however, be a source for our understanding o f some o f the" ideas and 
materials that went into the foundation o f Islam—but only when considered together with its 
inseparable exegesis— the HadJth.
Nevertheless, the final verse {sw'a 5:90-92) is traditionally thought o f as that which 
abrogates the other verses dealing with alcoholic consumption, and presents a traditional 
cln onology illustrating the koranic development o f the issue as it has come down to us. 
Together with the explanatory stories surrounding the circumstances o f its revelation, the 
device o f abrogation is the only means by which we know that the prohibition o f wine in the 
Kur’an was the result o f a change o f attitude.
A traditionalist explains abrogation by saying that even when an enactment was 
made, it was not always final; for naturally enough Muhammad and/or God had occasion at 
times to change his/His mind.^O  ^ Thus, with each change of mind (or with a developing 
realisation o f an issue that had previously been o f no interest to the Believers) came a new
Jolm Wansbrough, K oranic Studies: Sources and M ethods o f  Scriptural Interpretation  (Oxford, 
1977), 1, 29. However, even i f  history is not important to the IÇnr’ân, it may nevertheless be possible  
for a scholar to use it as a source for liistoiy,
102 j oyye tiiis observation to Dr. Gerald Hawking.
However, this uncertainty in the stability o f  the revealed code laid the Prophet open to charges 
which tliemselves required special ‘revelations’ to be sent d o w i to refute the calumniators, as 
previously noted.
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‘revelation’ contradicting some older one already in existence— graphically shown in the
case o f the wine-drinking p r o h i b i t i o n .  This idea is illustrated by al-Râzî:
‘Al-Kafal said that the wisdom of issuing the prohibition (against wine drinking) in 
these stages was that God knew that the people were already accustomed to drinking 
wine and making use o f its many uses. And he knew that if  he had prohibited them 
all at once (from the use o f wine), it would be too difficult for them. Thus 
unquestionably (therefore) he made use o f these stages and Idndness in the 
prohibition (against drinking wine).’^^ 5
c. While we o f course have no means to check the order o f revelations as (and if) they
were actually expressed by the Prophet, it is the above sequence o f revelations regarding
wine and its eventual prohibition that is the most accepted one (and logical, on the literaiy
level) among the traditionalists and commentators o f the Kur’an, assisted by, and in turn
confomiing to the sequence o f events suggested by the Kiir’ân through the ‘ti'ustworthy’
exegetical traditions. However, this order of revelations is not without discomfort to the
traditionalist. It has seemingly allowed for one who drinks wine to perfomi his prayer
(legally) while intoxicated (albeit temporarily):
‘The verse {süra 4:43 [“...do not approach the prayer...”]) was (revealed) w>hen they 
drank the wine...this was before the prohibition o f wine was revealed.
‘They [merely...p.L.] avoided stiong drink during the time o f the prayers. 
This custom was abolished by the prohibition o f  w i n e . ’ ^ ^ 8
And as equally dramatic as the abrogations involved in tlie issue o f  dlihcid where the “Verse o f  tire 
Sword”, sta-a 9:5, traditionally abrogates over 130 other koranic utterances found in the mushaf.
al-Râzî, Mafdtih al-ghayb, vol. 6, p. 35, lines 21-23.
al-Tabari, a l-d lam i‘ al-bayàn, vol. 7, p. 33.
al-Tabari, Ibid., vol. 4, p. 96, lines 2-3.
al-TabarT, Ibid., line 10.
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In an attempt to explain this uncomfortable conclusion (that süra 4:43 was revealed
clu'onologically only after süra 16:69 [“...good nourishment...”], and süra 2:219 [“...sin as
well as benefit...”]), it was added that the second verse {süra 2:219) indeed:
‘...reveals the (existence o f the) prohibition of wine but we are (still) in need o f the 
explanation o f what wine is, and then (also) the (further) explanation o f the fact that 
this verse shows the (existence o f  the) prohibition o f the drinking o f wine [emphasis 
added P.L.].’ ®^^
However, in a layer o f HadJth, preserved by al-TabarT, and never integrated into mainstream 
Islamic jurisprudence, one finds another approach to the problem of drunkenness,, and the 
critical question o f ‘what wine is ’ relating to the prayer:
1. ‘According to others [i.e. those who do not agree to accept abrogations 
regarding prayer and alcohol] who said: “The meaning o f this [i.e. süra 
4:43] is (“drunk”) on s l e e p .” ’ ^^ 0
2. According to al-Dahhak: “It has not the meaning o f drunk on wine, in fact it 
means drunk “on sleep”.”  ^ ^
This stream of thought (represented by a title and two examples with differing isnâds) is one
which questions the meaning o f “drunk” and by lexical means, removes the problematic 
süra 4:43 not only from the realm of abrogation, but from the context o f the prohibition o f  
wine e n t i r e l y .  ^ jt was never accepted via idpna \
al-Râzî, M afdtih al-ghayb, vol. 6, p. 35, last two lines.
 ^ al-Tabarî, D jdm i' al-baydn, vol. 4, p. 96, line 10. The explanation o f  how one can get “dnuik,” or 
perhaps addicted to sleep is not provided.
 ^  ^  ^ Tabarî, Ibid., line 20. See the above comments, which apply also here.
 ^ Regarding internal inconsistencies to the theory o f  abrogation, John Burton has pointed out, and I 
loosely quote: “The Kur’an nowhere aimomiced a certain verse as being abrogated by another. The 
scholars did not possess an undeniable indication o f  dating, and only asserted their allegations without 
proof. W e not even know why some verses come before others in time, nor how  it is to possible 
distinguish a verse which is tire sole valid source o f  an obligatory action from a verse w ho’s raling was 
abandoned, given tlie absence o f  such a declaration in Kur’ân. There is no agreement even on the
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d. Finally, another approach to the problem of conflicting koranic reports was
undertaken by Ibn Hazm (d. Spain, 1064 A.D.). hi his attack against the ‘Ash’arite doctrine 
concerning the just nature o f God (connected to man’s free-will, allowing God to remain 
Just in a world containing the necessary existence of evil, and the resulting need for God to 
send prophets), Ibn Hazm, who died in Spain in A.D. 1064, a member o f the sect o f ZahirTs 
(the “Literalists” who could not accept the existence o f any conti*adiction in the divine text), 
earned his arguments from the Kur’an to logical conclusions. Among his 
polemical/philosophical theories, he asserted that all depends upon God’s decree, for an act 
that may at one time be good, may be bad at another time.’ Connected with this point is 
the question o f wine drinking: if  a man before its prohibition in the Kur’an had regarded it 
as unlawful, he would have been an unbeliever. But after its prohibition, he became an 
unbeliever if  he indeed regarded it as lawful.” '^
KUR’AN AND AUTHORITY: THE PROPHET’S NiGHT JOURNEY AND ASCENSION
a. The genesis o f the idea o f divine abrogation, although later developed into a basis of
Islamic religious dogma, could not have had the authority in the period o f the origins and 
earliest development o f Islam, to place an authoritative (divine) chronology solidly and 
uniformly into the minds o f the Believers. In order to fill out and explain the new 
dispensation and its various contradictions, a rare divine event was connected directly to the 
Prophet himself. Indeed, Muhammad and his prophethood are veiy much in the background
number o f  verses abrogated.” John Burton, The Sources o f  Islamic Law: Islamic Theories o f  
Abrogation (Edinburgh, 1990), 31-32. Why, then, was süra 4:43 traditionally reckoned to have been  
revealed after i'i/ras 16:9 and 2:219?
’ Ibn Hazm, Kitàb aTFisal (5 parts, Cairo, a .h . 1317), III, p. 66.
’ ’4/ôiW.p. 109.
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in the Kur’a n ,o v ersh a d o w ed  by other figures and themes, although in the Hadith, on the 
other hand, Muhammad was made the true focus.
Thus, according to traditional exegetically derived chionology, in about A.D. 620 
Muhammad was said to have been transported to “the farthest mosque” (al~masdiid al- 
aksa), traditionally (but not exclusively) identified with Jerusalem. This isro ’ was followed 
by the mVrâdl (ascension) when Muhammad, mounted on the winged horse-thing Burak, 
was accorded a vision o f heaven, connected with the complex problem o f the exegesis of 
süra 17:1:
‘Glory be to Him who caused His seivant [i.e. Muhammad] to travel by night from 
the holy mosque [a l-m a s0 d  al-haram] to the farthest mosque [al-mas^id al- aksa\, 
the suiToundings o f which We have blessed, that We might show him some o f Our 
signs. He is all-Hearing, all Seeing.’
hisofar as our present literaiy evidence goes, it was only in the first part o f the second 
century that the biographer o f the Prophet, Ibn Ishak (A.H. 857-151), connected this night- 
joumey with the no less complex ascension o f Muhammad. It was he who claimed that al- 
masdjid al~ aJçs,â was in Jerusalem, and that it was from there the Prophet ascended to 
heaven. However, this clnonicler, genealogist, and traditionalist precedes his account with 
expressions indicating that these stories are not necessarily accepted as dogma.’
Because most scholars o f early Islamic Jerusalem (including al-BukhaiT and al- 
Tabari” ’^ ) agree that the sacrelization o f the rock by the Umayyad caliph ‘Abd al-Malik, on 
which the Dome o f the Rock was completed probably in A.H. 72, was not linked to the
’ This does not necessarily hold tme for prophecy p e r s e  where former prophets appear on many 
occasions, generally for moral purposes.
’ See: Ibn Ishak, The Life o f  M uhammad, trans. A Guillaume (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 
1955), 181-182.
See: Oleg Grabar, “The Umayyad Dom e o f  the Rock in Jerusalem,” Reprinted from Ars
Orientalis, III, 1959, 37, n. 28.
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activities of the Prophet, and especially not to his night journey, it is held to suggest that at
the time o f  construction, Muslims had not yet come to associate the rock itself with the night
journey. Or more relevant to fliis discussion, that at that early point (either the figure o f
Muhammad and/or) the Kur’ân document had not yet become fully formed.
The naiTative o f Muhammad’s ascension to heaven developed to include two
important elements that were not dealt with in any formal legalistic sense (that which can be
used as a source o f legal precedent and guidance). These are the fixing o f the number o f
prayers,”  ^and the divine judgement concerning the evil nature o f wine, separated from any
temporal concerns o f Companion drunkenness and the like:
‘His [i.e. Muhammad’s] companion [i.e. the archangel Gabriel] went with him to 
see the wonders between heaven and earth, until he came to Jerusalem’s temple. 
There he found Abraham, Moses, and Jesus assembled with a company o f the 
Prophets, and he prayed with them. Then he was brought two vessels: one
containing wine (khainr) and the other milk.. .Then the Messenger o f God took the 
bowl o f milk and drank it, and he left the wine. And Gabriel said to him: ‘You 
have been (rightly) guided to the fîtra  (usually understood as the natural religion’ ’ )^ 
and so will your people be, Muhammad, and wine is (now) prohibited upon 
you.’”’^^
See: al-Bu^arT, Salnh al-Biikhàrï, book I, Kitâb al-Salat, bâb 1, tradition 349-350, 131-2. The 
account about die intioduction o f  die daily prayers is o f  course exegetically derived, and is reminiscent 
o f  Genesis 18:26-33, where Abraham argues with God, until the number o f  righteous men required to 
save sinful Sodom  is reduced from fifty to ten.
” 9 M y thanks to Prof. Yohanan Friedman for diis observation. See: D .B. Macdonald, “Fitra”, 
Encyclopaedia o f  Islam, new  ^ed., vol. II (Leiden, 1991), 931-3.
’2^ Ibn Hisham, Sirat Rasiil Allah (Cairo, n.d.), vol. 1-2, p. 212, lines 10-15; al-Bukhârî Sahlh, book  
IV, Kitâb al-Aslniba, bâb 1, tradition 5576, p. 1791; bâb 12, tradition 5603, p. 1797. The parallel to 
the aggada (exegetical Rabbinic legend) o f  the child M oses being forced to choose between gold and 
hot coals before Pharaoh is particularly striking in this case. Here again, it was die archangel Gabriel 
who guided the child’s hand to the coals. The child plucked out a burning coal and put it to his lips, 
and for life remained “h ea \y  o f  speech and heavy o f  tongue” (Ex. 4:10). See: J.H. Hertz (ed.) 
Pentateuch andHaftorahs, 219.
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The story o f Muhammad’s Night Journey and Ascension was exegetically derived to serve 
various pmposes, including the legitimisation of the five daily prayers, on which nothing 
definite is found in the Kur’an, and the strict prohibition o f the drinking o f wine o f which, 
as we have seen, only contradictoiy proto-legislation is found. Further, the stoiy was also to 
serve as the tangible proof o f Muhammad’s prophethood,’ ’^ which by its very existence 
gives us a glimpse into how the early conmientators perceived the prophet figure, as 
opposed to the unquestionably authoritative status the Kur’an gives to itself.
c. One can connect two points here: 1. Legal material in the Kur’ân isj for the most 
part, treated in a very general and tentative s e n s e , a n d  2. A miracle was sought to define 
Muhammad’s prophetic skills. Putting these two together would indicate that although 
Muhammad’s prophetic word carried a measure o f weight in moral circumstances, his 
authoritative prophetic status in the Kur’ân had not yet been developed sufficiently to 
deprive his audience o f an ingrained cultural habit such as ‘wine’-consumption. This 
condition meant tliat drafting Law, at least Law that did not derive from existing Arab 
custom itself would have been nearly impossible, hideed, the drafting o f legal punishment 
(the so-called Jiadd crimes), as we shall see, was conspicuously avoided here.
’2’ “isrâ’,” EH, s .v . (B. Sclirieke).
•22 Kur’ân “contains comparatively little legal matter, and the little it contains is entirely 
unsystematic and haphazard”; or at least as an article on the subject puts it: J.N.D. Anderson, “Recent 
Developments in Sharfa Law,” The Muslim World, 40 (1950), 245: “It is evident that Muhammad 
him self made no attempt to work out any comprehensive legal system, a task for which he seem s to 
have been singularly ill-suited; instead, he contented him self with what went little beyond ‘ad h oc’ 
amendments to tire existing customary law.” Contrast tliis with tire subject o f  ritual cleansmg, 
containing minute details o f  purification before prayer, as expressed especially in süra  5:6, as w ell as 
the detailing o f  laws o f  m aiiiage and inlreritairce.
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It is evident that the Kur’an lacked singular and authoritative legislation regarding the 
important institution o f the prohibition o f wine. Important, because it was one o f the most 
obvious social traits separating the proto-Muslim from his Jewish, Christian, and pagan 
Arab neighbour. It was the koranic exegesis, most especially the HadJth literature that was 
to deal with the practical application o f the prohibition in the same way that the ban on 
figurai representation in Islamic art was dealt with there— in far more sti'ingent terms than in
the Kur’ân i t s e l f . ’ 3^
Considering the character of tire mosaics on the likes of the Great Mosque at Damascus (A.D. 715), 
where one finds enthely naturalistic depictions, one may similarly ask when did the ban on 
representation of living figures, which is generally believed to be characteristic of Islamic art, arise? 
Indeed, like the question of the prohibition of wine, it would seem tliat in die early days of Islam there 
was no widespread veto; there is certainly no passage forbidding representational painting in the 
Kur’ân itself. The HadJth on the other hand did take up a hostile attitude, though it is questionable 
whether this hostility was actually formulated before the nintli century. But the fact that no figures 
whatsoever are included either in tire Dome of the Rock or at Damascus does suggest that in mosques 
the ban was in force by about A.D. 690.
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PART THREE
THE H a d I th :  E x p la in in g  a n d  C o m p e n s a t in g  F o r  a n  I n a d e q u a t e  R e v e l a t i o n  
Goldziher considered the problem o f contradictions between individual hadïths the result o f 
internal political competition betv^een early Islamic polito-religious factions, and as a result 
o f different groups o f scholars justifying their own local theological positions—long after 
the Prophet’s d e a t h . ’ 4^ However the picture was more complex. It was Schacht who went 
further, examining the content (matn) and isnàds (chains o f authority) o f the Iiadïths dealing 
with legal questions, and categorised regional groups o f  scholars (formed into legal 
“schools”) working out a program of Islamic Law as they understood them to be in their 
separate areas and as a result o f pressures exerted by “orthodoxy.” Tlirough an 
examination o f the increasing reliance and resultant sophistication o f the isnad (and 
perfection as it found its way back towards the Prophet himself), Schacht demonstrated that 
“the isnad itself had consciously been seen and exploited as a weapon o f debate in its own 
right.”
Circumstances obviously called for the regulation o f matters not dealt with in any 
satisfactory way in the Holy Book. This supplement, explaining and expanding the 
deficient Revelation, was prophetic tradition. The use o f such material is what Muhammad
Ignaz Goldziher, Introduction to Islamic Theolog)’ and Law, trans. by A. & R. Hamori (Princeton, 
1981), 69-70.
’25 Joseph Schacht, The Origins o f  Midiammadan Jurisprudence (Oxford, 1950), ch. Ill, esp. p. 66- 
73; Burton, Hadith, 148.
’2Û Burton, Hadith, 148. The approach o f  Schacht was continued by G.H.A. Juynboll, who asserts 
that it seems likely that many sayings attiibuted to Muhammad were originally sayings o f  early (in Iris 
words) “holy men” (fukaha ’) from the first or second centuries A.H., sayings tliat were subsequently 
“raised” to the status o f  hadith o f  som e Companion of, or Muliammad himself. G.H.A. Juynboll, 
Muslim Tradition (Cambridge, 1983), Chapter 1, 51-52, 59-60, 74-76. Schacht’s conclusions that the 
koranic text did not seive as a basis for M uslim law before the ninth century was used as a basis for 
Jolin Wansbrough’s Quranic Studies (London, 1977), see esp. p. 44.
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al-Shafi‘T (d. A . H .  2 0 4 /a .D . 819), an A ab  student o f Mâlik ibn A ias, called “non-recited 
revelation.” In other words, divinely inspired human actions and words utilised in order to 
fill out and explain the general provisions o f the K u r ’ a n , ’27 in this case compensating for 
the lack o f clear instruction on almost every aspect of intoxicants in the Kur’an.
This material, although written in time and place is, for the most, certainly not to be 
tieated as reflecting histoiy. This was material composed in order to solve certain problems 
the koranic text did not for one reason or another deal with. It is a record o f what Muslims 
of later generations told each other about the early Islamic community, and from this 
perspective, makes it possible to work out from the residues o f their discussions what they 
were really talking about by circulating these materials, and w h y . ’28
a. H a d It h  o n  t h e  S t a t u s  o f  W in e  a n d  t h e  D e g r e e  o f  S in
Not only was there a lack o f fixed legislation regarding the punishment for wine-drinldng in 
the Kur’an, but no clear indication o f its status within the hierarchy o f the most serious of 
sins exists (the worst being o f course polytheism {Ærk]). It was, therefore, necessarily the 
many utterances attributed to the Prophet within the lîadïth  regarding the inherent evil o f 
wine that was to provide guidance and explanation— it being judged among the gravest o f  
sins:
1. ‘He who drinks wine (khamr) in the (this) world, then does not repent from (doing) 
it, it will be prohibited (to him) in the H e r e a f t e r . ’ ’29
2. ‘God has cursed the wine, and its drinker, and its seiwer, and its seller [and its 
buyer], and its presser, and the one for whom it is pressed, and the one who conveys 
it, and the one to whom it is conveyed (brought).’’ ”^
’27 See tlie chapter “The Study o f  lîa d ïth ” in Burton’s Introduction to the Hadith  (p. 55-92). 
’28 I  thank Dr. Richard Kimber for these remarks.
’29 al Bukhârî, book IV, Kitâb al-Ashiiba, bâb 1, tradition 5575, p. 1791.
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3. ‘A person, at the time o f drinking wine, is not a Believer. ’ ’ ^  ’
4. ‘Tlie Prophet forbade its use [i.e. khamr, alcohol] and disliked/expressed hatred that 
it be prepared. He [the questioner, al-Diu‘fT1 said: “I prepare it as a medicine”, then 
[the Prophet] said: “It is no medicine, but an a i lm e n t .” ’ ” 2
The gi'avity o f the act o f drinking khamr is reflected in Zamaldishârï’s Tafsïr regarding siii'a 
44:3-4 ( ‘We sent it down [i.e. the Kur’an] on a blessed night [i.e. the “Night o f Power”, of 
süra 97:1-2, traditionally connected with a night in Ramadan, and commemorated as such] 
because we want to warn (man) on this night (that) eveiy matter o f wisdom is by command 
from U s.’):
‘Forgiveness occurs on this night [in Ramadan]. The Prophet said: “hi this night 
God forgives all Muslims excepting the soothsayer, the sorcerer, the quarrelsome 
one, the drinker (of intoxicating beverages), the one who is disobedient to his
parents, and the unchaste o n e . ’”  ” 3
By utilising a literature that came into existence in order to fill out, explain and complete the 
Revelation, it an be seen that the jurists o f later times, dictated that the early community 
accorded drinking wine the status o f one the most serious o f sins: ‘hi drinking and
gambling are the biggest of s i n s . ’ ” 4
However, hadïths were also produced and accepted which counteract the absolute 
condemnation by lexicographical means:
’20 Abu D â’üd al-Sidjistani, Siinan A bi D a'ü d  (Beirut, 1950), vol. II, Kitâb al-Asluiba, bâb 2, trad. 
3674, p. 446.
’2 ’ al-BuUjârî, Sahïh, book IV, Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 1, tradition 5578, p. 1792.
’22 Muslim, Sahïh M uslim, III, ch. 36: Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 3, tradition 12 (also listed as no. 1984), 
1573.
’22 al-Zamakhshai'T, Al-kashshaf. ed. Lees, 2 vols., vol. II, 32.
’ 24 N ote here that shirk  (polytheism) is not even mentioned as one o f  tlie worst o f  sins. TabarT, 
D iàm i ‘ al-bayàn. vol. 2, p. 360, line 15.
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‘My community will, in days to come, drink wine. They will not call it [i.e. 
fermented drink] by its proper name, and their princes will support them in what
they do. ” 25
Hadïths were likewise produced showing that such people are tlrreatened that God will turn
them into apes and pigs like past koranic transgressors:
‘The Prophet said: “Indeed there will be, from my followers, kinsfolk regarding as 
legal sex, silk (-wearing), wine (j^a?M7'-drinking), and music, and kinsfolk will stay 
(near) to the side o f a mountain, one (shepherd) will go to them with his sheep—  
meaning in the evening— in order to obtain something he needed, and they shall say: 
“Return to us tomorrow”. A id  God destroyed them and the mountain fell (on 
them), and He changed others (of them) into apes and pigs until the Day o f 
Resurrection.”’ ’26
hi time, a blending of die traditions took place whereby times will become ever worse, and
eventually there will be people who declare ‘wine’ allowed, and so it will be drunk by the
generation o f the last days:
‘The Prophet said: “Of the signs o f the Hour: ignorance will appear, and (there 
shall be a) decrease o f laiowledge, and (improper) sex will appear, and wine 
(khamr) shall be drunk, and men shall decrease, and women will increase until there 
shall be fifty women cared for by every one man.’” ’27
From the remnants o f their discussions dealing on the one hand with an explanation o f the 
koranic text, and on the other hand, with determining fixed legislation, we learn that the 
scholars were forced to take into account a certain reality o f wine-drinldng amongst the
’25 Ibn al-Aflur, (Al-) Kamil, Ed. C.J. Tomberg. 14 volumes (Leyden, 1876), vol. V, 12. This is a 
type of apocalyptic tradition in line with that of the more well known Bukhârî’s (see note 114). The 
issue of nabîdh, an intoxicant going under ‘another name’ will be covered below.
’26 al-Buldiârî, §ahïh, IV, Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 4, tradition 5590, p. 1794.
’27 al-BuWiârî, Sahïh, IV, Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 1, tradition 5577, p. 1791.
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Faithful. They thus applied the idea o f the giadual decrease in quality o f the pious Islamic
community, and in this way, brought forward the Last Day.
Evidently, a need was felt by other scholars to produce and take into account viable
hadïths which minimised the effects o f harsh prophetic statements too drastic for an
emerging ‘civil society’ based on a just as well as practical system of regulation:
‘Umar narrated that during the lifetime of the Prophet there was a man called 
‘Abdallah whose niclmame was Donkey, and he used to make the Prophet laugh. 
The Prophet lashed him because of drinking (alcohol). A id  one-day he was brought 
to the Prophet on the same charge and was lashed. On that, a man among the people 
said: “O Allah, curse him! How frequently he has been brought (to the Prophet on 
such a charge)!” The Prophet said: “Do not curse him, for by Allah, I laiow for he 
loves Allah and His A p o s t l e . ’ ” ’ 2 8
So, we find the persistent drinker ‘mildly’ punished by a solid group-beating, but in no other 
way stigmatised or outcast, a precedent expressed by the first set o f hadïths which reflect a 
theoretical standpoint relating the Law to Revelation without, however, accounting for (the 
problematic) human nature in a just society. This is further expressed in the following 
hadïth which again removes the religious implication from the practical application of the 
Law:
‘Abo Hurayra naiTated that a drunk was brought to the Prophet and he ordered him 
to be beaten (lashed). Some of us beat him with our hands, and some with their 
shoes, and some with their garments (twisted in the form o f a lash). When that 
drunk had left, a man said: “What is wi'ong with him? May Allah disgi'ace him!” 
The Prophet said: “Do not help Satan against your (Muslim) brother.’” ’29
In these two tiaditions that reflect a sti'eam of scholarly debate, it is seen that the position of 
the persistent drinker is not at all in keeping with other harsher expressions cursing the
’28 BuWiârï, Sahïh, IV, Kitâb al-HudOd, bâb 5, tradition 6780, p. 2117. 
’29 BiikliârT, Ibid., bâb 5, tradition 6781, p. 2117.
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drinker, and this more moderate explanation o f the koranic code results in a diluting o f the 
severity of the act itself—an act which after all, God has shown is part o f Satan’s work.
Nevertheless, no fixed penalty was expressed in these remnants o f scholarly debate which 
concentiates on measuring the moral aspect o f the crime itself. Fixed legislation did, 
however, develop in an attempt to standardise the status o f the crime in a physical sense, as 
well as create a practical application o f the Law. The next sub-section will examine the 
debates concentrating on the legal status o f wine-drinking and its resultant punishment 
within the framework of the so-called Iiadd crimes.
b. C r im e  a n d  P u n i s h m e n t : S e a r c h in g  f o r  a  F ix e d  P e n a l t y  b y  K o r a n ic
In t e r p r e t a t io n
The Kur’ân prohibited ‘wine’-drinking and portrayed it as one o f the most serious o f sins, 
but aside from moral sanction, did not enact any penalty for transgressors. This penalty was 
decided only at a later stage o f the development o f Islamic law, for by taking the K.ur’an 
alone as evidence, during the Madman period the principles o f the koranic legislation were 
developed in genesis by the inspired Prophet only as far as was required by the practical 
problems confronting his embryonic Community.
It was slightly later however, that in the newly subdued tenitories, the Community 
came face to face with civilisations vastly superior (at least in numbers) to their own, but 
about which their Revelation said little or nothing. Having no comprehensive guide either 
in political emergencies, or w^hen social or legal problems arose, the Muslim governors were 
driven to adopting local usage, or else to applying their ovm reason and common sense as a 
way out o f their local difficulties. We shall see how the punishment for wine-drinldng 
conforms to this model.
In order to place the Kur’ân-defined crime of wine-drinking into a legal framework, 
it is worthwhile to examine how ‘crimes’ are generally treated in the Kur’ân. Offences are
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defined as forbidden acts whi'ch God punishes by a legal penalty Qiadd) or discretionary 
punishment (/a'z//').’40 Important to Islamic penal law is the distinction between these 
offences, where the punishment is determined in the Kur’an, and offences for which the 
punishment may be established by a (God-guided) judge using his personal discretion.
hi the context o f Islamic law, hadd refers to ‘boundaries’; divine statutes and 
punishments contained within the body of the Shan'a.'^ '^  ^ It is elaborated tlirough the 
discipline o f ’42 hi a narrower sense, hadd has become the technical term for the 
punishments o f certain acts which have been forbidden or sanctioned by generally fixed 
punishments in the Kur’an and have thereby become crimes against r e l i g i o n . ’43 The hadd 
is a right or a claim of God {hakk Allah), therefore no pardon or amicable settlement is 
possible once the case has been brought before the M d f’44 hi actual fact however, active 
repentance {tawba) is taken into account (especially in the cases o f theft and crimes against 
the Community/State).
hi the Kur’an, criminal law did not exist in the teclmical sense o f a comprehensive 
set o f offences. Murder (and mutilation), for example, was regulated in detail, but treated as
’40 Abu al-Hasaii al-Mawardi, Kitâb al-Ahkâm al-Sultâmyya (The Political Constitutional, Stambul, 
A . H .  1299), p .  219.
’4 ’ Defined as the ‘path to a water-hole’; a name given to the sacred law o f  Islam governing all 
aspects o f  a tiaditional M uslim’s life.
142 ‘Understanding’ to f  SharVa). the system o f  jurisprudence based on the usfil al-Jikh, the sources, 
origins and their uses. See: M.G. Carter ‘hisiU”, The Encyclopaedia o f  Islam, new ed., vol. X  (Leiden, 
2000), 928-30.
’43 B. Cana D e Vaux/J. Schacht, “Ifadd”, The Encyclopedia o f  Islam, new ed., vol. I ll (Leiden, 
1996), 20. Hereafter, ""Hadd”, E fi, s.v. (D e Vaux/Schacht).
’44 ""Hadd\ EH, s .v . (De Vaux/Schacht).
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a private, not public offence.’45 Nevertheless, the vagueness o f the koranic language about 
the alternative to revenge, and the recoinniendation given to mercy, give the Muslim 
scholars ample room for discussion and debate.’46
For the remaining offences, criminal doctrine was largely confined to six 
offences— sexual relations outside of maiTiage (fornication), false or slanderous allegations 
o f such, theft, wine-drinking, crimes against public order/aiined robbery, and, although not 
mentioned as such in the Rur’aii, apostasy. In these crimes the notion o f man’s obligations 
towards God predominate, and most prominent as, according to tiaditional legal sources as 
they solidified, God Himself had ‘defined’ the punishments in His Revelation.
All the hadd offences but theft (including murder) are punishable by death, and in 
theoi-y only if  the accused is guilty o f one o f the specified offences, is it legal for a Muslim 
to be put to death by the Muslim authorities, where no discretion is given to the judge. 
However, the only hadd crime which does not bring with it its own punishment sanctioned 
by the Kur’an is that of wine-drinking. It is the Tradition that was forced to inteipret and 
thus fill in the deficiency, Tradition that only in some of its expressions, called for death as 
the legal penalty.
Noteworthy is the fact that never are the so-called hadd crimes mentioned within the 
specific context o f the koranic hudûd A//d/z.’47
’45 In this case, two points are worthy o f  remark. Firstly, there is expressed tlie notion o f  equivalence 
in the eyes o f  the Law. Indeed, this is the classic condition for a /îot/c/punislnnent. This means that i f  
one o f  tlie stated groups kills som eone in another, punislniient by death camiot be used. Secondly, 
arrangements are to be made for compensation to the injured parties, and punislniient by death, unlike 
what w e are told was widespread in the pre-Islamic period, is thus discouraged.
’46 See Levy, Structure, 352.
’47 A  cursory examination o f  the Kur’ân concordance reveals under a dozen instances o f  the phrase 
hudûd Allah. It would have been expected that the crimes solidified in Islamic law named as hadd, 
would have appeared when the teiiii hudûd Allah  was used. This is not at all the case. In fact, it is in 
separate verses that the crimes themselves are mentioned, and without connection to the pluase.
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In the early period o f the Islamic community, those looking to meet legal challenges used 
their own judgement without any hesitation. This exercise o f judgement or opinion is 
Imown in A ab ic as m  'y, and it has become a technical temi in M u slim  ju r isp ru d en ce .’48 it 
is undoubtedly because o f the lack o f imifonnity arising from personal judgement or 
opinion, that penal law is that area o f the Law that was least developed by the Muslim 
jurists, and where local administrative regulations found broad application.
c. tiADlTH AS D o c u m e n t a t i o n  in  S e t t i n g  a n d  J u s t i f y i n g  P u n is h m e n t s  
It is readily seen that a challenge was faced by the early scholars o f Islamic law (and their 
heirs) regarding various questions o f legal practice that found no connection or precedent in 
the IÇur’ân: discussions on the fast o f ‘AshOra’; opinions on temporaiy marriage (which 
may or may not be a reference to the (tenth) form istamta 'turn in sura 4:24); washing or 
wiping the feet, or simply the shoes, in the wudü’ {siira 5:6, the ritual ablution for
Generally each reference to liudûd Allah  is o f  a polem ical or moral nature, not o f  an especially legal 
nature, and certainly without any reference to criminal law. It is curious that the definition for the 
“limits” was left vague without exception. Why? Did the coraposer(s) o f  the verses have any idea o f  
what these limits should be? Were they left undefined because it was clear they would not have been  
met? Or perhaps the Prophet did not have the legal authority to solidly define what the limits o f  God  
should have been, and thus only gave them a moral character. Or on the other hand, perhaps from a 
cultural point o f  view, those limits were obvious enough not to have been stated again.
’ 48 The free and unrestricted use o f  I'a ’y  or arbitr aiy opinion was checked by the intioduction o f  a rale 
that such va ’y  must be controlled by reference to the Kur’ân. If the latter should contain no precedent 
on any particular point, then coiTect inferences could be drawn— kiyas, “measurement” and hence 
“analogy” between koranic the verses which became a cornerstone o f  the Hanafi school.
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worship); ’49 shortening the ritual prayer {salât) on journeys; combining certain ritual 
prayers in certain conditions; and the penalty for the crime of wine-drinking.’50
In solving this dilemma, the early scholars were obliged to take account o f another, 
but no less problematic source, the Sunna, which tended to be highly susceptible to regional 
differentiation and contradictions as reflected in the Hadith. This literature was developed 
around the Kur’ân as a companion source to fill out and complete the divine text. Indeed, it 
was a body o f literature developed in order to provide full understanding o f that text— the 
classic definition o f tafsTr.
By its very raison d ’etre, the legal material in Hadïth is more developed than that o f 
the IÇur’âii— that is, each individual account {khabar, pi. akhbar) is likely to focus more 
sharply on specific details o f a particular practice than does the Kur’ân, whose ‘legalistic’ 
verses often limit themselves to laying down broad guidelines o f practice.
Although al-Shâfi‘T attempted to reduce use o f the authoritative Hadïth material 
exclusively to sayings and deeds allegedly of the Prophet himself, defining Sunna as ‘the 
model behaviour of the Prophet’ as against ‘past custom’, arising from his attempt to 
document and ‘prove’ the cuirent state o f the L a w ,’5’ the Hadïth was applied also, i f  not 
equally, to the sayings o f the Companions and their Successors, hr this problematic source 
o f jurisprudence one finds little uniformity with “Companion reports” often clashing— the
’49 See Burton, Introduction to the Hadith, 24-29
’50 The Kur’ân, for example, provides many exlrortations to perform ritual prayer {salât), but gives no 
clear description o f  how prayer is to be perfomied or even o f  how many prayers are required daily; it 
is the Hadïth  literatine, in its role as tafsïr that spells out in detail just how and when ritual prayer is to 
be conducted.
’5 ’ Jolm Burton, “The Islamic Legal Sciences”, C ollection o f  the Q u r’ân (Cambridge, 1977), pp. 9- 
46, especially p. 11-12.
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reason ShafiT wanted to reduce the material as much as possible down to the Prophet 
himself. The solution contiived by Shâfi‘î  is also addressed by al-RazT:
“The traditions o f the Companions of the Prophet contradict and refute (each other).
(Therefore) leave them and have recourse (only) to what is evident in the Book of
God and the sunna o f the M e s s e n g e r ."” 2
The divergence o f Companion reports is well, if  not best illustrated in the punishment o f the 
wine drinker. These punishments range from no fixed penalty, to death, and each finds 
precedent in sunna. For example, the penalty for drinking was first ‘fixed’ at forty lashes, 
we are told, by Abü-Balcr, and later at eighty lashes by ‘Umar and ‘Ali, the latter being 
forced to draw a rough parallel {Idyâs, ‘analogy’) with the offence o f kadhf (alleged false 
accusation o f unchastity, i.e. slander), another hadd crime {süra 24:4) for which the Kur’an 
had fixed the same penalty.
To understand the variety o f koranic inteipretations in its legislative role, one must 
group together sets o f traditions that convey differing sti'eams or schools o f thought/debate 
as they relate to the critical question o f punishing the wine-drinking transgiessor. The 
tiaditions are the remains of discussions between scholars attempting to understand and 
explain the Kur’an and its meaning, and come to some sort o f general agreement. The 
traditions do not reflect clnonological histoiy, although they are doubtless rooted in some 
fonn of historical precedent in the period and society in which those scholars were working. 
Whether or not they are “true” or not, the stories contained in the hadïth serve as a vehicle 
not only to understand the Kur’an, but to authoritatively supply legal precedent.
That there is to be a painful and humiliating punishment is made clear in the 
following stream of tradition indicating that the punishment is undertaken on more than a 
purely physical level, in keeping with the koranic spirit of the crime:
’52 al-Râzï, Mqfatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 38, lines 24-25.
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‘Abd al-Rahman said I can still picture myself looking at the Prophet.. .when a man 
who had drunk wine was brought before him. He told the people to beat him. Some 
stinck him with sandals, some with sticks and some with fresh branches o f the palm- 
ti'ee {mitakha). Ibn Wahb said: “This Qnitakha) means gi'een palm fronds.” Then 
the Prophet took some dust from the gi ound and threw it on his f a c e .  ” 53
The fact and problem of no fixed divine punishment is illustrated by the following hadith
where it is asserted that it was not the Prophet who instituted the legal penalty, but rather the
Companions, or their heirs:
‘All ibn AbT Talib said: “I would not have felt sony for anyone dying (from
receiving the legal punishment for a crime), except the drunkard, for indeed if  he 
would die I would pay the blood-price {diya), and that is because the Prophet did not 
fix it [i.e. the punishment for the d r u n k a r d ] . ’” 54
From the above no fixed penalty, it is yet another sti'eam of hadïth which tells us that
Muhammad and his immediate successor Abu Bala* tended to inflict a fixed forty blows by
means o f palm branches or sandals:
‘Ibn Mâlik said: “The Prophet struck a drunkard with palm-stalks and shoes, and 
Abfi Bala- flogged forty (times).”’’55
A report has it that Khâlid b. al-WalTd reported to ‘Umar that people were indulging in
prohibited drinks. Then, ‘Umar consulted the Companions, who advised him to fix the
number o f blows, not at the customary forty, but at eighty— a number suggested by the
Kur’an {siira 24:4) although for a separate instance and used here in analogy:
‘A id  those who accuse honourable women, then do not bring four witnesses, then 
whip them eighty stripes, and do not accept them as testimony. Because of all that, 
they are the evildoers.’
’53 Abo D â’üd, Sunan, book IV, Kitâb al-Hudüd, bâb 35, trad. 4472, p. 226. 
’54 al-Bukhârî, Salnh, IV, Kitâb al-Hudüd, bâb 4, tradition 6778, p. 2116. 
’55 al-Bukhârî, Sahïh, IV, Kitâb al-Hudüd, bâb 2, tradition 6773, p. 2115.
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A parallel was thus drawn by the precedent set by the above verse traditionally accepted as 
connected to the false accusation o f fornication, but soon transferred to a separate issue, one 
not adequately dealt with in thé Kur’ân, indeed, o f a situation of which it evidently had no 
conception:
‘The population swelled in ‘Umar’s day, and drinking became a common habit 
among the people. ‘Umar consulted the Prophet’s Companions and ‘Abdul Rahmân
b. ‘A w f suggested use o f the ‘lightest penalty’, so ‘Umar adopted eighty la sh es .’” ’56
Whether “common habit” suggests a previous period o f wine-abstention is not clear. It
more likely indicates that wine-drinking penneated all strata o f society as Islam spread,
rather than only those who could afford the expensive intoxicant found in non-wine
producing regions such as the Hidjàz.
The above remnant o f scholarly discussions indicates that the koranic prohibition
did not take hold in the period o f which this ti'adition is purported to refer. The following
suggests the same problems:
‘Wlien ‘Umar consulted the Companions on this problem o f a penalty for drinking, 
‘AIT spoke up: “A man drinks, he gets drunk; he gets drunk, he rants; he rants, he is 
bound to slander somebody (falsely). I think you should flog them eighty sti'okes o f 
the lash.” ‘Umar adopted the suggestion. [Mâlik adds]: “The sunna in our region is 
that whoever consumes any intoxicant, whether or not he gets drunk, [emphasis is 
mine P.L.] incurs the flogging penalty.’” ’57
’ 56Abu Dâwüd (al-TayalisT, d. 819/820 AD), Minhat al~Ma"bud f i  tartTb musnad al-Tayalis7 AbT 
Dâwüd (2 parts in 1, Cairo, 1952), Part I, p. 302.
’57Malik ibn Anas, aJ-Muwatta', Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 1, a\-hadd f i  al-hainar, ti'adition 2 (Cairo, 
1999), 642. The revolt o f  MadTna, the stronghold o f  hadith against the free and arbitrary use o f  ra ‘y  
and kiyas, was led by the local Mâlik ibn Anas, who died there in A . D .  795. His name is connected to 
the school later developed under his name. Contrasting Abu Hanlfa’s later approach, Mâlik used the 
ti'adition o f  tire Prophet, or local custom as sources o f  Law after die Kur’ân. If hadïths differed, he 
gave preference over tliem to local practice ( 'amal) and only when both hadïth and local Madinan 
custom failed to provide him with authority in deciding a point, did he resort to his own “opinion”; 
preferring even a doubtful hadïth over that. If custom contradicted hadith, since it could not be
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The ‘eighty lashes’ sti'eam o f ti'adition by kiyas, analogy, is partly contradicted by the
following stream of hadïth that illustrates a more complex stage in Islamic legal thinking. It
also suggests that the society in which this ti'adition was composed had a more mature legal
system— indicated by degrees o f guilt, or at least aspired to such:
Ibn Yazîd said: “We used to cany out (the following punishment), regarding the 
drunkard, until the time o f the Messenger o f God, and (under) the authority o f Abu 
Bakr and the beginning o f the reigi o f ‘Umar, and impose upon him with our hands, 
our shoes and our clothes (bunched up) until it was late in the reign o f ‘Umar, who 
struck with forty blows, until (only) when (the drunkard) was insolent and acted 
immorally (again?), he would sti'ike him eighty b l o w s . ” ’ ’58
So here we have an expression o f forty being increased to eighty only when the offender has 
re-offended. Or, alternatively, ‘Umar’s punishment was made to undergo the transformation 
after adoption o f the developing legal notion o f kiyas, analogy, which came to the fore only 
in the early ‘Abbasid period. Certainly contiadictory interpretative accounts that the 
fukaha ’ had to sort out.
We see a natural lack o f uniformity in the hadïth literature as it pertains to 
explaining, defining and documenting the source o f the legal punishment for wine-drinking 
which developed under the influence o f local values and conditions. This is illustiated by 
the following hadïth:
‘Uthman invited ‘A ll to punish a breach o f the ban on drinking wine. ‘AIT delegated 
the actual application o f the penalty to another and counted out the str okes as they
admitted that the former outweighed tlie later, the tlieory developed that somewhere there had to exist 
another prophetic hadïth  abrogating tlie inconvenient one, and that upon it, the idimâ" (consensus; 
acquiescence) was based. His method is shown in his work tlie M uw atta' “the Well-ti'odden (or 
smooth) Path,” a collection o f  tafsïr, hadïths, local tiaditions and customs. There are instances when  
the practice quoted by Malik may be pre-Islamic custom taken over unchanged. See Levy, Structure, 
172, 174.
’58al-Bukhai'T, Sahïh, book IV, Kitâb al-Hudüd, bâb 4, tradition 6779, 2116-7.
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fell. He stopped at forty. The Prophet had applied forty lashes; Abu Bale had 
applied forty lashes. ‘Umar had imposed eighty lashes, and each is sunna.'
As a natural extension o f interpretative discussions which never came to any authoritative 
conclusion, the process o f fixing the penalty was made to continue even into the Umayyad 
period;
‘Abd al-Rahman ibn al-Azhar said that...‘Umar in the beginning o f his caliphate 
inflicted forty stripes and at the end, eighty stripes. ‘Uthman (after him) inflicted 
both punishments, eighty and forty stripes, and finally Mu‘awiya established eighty
stripes.’60
hr direct contrast to the above representations o f social values as reflected in their 
punishments, yet another stream o f Jjadith showing the sheer diversity o f discussions is 
illustrated by the fact that repeated drinking o f wine was punished by death— taken all the 
way back to Muhammad’s order:
1. ‘Mu‘awiya b. AbT Sufyan reported the Prophet as saying: “If they drink 
wine, flog them, again if  they drink, flog them, (yet) again, (then) flog them. 
Again, i f  they (still persist and ) drink it, kill them.’” ’6’
2. ‘The (above) ti'adition has also been tiansmitted by Ibn ‘Umar tlnough a 
different chain o f narrators to the same effect. This version has: “I think he 
said for the fifth time: If he drinks it, kill him.’” ’62
3. ‘Abu Hurayra (and Mu‘awiya) reported the Prophet as ordering the flogging 
o f drinkers. For a man’s fourth such offence, the Prophet ordained
execution.’’63
’59 al-TayalisT, Minhat, part I, p. 302.
’60 Abo D a’Od, Sunan, book IV, Kitâb al-HudOd, bâb 35, trad. 4473.
’ 6 ’Abo D â’üd, Ibid.. book IV, Kitâb al-Hudüd, bâb 37, trad. 4482, p. 228, lines 17-19. 
’62Abu D â’üd, Ibid., trad. 4484, p. 229, lines 2-3.
’63 al-TayalisT, Minhat, I, p. 303.
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In a developing society, it was inevitable that a reaction to punishment by death appeared, to
counter the harslmess o f the Prophet’s decree. Thus, it is added in some traditions that the
death punishment in such cases is not according to the sunna o f the Prophet:
‘Ibn Dhuwavb reported the Prophet as saying: “...If he does it [i.e. drink] a third or 
fourth time, kill him.” A man (who) had drunk wine was brought [to him, 
repeatedly] and he gave him lashes. Abandoned was the punishment o f killing, and 
a concession was allowed. Abu Sufyan said: “Take this tradition as a present to the 
people of Iraq (!).”’’64
Difficulties arose when both the Kur’an and, thanks to Shafi‘T. the Hadïth literature became 
two authoritative sources for the derivation o f Law, towards the mid-second century o f  
Islam. The difficulties arose as old customs eveiywhere in the Muslim empire were found 
running counter to the authoritative Hadïth.
Arising from the problem of inconsistency and confaradiction derived from the 
scholarly discussions, and telescoped back to the time o f the Prophet and Companions, a 
device to smooth out conti adictions in prophetic precedent (and indeed o f Idyàs) developed: 
‘agieement’, ‘consensus’ {idfina'). This developed as a tool to verify the state o f the Law, 
and was still very much alive until after the time o f Shafi‘T. Although Mâlik had 
inconsistently linked sunna with the Sunna o f the Prophet, Shafi‘I was responsible for 
linldng the hadïth back to its ‘roots’, the age o f Muhammad in a consistent and systematic
way.’65
Shâfï'T was the first to admit that custom and long-established usage had to be taken 
into account in any code o f Law, and placed them solidly amongst its ‘roots’. This he did 
using the principle o f idfma, or the consensus o f general— including non-Aab—Muslim
’64Abu D â’üd, Sunan, IV, Kitâb al-Hudüd, bâb 37, trad. 4485, p. 230, lines 1-6. Exclamation mark is 
mine, P.L. This may refer to the Hanafi school deriving horn Küfa, and dealing with a more theoretical 
approach to the problems o f  Islamic jurisprudence.
’65 Jolm Burton, Introduction to the H adïth  (Edinburgh, 1994), x.
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learned opinion (that Malik had earlier applied by way o f the opinions o f Madman scholars)
which reflected the will o f God. Thus, three of ShatTTs roots of jurisprudence were the
Kur’an, the Sunna, and idlmâ' to which he added a fourth root, that o f kiyasJ^^ It was
tlu'ough ‘agi'eement’ that the scholars, under the challenge and influence o f Shafi'T, took the
view, based on the Prophet’s sunna, that the death penalty had been repealed for teclmical
reasons— including perceived isnâd wealmesses:
‘ShafiT had heard the Prophet’s report horn only one man— a man of virtue who 
transmitted hasan (very acceptable) reports. He is uncertain whether, in this 
instance, the man’s memory was to be relied upon. He loiew o f a second report 
mentioning either death or banishment, in a parallel to which a man was brought to 
the Prophet charged with the fifth offence o f drinking, yet was merely sentenced to 
be flogged. If any o f the previous hadïths are, in fact, ‘sound’, this last report 
suggests their repeal. Those other reports on the subject are mursal.^^^ Further, 
‘Uthrnan had conveyed from the Prophet a celebrated general statement on the penal 
law: “No Muslim may be put to death except for one o f tlnee causes— apostasy, 
adulteiy and unjustifiable homicide.” As to the ‘soundness’ o f  this report, the 
Hadîth specialists are in no doubt. The attempt may be made to argue that this 
general statement does not conti adict the reports on the death penalty for persistent 
drinking, but Shafi‘T knows o f no scholar who calls for other than repeated flogging 
o f the repeating drinker, on the fifth or sixth charge. No drinker was ever executed. 
So, if the reports on the Prophet’s institution o f a death penalty for persistent 
drinking prove to be sound, it must have been rescinded [emphasis is mine, P.L.]. hi 
the Kur’aii, God has specified which acts merit Idlling and which flogging. Killing 
may not replace flogging except based on infoimation ‘soundly’ reported from the
Levy, Structure, 177-179.
 ^ That is, when a link is m issing in tlie isnad, or when the name o f  a companion o f  tlie Prophet is 
missing in tlie isnâd.
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Prophet, in the absence o f contrary Prophet statements or an indication of
abrogation. •
ShâfïT’s references to the principle o f idimà' showed his inconsistent attitude towards the 
unquestionable value of a particular hadJth o f the Prophet. In this case, on the question of 
the tieatinent of the persistent drinker, he used the principle as a tool to dismiss a certain 
hadîth report fi-om the Prophet which allegedly advocates the death penalty. It had been 
i^m â ' that he had used to decide between the two inconsistent reports from the Prophet.'^®
So, in his intellectual muscle-flexing, ShafiT is shown to consider the value of 
certain Prophet hadîth^ according to what the general body o f scholars decides, and not 
necessarily by their pedigiee.)^^ But fi'om the moment when kiyâs gained general approval, 
it was attacked and opposed most notably by a pupil o f ShâfïT, namely Ahmad ibn Hanbal 
(d. 241/855). According to him, rationalist interpretation o f the Kur’an and tiadition is 
pemiissible, and he refused to recognise the ‘innovation’ {b id‘a) o f the idlm â\  He was 
mainly concerned however with sources of Hadîth rather than ju r is p r u d e n c e .T h e  so 
called “Gate o f Idjtihad” (supreme effort and endeavour [to arrive at a complete loiowledge 
o f the Kur’an and traditions]) was closed after the death o f Ibn Hanbal, the founder o f the 
last o f the four ‘orthodox’ madhdhâhib.
Here Shafi'T may have had in mind a similar problem— that o f  the Prophet’s alleged stoning o f  
adulterers, in contradiction to the Kur’an’s flogging and/or imprisonment punishment.
Footnotes in al-Shâfi‘î, R isala  (Cairo, 1949), bâb al-ilditilâf, p. 575-577. I was refeired to this 
statement by Burton in his Introduction, 150, ref. n. 584, according to his Cairo edition o f  the Risala, 
1940, p. 244.
1^^ Burton, Introduction, 159-160.
That is, their »7îô<7. Ibid., 153.
See Levy, Structure, 179-180.
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Although numerous earlier treatises are included, a certain solidification o f Islamic 
Law is presented by the famous ti-eatise o f al-MawardT, Kitâb al-Ahkâm al-SuItâniyya 
(“Book o f the Rules o f Government”). This is a work that deals with the matter o f the types 
o f legal punishment in considerable detail. Al-MawardT was born in Basra in A.D. 972 and 
died in Baghdad in A.D. 1058. He became a very learned teacher o f law and was appointed 
kâdï. ^
In his work, al-MawardT includes wine-drinking in the category o f those offences 
that God himself had ‘defined’ the punishments thereof by a legal penalty Qtadd), as 
opposed to a discretionary penalty {ta 'zîr) depending on the decision o f a judge: drinking o f  
any intoxicating beverage is forbidden not only by the Kur’an but also according to the 
classical jurists (i.e. by idlmâ"). The punishment for the offender was to be (the 
conciliatory) forty l a s h e s . H e  found the authority to include wine-drinking within the 
hadd offences from such statements as early as Malik’s, that the crime was to be punished 
with a fixed  punishment.
So, what o f the mass of conti adictions, and who followed what punisliment, which 
in itself was derived from tafsir, in the form of hadfthl Only the Shafi‘Ttes cling to the 
practice ascribed to Muhammad and Abu Bale; with them the number o f blows is 
consequently (as we have seen) forty or even twenty. The other tlnee legal schools^ have
A s cited in Herbert J. Leibesny, The Law  o f  the N ear and M iddle East: Readings, Cases and  
M aterials (N ew  York, 1975), 228; C. Brockelman, “al-Mâwardî”, E ncyclopaedia o f  Islam, new  ed., 
vol. VI (Leiden, 1991), p. 869
Al-MawardT, Kitâb al-Ahkâm al- Sultâniyya (Stambül, ali 1299),219.
al-BuldiârT, ^aliîh, IV, Kitâb al-Hudûd, bâb 2, tradition 6773, p. 2115.
School (o f  thouglit)=iite (Ar. madhhab). A il together, one may say the four “sects” o f  Sumii 
Islam, designated the Malikl, HanafT, Shâfi‘1, and HanbalT, after their respective founders. N o Muslim  
is considered “Orthodox” unless he confoiins to the doctrines o f  one or the other o f  the principle 
doctors.
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adopted ‘Umar’s view; drinking wine is punished with the eighty blows; if  the transgressor 
is a slave this number is however reduced to forty, because in the Kur’an (by use o f kiyos) 
the punishment o f the Muslim'female slave/concubine/handmaid (“what your right hands 
possess”) is fixed at half the amount o f blows with which the free woman is punished {s iira  
4:25). hi short, idlmâ' via kiyâs won the day over the individual debates based on finding a 
definitive statement o f the Law tluough hadïths.
In summary, the scholars dealing with problems o f law and morality incorporated and 
accounted for the existing and present state o f the Law within their current society, hi 
searching for ultimate authority, the fukahâ’ attempted to forge a seamless and consistent 
link to the great and reliable personalities in the Community’s past.
Responding to the challenge o f apparent inconsistencies, Shafi'T attempted to unify 
the process by “tracing the present state o f the Law, wherever possible, to a single 
personality o f the past, the Prophet himself, hi doing so, he destroyed the remnants o f any 
smooth clironological line from the Prophet on to the latest period. He rejected what 
happened in the years following the Prophet’s death (in the time o f ‘Umar), in favour of 
‘turning the clock back’ to what was reported as having been a ruling issued by the Prophet
himself.” U7
As a result, he and the Schools brought into line a practical application o f the Law 
with the actual ways o f society, that the inadequate law of Maldca and Madnia might be 
adapted to larger circumstances arising from the fact that requirements arose that the letter 
o f the Law could not easily accommodate.
The search for the legal punishment of wine drinking graphically highlights the 
necessaiy usage and adaptation o f hadîth to supply a legal need where none is supplied in 
the IÇur’ân. This literature is in itself derived from a need to interpret, understand and place
Burton, Introduction, 153.
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in histoiy the prophetic figure and connect him to the Revelation he was perceived as being 
the receptacle of. It, tlu'ough the veiy debated issue o f wine, equally shows the process of 
deriving legal fonnulae tlii'ough the imperfect mechanisms derived by the Islamic jurists 
themselves— naskh, kiyâs, and idlmâ', and the way in which these tools were found 
inadequate.
d. K h a m r  a n d  N a b i d h : H a d ît h  o n  t h e  N a t u r e  o f  W in e
A critical issue among Muslim jurists is the raw materials o f ‘wine’ production, o f which 
the wi'iters argued tlu'ough their definitions. The term khamr as it is used in its koranic 
context is usually translated as ‘wine’ or ‘grape-wine’, although in the Kur’an there is no 
attempt at definition, nor o f defining the limits of fermentation from juice to ‘wine’. There 
is no absolute reason why we should equate the tenn khamr with what we call ‘wine’, 
except out of ease o f expression. There is, after all, no such thing as the prohibition o f  
“wine” in the Kur’an. There is a prohibition (more or less) o f khamr, but precisely what 
khamr means is the prominent, if  not the whole point o f the examined discussions.
There are references to khamr in the Hebrew sources, hi Deuteronomy 32:14 one 
finds: “ve ’dam aynav tishteh khamer” (“and from the blood o f the giape you (will) drink 
wine”). In Aramaic the term khamra ‘ (with an a lif as the last radical) is translated as wine, 
and is found in the Talmud, Bava Kama (97, 7 [tzaddik-bet-zayyinj): "khamra lemareh, 
tivota, le^alc)!e” (“Wine belongs to its ov^ mer [God], but giatitude goes to the one giving it 
[to you, the drinker]”), hi modem Hebrew, the literaiy tenn for wine is khemer, and 
khamarmorei has the meaning of “hangover”.
According to Lane’s Aiabic-Eiiglish Lexicon, itself derived from classical Aiabic 
dictionaries as well as popular usage, the tenn means, “what intoxicates, o f the expressed 
juice o f grapes when it has effervesced, and thrown up froth, and become freed therefrom,
 ^ The m odem  word for ‘pub’ is 'belt shikhar' (from sakar, ‘hard alcohol’).
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and still.” Or it has a common application to “intoxicating juice o f anything or any
intoxicating thing, which clouds or obscures the intellect.” Lane continues by saying that,
according to the traditions, Idmmr was “forbidden when there was not in Madina any khamr
o f grapes; the beverage o f its inhabitants being prepared only from dates in their gi-een and
small state, or full giown but unripe, or fresh and ripe, or dried...” (The term), he
continues, “is also applied to the enigmatic beverage called nabîdh (examined below) as
nabJdh is sometimes applied to wine expressed from gi'apes.”^^ ® Nabîdh has no apparent
precedent in Aramaic or Hebrew.
However, a finer distinction needs to be made between khamr and nabîdh, whose
definitions change from author to author and in various periods and various circles. This
derives from, again, the multitude o f conflicting tafsîr-hadîths (which shall be examined).
We will start with, for example, an absfract definition o f khamr provided by al-Râzî
who (probably intentionally) steers well clear of any problematic definition o f the
constituents o f wine and its relationship/confrast to what may make up nabîdh:
‘The lexicographers maintain that the basic meaning o f the root kh-m-r is ‘to cover’. 
The head veil (of women) is called khimâr because it covers the head o f the woman, 
while khainar may be a shrub, or a giound depression or hill, which conceals 
somebody...The etymology shows that by ‘wine’ is to be understood that which 
‘veils’ (satara) the mind, just as one designates wine as an intoxicating drink 
(muskir) because it closes {sakard) the mind...’^^ ^
hiterestingly enough, Râzî combines the two koranic terms usually franslated as “wine”: 
khamr and sakar—which is used only once in the Kur’an.
He is refening to Bukhan, ^ahïh, book IV, Kitâb al-Ashi’iba, bâb 2, tradition 5579, p. 1792. 
E.W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, book I, part II (England, 1865), 808. 
al-RâzI, M afatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 37, lines 10-13.
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As we have seen, the prohibition o f wine, although unanimously accepted, produced 
dissension between the judicial schools, dissension deriving from traditionally authoritative 
hadîth, which itself was the result o f scholars’ attempts in understanding and explaining the 
Kur’an. Although we have had recourse to examine the relative position o f wine within the 
hierarchy o f sin, and the connected issue o f defining the punisliment for the sinner, the 
discussions necessarily start from the question: what is wine?
As the Law developed, the word khamr eventually became applied not only to wine 
but through kiyâs, to any intoxicating and fermented drink. And it is generally agreed that 
the word as used by Muhammad is to be understood in this general sense. The remnants o f  
scholarly discussions show this point to be a part o f their agenda, deciding that khamr was 
forbidden by the Prophet when there was not khamr o f grapes in Madîna, the beverages o f 
the inhabitants being prepared from dates:
1. ‘Ibn ‘Umar said: “Indeed wine was prohibited when there was not anything 
of it in Madîna.’” ^
2. ‘Anas said: “Wine was prohibited to us when it was prohibited, and there 
was not to be found—meaning in Madina— wine of grapes, except only a 
little, as most o f our wine was made from unripe and ripe d a t e s . ” ’
However, this claim propagates a distortion whose puipose was to polemically attack the 
Hanafite view,^^ ^^  a fomi o f reasoning connected with the name of a Persian scholar bora in
BuMiârl, Sahîh, book IV, Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 2, tradition 5579, p. 1792.
Ibid., tradition 5580, p. 1792.
184 \\q^ere the Hanafites represent the holders o f  the provincial point o f  view , particularly that o f  Iraq 
verses those o f  the holy cities o f  Arabia, particularly Madina where prophetic tradition as perpetuated 
by numerous accounts justified local usage. A s Levy states (Structure, 170), “The learned o f  
M adina... compelled by circumstances to supplement the legal provisions o f  tlie IÇur’ân, did so not as 
the provincial Muslims had done, by an avowed resort to reason, but be deliberately inventing hadïths 
o f  the Prophet to justify their new regulations, or fresh ways o f  applying koranic laws.”
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Küfa, haq, laiown as Abu Hanîfa, who died in A.D. 767. For if  the verse prohibiting 
wine was revealed Madîna, it clearly refeiTed in the local jargon to drinks not made from 
grapes, and this would undermine the entire Hanafite view on intoxicants based on the 
grape. Clearly the Hanafite school could not agree to this obviously theoretical argument 
about Madîna. *
Obviously, it was recognised that any meaning o f the tenn khamr was lost very
early on. Needing to understand the meaning of the koranic text, it was in the early
developmental period of Islamic law, that a need arose to represent the authoritative ‘Umar
as delivering a khutba (religious sermon) meant to settle the question o f defining what
constitutes ‘wine’. This question arose from the multitude o f conflicting exegetical
opinions that derived from koranic ambiguity:
‘Umar stood upon the minbar (raised pulpit), and said: “Now to our topic, the 
prohibition o f wine (was) revealed, and it is from five (things, kinds o f fruit): the 
grape, and the date, and (the) honey, and (the) wheat and (the) barley, and the wine 
is what possesses (the) reason (of man).’” ^^ ^
The absolute and detailed certainty o f ‘Umar’s speech shows that khamr was a local 
intoxicant derived from unknown ingredients, only the vaguest memory o f which survived
 ^ Although he him self left no systematic work o f  jurispradence, his disciples compiled his sayings. 
In these records the school developed and evolved the view  that kiyds (analogy, in the Kur’an) for 
detennination o f  legal precedent was not enough. He desired to penetrate the wording o f  the koranic 
text to die ‘illo, or cause, motive, o f  the provisions made which would then be relevant for the legal 
question at hand. Thus, where tire Kur’an forbids wine on the grounds (or ‘ilia) tliat it causes 
intoxication; therefore when by analogy fennented date-juice is forbidden it must be on the same 
grounds. A s opposed to some o f  those representing his school o f  thought, it appears that Abu Hanîfa 
held that the basic text contained some, but by no means all, o f  the regulations and laws required by 
society. From the basic text and laws, these fresh ordinances were to be derived from kiyds. See 
L evy, Structure, 166-7.
* I thanlc Prof. Sadan for this observation.
Bukliarl, Ibid., tradition 5581, p. 1792.
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after the time o f the Prophet. It was a relevant tenn with specific meaning only in the
koranic period, for its production was not maintained when Islam began its movement out o f
its local environment. Al-RâzT emphasises the fact that what ‘Umar was made to say,
regarding the five lyq e^s o f ingr édients, became wholly insufficient as Islam achieved further-
spread and encountered more complex techniques such as in wine-production;
‘Al-Khattabi said; “(The use o f the word) ‘wine’ (khamr) was used [i.e. by the 
Prophet] for these five things (only, was) not because wine is i-nade only from these 
five (raw materials), but that these are specially mentioned because they were well 
known at that time. Thus, “these five” apply to all that are like them,*^^ such as 
millet, barley, and tree-sap...’” '^ ^
There can be little doubt that the wine locally produced in Arabia was more o f a narcotic 
stimulant than the refined vintage which modem connotation applies to the temi ‘wine’. 
The question however, then widened to include whether non-stimulating beverages prepared 
from gr apes in a different ‘non-fennented’ way, or for medicinal purposes, were included in 
the Prophet’s prohibitions. The following separate traditions illustrate the discussion o f this 
problem;
1. ‘Â ’isha the wife o f the Prophet reported that the Prophet used to stay with 
Zaynab, daughter o f Djahsh, and drink there honey. (She said): “I and 
Hafsa counselled each other that if  the Prophet enters upon any o f us, let her 
say: “I find the (unpleasant) smell o f gum on you.” He then entered upor-r 
one o f them; she said that to him. Then he said: “No, I drank honey at (the 
house of) Zaynab, daughter o f Djahsh, and I will not do it again.” Then the 
following verse was revealed (to the Prophet): ‘Why do you (consider to 
be) forbidden what God has made lawful to you (siira 66:1)...’” ^^ ^
 ^ That is, by analogy, kiyâs.
al-Râzî, M ajatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 36, lines 15-17.
Abu D â’ûd, Sunan, II, Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 11, tiad. 3714, p. 457.
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2. ‘...Wlien ‘Umar went to Syi'ia, some Syiians complained to him about the 
bad climate o f their country and its heaviness. They said: “Only this drink 
helps.” ‘Umar said: “Drink this honey preparation.” They said:
“Honey does not help us.” A man from the people o f that land said: “Can 
we give you something o f this drink that does not intoxicate?” He said, 
“Yes.” They cooked it until two-thirds o f it had evaporated and one-third o f 
it remained. Then they brought it to ‘Umar who put his finger in it and then 
raised his head and extended it. He said: “This is fruit juice concenti'ated 
by boiling. This is like the distillation that you smear on camels’ scabs.” 
‘Umar ordered them to drink it. Al-Samit said to him: “You have made it 
halal, by Allah!” ‘Umar said: “No, by God! O God, I will not make 
anything halal for them that You have made harâm for them! I will not 
make anything harâm for them that You have made halâl for them!”’
It can easily be seen that the difficulty concerning ingredients was caused by the fact that 
people were accustomed to preparing drinks from all kinds o f dates, from raisins and other 
fruits, drinks which only became inebriating if  they were preseiwed a long time, and 
probably also if  they were prepared after certain special methods. This situation made it 
impossible for jurists to create a line o f demarcation between the allowed and the 
prohibited. They ended up prohibiting the lot.
Tlu'oughout the Hadîth, even the Prophet’s favourite wife, ‘Â ’isha, is made to 
represent a scholarly opinion theoretically questioning the forbiddance of alcohol, usually 
by way o f questioning ingredients, amounts and potency. Was it only wine that was 
forbidden, or intoxication? Did nabîdh count? How was khamr to be defined? hi 
attempting solutions to these problems which constitute the remnants o f pious debate over
The Kur’an ascribes healing power to honey (sfira 16:69); ‘There comes out from their bellies (o f  
the bee) a drink diverse o f  shade, in which is healing for man.’ Likewise does the Hebrew B ible (II 
Kings, 20:7), where the Prophet Isaiah administered honey as a cure to King Plezekiah.
Malik, al-M uw atta', Kitâb al-Ashi-iba, bâb 5, trad. 14, last line, p. 645.
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the inteipretation o f the Kur’an, the scholars mentioned nabîdh among the drinks nomially 
prepared by Muhanunad’s wives and allegedly drunk by him:
1. ‘Â ’isha reported: “We prepared nabîdh (nanbidhii) for the Prophet in a 
water-skin, the upper part of which was tied, and it (the skin) had a hole (in 
its lower part). We prepared the nabîdh (nanbidhii-hii) in the morning and 
he drank it in the evening and we prepared the nabîdh in the night, and he 
would drink it in the moming.’”
2. ‘Ibn al-Daylâmï said: “We came to the Messenger o f God and said to him:
“O Messenger o f God, do you already Icnow who we are, from where we are 
and to whom we have come?” He said: “To God and His Messenger.” And 
we said; “O Messenger o f God, indeed we have grapes, what should we do 
with them”? He said: “Make them into raisins.” We (then) asked: “What 
should we do with raisins”? He said: “Prepare the nabîdh {inbidhü-hü, i.e. 
process them, femient them) in your morning and drink them in your 
evening, and prepare them in your evening and drink them in your morning. 
Prepare them in skin vessels and do not prepare them in earthen jars, indeed 
if  it is delayed in its pressing, it turns into vinegar.’”
3. ‘Â ’isha said: “(Dates) were prepared (vunbadhii) for the Messenger o f God 
in a skin tied up at the top and had a mouth. (Wliat) was prepared in the 
morning, then he would drink it in the evening, and what was prepared in 
the evening, then he would drink in the morning.’”
The question is of course what is the meaning o f the root n-b-dh. There is no clear answer 
to this question, but, as we shall see, what is constant in all o f the ti aditions dealing with 
this daring subject is that fennentation of some sort was involved.
Muslim, ^aJnh, book III, ch. 36: Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 9, tiadition 85, p. 1590. 
Abu D â’ûd, Sunan, II, Kitâb al-Ashiiba, bâb 10, trad. 3710, p. 456.
Aba Dâ’ûd, Ibid., bâb 10, trad. 3711, p. 456.
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hi one o f Muslim’s traditions, Ibn ‘Abbas^^^ is made to say that the Prophet used to
drink nabîdh even on the third day of fennentation, but what was left then was poured out:
‘Ibn ‘Abbas reported that nabîdh was prepared for Allah’s Messenger in the 
beginning of the night and he would drink it in the morning and the following night 
and the following night and day and the night after that up to the afternoon [i.e. until 
advanced signs o f fermentation?]. If anything was left out o f that he gave it to his 
servants, or he gave orders for it to be poured out.’^^ ^
‘Abu Dâ’fld said [in addition to the above tiadition preserved in his work, 
P . L . ] :  “. . .given to the servants to drink.. .” means it is being used before it is spoiled
We are told that Muhammad was made to drink this evidently fennented mixture until the
point that it resembled alcohol. However, curiously it was discarded due to personal taste,
rather than to any divine injunction, as the Prophet was made to have given the fennented
mixture to those closely associated with him.
As according to the above traditions then, Mulianimad drank nabîdh, some sort o f
fennented mixture made from dates. Wliat does this tell us about an historical Muhammad?
From its content, is obviously purports to tell us about such a Muhammad, and equally
obviously (since it has been preserved) was accepted by at least some Muslims as likely to
do so. At the very least, it is possible to identify an earlier layer o f hadîth, whether or not it
relates to an historical Muhammad:
‘Abu Sa'Td came from a journey and his family gave him meat. He asked if  it was 
meat from tire sacrifice. They said that it was from it. Abu Sa‘Td said, “Did the 
Prophet o f God not forbid it?” They said, “Already there has been a new command
 ^ The c liief authority on the exegetical H adîth  was said to have been Muliamniad’s cousin ‘Abd  
Allah ibn ‘Abbas (d. around 688). He is therefore tiaditionally held to be the actual originator o f  
traditional exegesis.
^^^Muslim, Saliîh, book III, chapter 36: Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 9, tradition 79, p. 1589.
Abu D a’Od, Sunan, II, Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 10, trad. 3713, p. 457.
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from the Messenger o f God, after you (went away).” Abu Sa'Td then went out and 
asked about that. He was told that the Messenger o f God said, “I forbade you meat 
of the sacrifice after three (days), but now eat, give padaka, and store up. I forbade 
you before to make nabîdh, but now make nabîdh, but remember that ever)/ 
intoxicant (miiskir) is harâm...
This most interesting tradition contains an indication that in a very early period, nabîdh was 
indeed prohibited (as one might have expected). It also contains the discussion regarding 
“meats o f the sacrifice,” clearly prohibited in the K ur’an, 0^0 the prohibition o f which is 
strangely disregarded here.
As if  to emphasise the popularity o f nabîdh, in a matter-of-fact way, not only 
‘Umar, but apparently others in Mecca appear to have drunk this mixture, or one under that 
name:
‘...al-Maldizflml had some nabîdh with him, which he was then taking to Mecca. 
Al-Aslam said to him, ‘“Umar loves this drink.” He therefore caiTied a large 
drinking bowl and brought it to ‘Umar and placed it before him. ‘Umar brought it 
near to him and raised his head and said, “This drink is good.” ‘Umar drank some 
of it and passed it to a man on his left.-.’ O^l
There were, then, some quite daring reports claiming that the Prophet and ‘Umar drank 
nabîdh. Religious ideologists made eveiy effort to explain a posteriori, that what they 
drank was a kind of fermented juice, a kind o f cider which underwent an extremely short 
fennentation. However, this effort does not seem to tally with the logic of modem wine 
production research. It is doubtful however, whether the commentators really cared about 
the alcoholic strength o f nabîdh, pointed out by Lammens, who found a poetic fragment
Malik, al-M uw atta’, chap. 23, bab 4, trad. 8, p. 386.
200 5:3, i f  the sacrifice is “to any other (divinity) than God.” Although there is found an alternate
attitude in sttra  22:36, where one is encouraged to partake o f  the sacrificial camel, once “G od’s name 
has been invoked” over the beast.
Mâlik, al-M uw atta’, trans. Bewley, 378.
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according to which nabîdh was so strong that it could make the skin o f the face drop.202 go 
where is the historical truth? Was there a pui*pose for the circulation, persistence and 
acceptance o f these liadiihs which connected the Prophet and ‘Umar in one way or another 
with fermented drinks? Was it circulated and preserved as merely an interesting bit of 
information about the founder o f Islam, or did it somehow contribute to a pious discussion, 
perhaps purely theoretical, that Muslims, much later, thought i m p o r t a n t ? ^ 0 3
It is not unreasonable to conjecture that the "nabî^  device”, here considered a 
sti'ictly literaiy motif, was developed out o f the need to solve problems related to the 
disparity noticed between the Law and contemporary usage, and where the Law was being 
made to confonn.^®'^
Surprisingly, all this could not, however, persuade the majority o f the religious
lawyers (fukahà’) to declare nabîdh allowed— three of the schools and also the Shi‘a
prohibit the use o f nabîdh (only the HanafT school [examined below] allows it, when used
with moderation, for medicinal pm-poses etc.^® )^. This is reflected in al-Râzï:
‘Abo Da’ud related the following according to ‘A ’iAa: “The Messenger o f God 
was asked about (the drink) bita ', and he said: “Eveiy drink that makes one drunk is 
prohibited.” Al-KhattâbT said: "Bita ' is a drink that one makes fr om honey. And in 
it [i.e. the above statement o f the Prophet] is a refutation o f the interpretation o f  
those who say that a small amount o f an intoxicating drink is allowed. The 
Messenger o f God was asked about a single kind, the nabîdh, but answered with a
H enii Lammens, Islam: Beliefs and Institutions (trans. D . Ross, London, 1968), 38, n. 2.
203 j tliank Dr. R. Kimber for pointing out these questions.
However, I do recognise that certain hadïths on tire subject o f  ‘w ine’-drinking by the Prophet, 
uncomfortable as they are, are deserving o f  notice and the substance o f  them may well be genuine 
without any other legalistic considerations.
‘A ll b. ‘Umar al-Dabüsï, T a’sïs al-Nazar, as cited in Wheeler, Authorization and M aintenance o f  
Interpretive Reasoning in H anqfî Scholarship, 148-149.
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prohibition against the (entire) group (of intoxicants). This includes not only a large 
amount of it but also a small amount.. .’”206
The divergence and conflicts Tn the Hadîth literature gave ample opportunity for the
exegetes/ fukahà ’ to debate the definition of fermented mixtures. For example, TabarT in his
71:^7r/collection o f hadïths preserves indications that the “strong drink” (sakar) o f siira
16:67 was defined in different hadïths both as the prohibited khamr?- '^  ^but elsewhere as
nabîdh.'^^  ^ Furthemiore, it was commonly asserted that sakar was indeed allowed, but only
before its abrogation in siira 2:90-91.^®^
The situation is further complicated by the remnants o f discussions indicating that
excepting wine made o f grapes, it is not sti'ong drink as such that is forbidden, but only
intoxication. Some schools claimed that only khamr (of grapes) was forbidden. Other
fenirented beverages are simply sharab (drink) or nabîdh. but not ‘wine’:
‘And others said: “Strong drink (sakar) has the (same) rank as wine in (its)
prohibition, although it is not wine (khatnr), because they said it is the juice o f the 
date and the raisin when it ferments/strengthens and becomes str ong drink causing 
drunkenness. ” ’ ^  ^  ®
According to this view, apple wine, date wine, and so on (happily including whiskey) could 
be declared legal by lexical means. This went as far as to water nabîdh domi to a far- 
simpler form:
al-Râzï, M ajatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 36, last paragraph.
al-Tabarî, al-dlâm i' al-bayân, vol. 14, p. 134, line 2; 135, line 8; 136, line 2, 24; 137, line 22. 
268 al-TabarT, Ibid., p. 137, lines 2, 6, 18, 23, 26.
209 al-Tabarî, Ibid., 135-7.
2^0 al-Tabarî, Ibid., 136, lines 24-5.
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‘The nabJdh...may have been water into which one had tlu'own into it (nabadhd) 
dates to make its saltiness leave. Then the taste o f the water could have changed by 
becoming a little so u r .’211
Early jurists already attempted to arrive at a definition which would prohibit intoxicants of
all kinds and to maintain that “every intoxicant is forbidden” (kull musldr harâm). Then
came the Hanafites and agr eed, but changed the vocalisation o f the second word to muskar,
which grammatically is a kind o f infinitive, so that the meaning of this legal maxim became,
not that all intoxicants were forbidden, but that what was prohibited was becoming drunk:
“Every drink that causes intoxication is f o r b i d d e n ” ; 2 l 2  “The sin o f wine is that man shall
drink and get drunk”;21^  “Every intoxicant is khamr and every intoxicant is f o r b i d d e n . ” 2 1 4
Of the special traditions discussing the prohibition o f fennented drinks, there may
be mentioned the following. It is forbidden or disapproved of to sell raisins if  they are used
for preparing nabidh, and it is prohibited to mix different kinds o f fr uits so that the mixture
should become intoxicating:
‘Ibn Katâda said: “The Prophet prohibited the mixing up between dates, unripe 
dates, and dates and raisins, so let him prepare (the drinlc/rnixture), every one (of the 
two ingredients) separately.”’215
Although this tradition occurs frequently, 216 each of these ingredients may be used 
separately for preparing a non-fennented drink:
211 al-RazT, M ajatih al-ghayb, vol. 6, 38, lines 20-21.
212]viuslim, SahJh, book III, chapter 36: Kitâb al-Ashi'iba, bâb 7, tradition 67, p. 1585. 
213al-Tabarï, D iam i' al-bayân, vol. 2, p. 359, line 12.
214Muslini, Ibid., tradition 74, p. 1587.
216 Bukârï, SahJh, book IV, Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 11, tradition 5602, p. 1797.
216 Muslim, Salnh, book III, chapter 36: Kitâb al-Ashriba, bab 5, traditions 16-29, p. 1584-
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‘Do not prepare nabîdh by mixing nearly ripe dates and fresh dates together, and do 
not prepare nabîdh by mixing gi'apes and dates together, but prepare nabîdh from 
each (one o f them) s e p a r a t e l y . '217
The Hanafites define khamr (which is forbidden  in their view) as a product o f the grape, 
while nabîdh is defined as an intoxicant made from any fruit or material other than fi-esh 
grapes (raisins are subject to a different set o f rules which we shall not discuss here) and 
one may drink it, but not to the point o f becoming d r u n k . 2 l 8  All other schools o f Law made 
the mles of khamr apply to all intoxicants which are indeed all defined as such in religious 
jurisprudence; nabîdh and the teelmical details concerning it are considered to be a matter o f 
production techniques, with no legal implications.
Wliat we have in all o f these ti aditions is not a reflection of the real world, but an 
attempt at answers that arose out o f the need to understand the koranic text. However, this 
pious conti'oversy among the exegetes and jurists had the effect o f distorting most o f the 
religious and historical picture o f the most ancient times, so much so that it is impossible to 
laiow what it was really like.
The Kur’an does not, o f course, answer all o f the important questions that its rulings 
on khamr raised in the minds o f the exegetes, so they had to look elsewhere for their 
answers. They asked theoretical questions because they occuned to them, and out o f the 
need to understand what God indeed wanted. We should not be surprised that different 
questioners found different a n s w e r s . 2 * 9  pgr example, even within the various legal schools 
themselves, conflicts existed as a consequence o f their differing local inteipretations o f
2 D  Muslim, Ibid., trad. 24, p. 1585; Mâlik, a l-M u w atta \ chap. 42, bab 3, bad. 7 (until the word “but 
prepare from ...”, p. 643.
218 al-Dabüsî, Ta ‘sis al-N azar as cited in Wheeler, Reasoning in Hanafi Scholarship, 148.
219 I thank Dr. R. Kimber for raising tliese points.
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language usage in specific cases. Often, as al-D abiisT ^^O  shows, for the HanafT school, the 
authorities’ divergent evaluations o f specific circumstances are the result o f  their different 
local experiences. Although the authorities may agiee in the broad outlines of a particular 
practice, they disagiee simply because they regard certain details to refer to different things. 
This divergence in how the authorities understand specific things is illustrated by al-DabOsT 
in the discussion o f the constituents o f intoxicating fruit juices:
1. ‘According to Abu ffanTfa and Abu Yusuf,221 all juice extracted with water 
and then cooked or used in cooking, in a small amount, is not an 
intoxicating liquor, and is allowed, like treacle and pulp.’
2. ‘Abu Hanîfa and Abu Yusuf say that the infusion o f dried giapes and dates, 
when it is cooked, is allowed to be drunk for medicinal purposes and for 
spicing food. (Wliile) according to (the Prophet) Muliammad and al-Shâfi‘T. 
it is not allowed to be drunk, when it is strong, for medicinal purposes and 
for spicing food.’
3. ‘Abu Hanîfa and Abu Yusuf say that grape juice, when it is cooked so that 
two-thirds evaporate but a third remains, or a third evaporates than water is 
added to it and it is boiled on the fire, or it does not boil but the fire is hot 
enough for it to boil, and it is then strong, it is permitted to be drunk for 
medicinal purposes and for spicing food because the remaining is that to 
which water was added until the mixture became under the regimen of dried 
gi’apes and dried dates. Abu Yusuf specifies this. According to Muhammad 
and ash-Shâfi‘î  it is not allowed to be drunk.’
4. ‘Abo Hanîfa and Abu Yusuf say that the skin o f grapes, after the juice has 
been drained, when water squirts from them after the juice has been 
extracted with water, and they are cooked over a fire, and are left until the 
mixture becomes strong and boils, if  it boils a little it is not considered an
220 al-DabüsT, Ta 's7s al-Na^ar as cited in Wheeler, Reasoning in Hanafi Scholarship, 148-149.
221 The thinldng o f  the Arabian Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795) was represented by his students, 
particularly Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybânî who died about ten years after his teacher. His 
fellow  pupil was Ya'kOb b. Ibrahim, better known as the Kadi Abu Yusuf. Both are instinctive for 
their view s o f  the Iraqi scholars, especially Abu Hanîfa (d. 141/758). John Burton, The Sources o f  
Islamic LavK Islamic Theories o f  Abrogation (Edinburgh, 1990), vii.
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intoxicating liquor. According to Muhammad, in either case it is
forbidden.’222
Here, in these remnants o f their discussions, the authorities disagi'ee because o f their
different assumptions regarding what produces intoxicating liquor made from fruit juice,
when it is used for medicinal or cooking puiposes. Abu HanTfa and Abu Yusuf allow
certain concoctions not considered sufficiently intoxicating, which Muhammad does not
allow, based on their particular experiences. This is another example o f idjma' taking
precedence over a prophetic JiadJth.
Tradition, which is the best source for understanding the origin o f several
in stitu tion s, 223 shows that the question of the definition of wine belongs to the much-
debated ones. When one considers the related question of liquid containers, one meets the
same regional differentiation met in the question of constituents. The flexibility o f local
hadïths may be illustiated in one that is found very frequently in the classical collections,
which runs, in this case according to Muslim, as follows:
‘Some (men o f [the tribe of?]) ‘Abd al-Kais went to the Messenger o f God and said: 
“O Prophet o f God!, indeed (we are a) tribe from RabTa. And between you and us 
are the polytheists o f Mudar. So that we cannot reach you except in the sacred 
month. So give us a command (concerning) what we have to order from our tribes 
(-people) so we will enter Paradise if  we accept it.
‘The Messenger o f God said: “I order you four (things). And I forbid you 
four. Serve God and do not associate with Him anything. And perform the salât. 
And pay the zakât. And fast the (month of) Ramadan and deliver the fifth (part of 
booty). And I forbid four (things). Al-dubba,al-hantam,al-miizaffat, and al-nakir.’’ 
They said: “O Prophet o f God! Wliat do you Icnow of the nakirl He said: Well, (it
222 'AIT b. ‘Umar al-Dabûsï, Ta'sTs al-Nazar, 40, as cited in Wheeler, Applying the Canon in Islam, 
148-149. A lso see Abu Y u su f Kitâb al-Kharâdi.
223 Or, as G.W. Anderson puts it: “The study o f  tiadition history is the attempt to go behind the 
written record and to discover tlie factors which moulded tlie traditions which it contains.” A Critical 
Introduction to the Old Testament (Great Britain, 1962, first published 1959), 55.
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is) a palm-trunk that you hollowed. Then you pour small dates in it. Then upon 
them water. When the fermentation is finished, you drink it. (With the effect that) 
one man hits his cousin with the sword.” He said: “And among these men was one 
who received a blow in this way.” He said: “And I concealed it out o f shame from 
the Prophet o f God.” So he (?) said: “And fi-om the vessels we drink, O Messenger 
of God?” He said: “hi “leather” skins, which are smeared upon their mouths (with 
pitch).” They said: “O Messenger o f God, indeed our land has many mice, so that 
no skin can be (kept) complete.” Then the Prophet o f God said [three times! P.L.]: 
“Even if  the mice eat them...! ” ’224
Although these containers were said to have been used for the preparation o f fermented 
drinks, it is said that the apsdr (helpers, or those the Prophet found in Madîna) or other 
people, complained o f their difficulty in finding the (expensive) skins necessai-y for 
preserving drinks without their becoming fennented. Then, the Prophet was made to have 
withdrawi his prohibition, wholly or partly:
1. ‘Diâbir said: “The Prophet o f God prohibited (this type of) container,” then 
the Ansar said: “We cannot get around it,” and he said: “then do not (do
without it), ill that case.”’225
2. ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Umar said: “Wlien the Prophet prohibited (using) the
containers, it was said to the Prophet: “Not all the people will find skins,” 
then he allowed them (to prepare) in clay jars, not pitched [probably
meaning s e a l e d ] . ’” 2 2 6
The above tiaditions can be looked at from another perspective for if  the matter o f the 
prohibition o f wine drinking is looked at in a general way, other—more practical— grounds 
could be suggested for it. Wine appears to have been imported Syria, and so must have 
been a luxury article. The wine was kept in skins, which once broken, would have spoiled
224 Muslim, Saliih, I, Kitâb al-îmâii, chapter I, tradition 26, p. 48-9.
225 Bukhârî, Sahîh, IV, Kitâb al-Ashriba, bâb 3, tradition 5592, p. 1795.
226 BuMiârî, Ibid,, tiadition 5593, p. 1795.
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the wine unless drunk at once. This may have been a factor leading to excessive drinking 
and becoming drunk.227
Since the issue was dealt with inadequately in the îÇ,ur’ân, understanding the prohibition o f  
fennented drinks was o f interest to i\\e fukaha', precisely because it was directly linked to 
fascinating and challenging philological and literaiy matters suited to their way of amving 
at conclusions. But as a by-product o f their theoretical debates, already in the second 
centuiy, although the sanction o f giape-wine was out o f the question, the theologians o f  
K0 fa228 allowed for such wide inteipretation o f the critical question o f what constitutes 
wine that even “well-intentioned people widely availed themselves (of intoxicating
substances).”229
However, from this mass o f material, the remnants o f evidently highly intense and 
diverse pious discussions, there is no way we know the ti'ue state o f affairs with respect to 
agi'iculture and the consumption of intoxicants in MadTna and elsewhere, both during and 
well after the time o f the Prophet. But we learn from these materials at least the questions 
that the pious were asking in the first two centuries o f Islam, hi their discussions, they 
created stories connected to the life o f the Prophet as they saw him, long after his death. 
These stories were the tools from which we can reflect the nature o f the pious debate,
227 w . M. Watt, “Islam and W ine-Drinking,” Studi in Onore di Francesco Gabrieli (“La Sapienza,” 
Rome, 1984), 847.
228 Al-Küfa was an “active intellectual centre in the early Islamic period, close to the large Jewish 
communities o f  central Babylonia, witli their famed academies, which continued to operate (or, 
perhaps, came to operate once again) during tlie early Islamic period. These communities, which  
concentrated on traditional Jewish learning had sophisticated traditions o f  theology and communal 
history, that could have served as a ready source o f  infoimation for the early M uslim s.” Fred Donner, 
Narratives o f  Islamic Origins: The Beginnings o f  Islamic Historical Writing (Princeton, 1998), 159.
229 Muhammad ibn Sa‘d (d. Baghdad, 845 A D), Kitâb al-Tabakât al-KabJr, vol. VI (Leyden edition), 
p. 67; p. 175 line 20.
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ultimately derived from the need to completely understand Revelation: Does God prohibit 
khamr because it is khamr, or because it has some quality that might also be found in other 
drinks? Or, does He prohibit khamr simply as an arbifrary test o f our obedience, or because 
He knows that abstaining from khamr is good for us. These, according to Richard Kimber, 
are fundamental theological questions, not trivial matters of whether we can or cannot drink 
while pretending to be good Muslims. Indeed, Judaism discusses exactly the same issues 
with exactly tlie same seriousness— like the Muslims, always have done. The hadîth 
materials are the residue o f the discussions o f the first generations.
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PART FOUR
T h e  S o c ia l  C o n t e x t : M e d ic in e , P h il o s o p h y , a n d  P o l e m ic s
a. hi the cultures o f the Mediterranean where vines grow, wine is usually drunk, and is 
part o f ordinaiy life— mostly it is not drunk to excess .230  fri the Ai'abia o f Muhammad’s 
time, however, because wine was a luxuiy, and as we have seen came in skins, it would not 
have been the drink of whole families.
On the coiitraiy, wine-drinking was associated with social get-togethers, and as we 
have preserved in the sources, often led to drunkenness, at least as the later jurists portrayed. 
This may well give some justification for its prohibition in Arabia, but it may be argued to 
some degi ee, not for lands where it is a family beverage and not liable to such abuse. Since 
wine is so much part o f the culture in those parts o f the world where vines giow easily, the 
question presents itself whether the prohibition o f wine may essentially belong to cultures in 
lands where the vine does not grow— such as in the deserts of Arabia.
In fact, as we have seen, the Rekhabites (Jeremiah 35, see page 13), whose members 
all refused to drink wine, were also commanded to live in tents and not to cultivate cereals 
or vines. In other words, avoidance o f wine is there porti ayed as one aspect o f nomadic life. 
This gives some gi ounds for arguing that “the Islamic prohibition o f wine is extended to all 
cultures what is certainly a feature o f only one particular type o f culture.”231 
Nevertheless, Islam claims to be a universal relig ion .232 This could mean that it is suited to 
many different races of people living in many kinds o f culture. There are many peoples.
230 ]^ote the amusing remark in Samuel where at tlie feast o f  Tabernacles/Tents (i.e. tlie m odem  
festival o f  Sukkot), the ‘holiest and the greatest o f  Hebrew feasts’ (Josephus Ant. VIII, iv:i), Eli 
suspects that Anna was tipsy (I Sam., 1:14-15) which shows that drinking o f  the new wine was not 
unknown.
231 W. M. Watt, “Islam and W ine-Drinking,” Studi in Onore (“La Sapienza,” Rome, 1984), 849.
232 However, the fact is that the “People o f  the Book” were exempted from Islam provided they paid 
the poll tax. Thus, one may conclude that the Prophet had recognised the impossibility o f  turning
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however, who have cultivated the vine for centuries, and who have found the drinking o f
wine beneficial and indeed health-giving. How can the Islamic faith be recommended to
such people when it includes tli6 prohibition o f wine drinldng? If it could be shown that the
results o f wine drinking were entirely or mainly bad, there would be grounds for
prohibition. The experience o f peoples who nomrally drink wine, however, shows that its
effects are on the whole beneficial (or at least not hannful).
Even from the early Islamic period, Arab physicians were tlrrown into a quandaiy
by the prohibition o f their principal medicine. The great Islamic doctor-philosopher Ibn
Sînâ (Avicenna) (d. Buldiârâ. A.D. 980-1037), in charge o f the hospital in Baghdad, brought
together much o f the medicinal knowledge o f the ancient Greeks, with observations o f his
own on the effects o f wine in different persons under different conditions. In the Kânün f i
‘l-tibb, book V, his rule 860 concludes with a thought that might have some bearing on the
success o f the prohibition in desert lands: “Wine is borne better in a cold country than in a
hot o n e .”233 Nor did the great doctor neglect the benefits o f wine to his own person:
Tf a problem was too difficult for me, I returned to the mosque and prayed, 
invoking the Creator of All Things until the gate closed to me was opened and what 
had been complex became simple. Always, as night fell, I returned to my house, set 
the lamp before me and busied myself with reading and wi iting. If sleep overcame 
me or I felt the flesh growing weak, I had recourse to a beaker o f wine, so my 
energies were restored.’234 
At around the same time, Saadia Ben Joseph (“Saadia Gaon”, b. Egypt, A.D. 882-942) was
head of the celebrated Babylonian Talmudic academies o f Sura and Pumbeditha. His Book
every man into a Muslim, even in Arabia. Still more significant is the place accorded in Islam to 
M ecca, which could have had little meaning for anyone outside the tiibes o f  the peninsula but 
nevertheless held an important place in the religion o f  Muhammad.
233 Translated by Cameron Griiner as the Canon o f  M edicine (England, 1930), 89.
234 Ibid., 94.
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o f Beliefs and Opinions constitutes the first systematic presentation o f Judaism as a rational
body o f beliefs, doubtless influenced by his Islamic environment. Saadia’s ti-eatnient o f
wine, here as a medicine, is likewise wholly positive:
‘The cause o f the patient’s illness is. an overabundance o f blood. Now if  one were 
to say to him: “Do not eat meat and do not drink wine’, he would thereby be 
contributing to his r e c o v e i y . ” ’ 2 3 5
Obviously there was constant contact between Jewish and Muslim scholars within the
‘Islamic world’. Indeed, Islamic notions and approaches which formed over centuries in the
developing civilisation o f Islam, impacted greatly upon Jewish theology and philosophy.
Thus no need was apparently felt by Saadia to go into any detail of defining wine as a
fennented drink, nor its constituents. However, Saadia, in an almost anti-Jewish polemic,
continues his examination o f wine-drinking by noting the negative side:
‘As for wine, they say, it is beautiful in colour, goodly in fragrance, and pleasant of 
taste. It renders him that is sad joyful, the miserly generous, the cowardly brave. 
Scripture pays tribute to these sundry virtues [of wine] when it says: “And wine 
that maketh glad the heart o f man, making the face brighter than oil, and bread that 
stayeth man’s heart (Ps., 104:15).” Now I studied this theory o f theirs carefully and 
I found it to be, for the most part, fal-fetched. Also they regard only the good 
consequences o f addiction to eating and drinking and overlook the i l l - e f f e c t s . ’ 2 3 6
There are two possible readings o f this polemic: 1. that the philosopher is arguing against
the Jewish use o f wine and its biblical precedent, and 2. that he is suggesting that wine was
in widespread use in tenth centui*y haq within his Muslim environment. He continues:
‘They forget also that wine, when it is dinnk raw, has the effect o f making the brain 
diy, and when it is drunk mixed, that of rendering it moist. It also constrains the 
mind and does injury to the intellect, as Scripture says: “Wine is a mocker, sti'ong
235 Saadia Gaon, Book o f  Beliefs and Opinions, translated from the Arabic by Samuel Rosenblatt 
(Yale, 1955), “Command and Prohibition,” 155.
236 Saadia Gaon, Ibid., “Ideal Human Conduct,” 369.
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drink is riotous; and whosoever reeleth thereby is not wise (Prov. 20:1)." 
Furthermore, excessive drinking produces a softening o f the nerves, tremors, 
agitation o f the blood, clu'onic fevers, progiessive weakness o f the stomach, and 
feebleness o f the liver, besides causing intense pains, as Scripture says: ‘Who
crieth: “Woe"? who: “Alas”?...They that tany long at the wine (Prov., 23:29- 
3 0 )/" 2 3 7
The above described use o f wine is a somewhat conciliatory attitude towards the Islamic
position, on the one hand recognising the benefits of the evidently widespread use o f wine,
and on the other, justifying the koranic existence o f it prohibition. Saadia after all had to
work in an Islamic environment, and the prohibition o f wine, as a defining factor, was then
quite well developed, at least as legitimate topic o f scholarly debate. But his use o f Jewish
source material also points to an apologetic attitude, in response to Islamic polemics
attacking the Jewish use o f wine in the Hebrew Scripture.
Likewise, Maimonides, a Jew from Cordoba in Spain, who became personal doctor
to the Sultan Saladin/Salah al-Dîn in the 12th centui'y, had to find a middle road between the
beneficial usage o f wine within the framework of its prohibition. He wrote:
‘It is well Imown among physicians that the best o f the nourishing foods is the one 
that the Muslim religion forbids, i.e. wine...It is rapidly digested and helps to digest 
other foods...The benefits o f wine are many if it is taken in the proper amount, as it 
keeps the body in a healthy condition and cures many illnesses. But the Icnowledge 
o f its consumption is hidden from the masses. What they want is to get drunk, and 
inebriety causes harm .’238 
Elsewhere, Maimonides proscribes wine (and song) to improve the sultan’s mood, despite
the forbiddance. In A.D. 1195, in response to a letter from Sultan al-Afdal (the eldest son of
237 Saadia Gaon, Beliefs and Opinions, “Ideal Human Conduct,” 370. Curiously, one may see an 
almost exact rendition o f  tliis Opinion in Shakespeare’s King H em y IV (Part II, Act 4, Scene 3), where 
Falstaff enlightens us on the qualities o f  Sherry,
238 M aimonides, On the Causes o f  Synnptoms, ed. by J.O. Leibowitz and S. Marcus (California, 1974), 
55, 57, 59.
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Saladin), Maimonides wrote “The Regimen of Health” (based on Galen’s De Sanitate 
tnenda), and soon after, “The Treatise of Accidents.” Although in Jewish Halakhic Law, it 
is possible to proscribe any ti'eâtment to the dying, even if  it contravenes the Law, there is 
no evidence that the Sultan was in any such state. Maimonides was simply aware that the 
Sultan would have been only too happy to drink wine and hear songs, had they not been 
forbidden. When he was sick, Maimonides could thus ‘dare’ to advise such treatments in 
the form o f a medical prescription backed up by some quite doubtfiil philosophy.239
b. The problems faced by Jewish and Islamic philosophers regarding the question o f
wine, its prohibition or pemiissiveness, and its moral value were veiy similar. The
philosophical value or detriment of wine, derived from contrasting attitudes in both Jewish
and Islamic Revelation, is used in polemical and philosophical writings by both sides.
Ahmad ibn ‘Abdullah al-Ma'am (b. A.D. 9 7 3 , near Aleppo, Syiia, d. 1 0 5 8  A .D .) used wine
as a polemical device in order to belittle Jewish Revelation (of which a Muslim claims to be
a faulty docti'ine):
“Although your mouths hymn Allah One and Peerless,
Your hearts and souls from that ye owe Him slirink.
I swear your Torah gives no light to lead us,
If there ‘tis found that wine is lawful drink.”240
Taken out o f context, the verse might be read as a Muslim’s expression o f the authority of 
the Kur’an, which forbids wine drinking, against the ‘corrupted’ Jewish Pentateuch. 
However, Ma’am ’s objection to wine drinldng, as we learn from poems in the Luzüm, is 
non-religious:
239 Elinor Leiber, “The M edical Works o f  Maimonides: A  Reappraisal,” in Fred Rosner and Samuel 
Kottech (eds.), Mamîojî/rfcj'.- Physician, Scientist and Philosopher ÇÜ.S,A., 1993), 16-17.
240 A l-M a‘an*T, al-LuzHm, II. 201, 2, as cited in Reynold Alleyne N icholson, Studies in Islamic Poeùy  
(Cambridge, 1921, reprinted, 1969), 167.
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1. ‘S ay  to w in e , w h ich  is contrary to R eason  and ever ca u ses  the  
w aiT ior’s sw ord  to b e  unsheathed ,
‘I f  thou w ert in terd icted  b y  n oth in g  but p ain  (after p leasu re),
T hou  w o u ld st h ave b een  a llo w a b le  to the drinker;
B u t thou art banned b y  S o v ere ig n  R eason , so  get thee g o n e  into  
the dusty  s o i l ! ’241
2. ‘M en  say w in e  d estroys o ld  g r ie f s  that b id e  in  the breast;
A n d  w ere  it n o t d estructive to  the in te llec t, I sh ou ld  h a v e  b een
a friend  o f  w in e  a n d  j o l l i t y . ’ 2 4 2  
A s N ic h o lso n  has p o in ted  out, h is  p o lem ica l m ean in g  is: “I f  the T orah san ction s w in e  
drinking, the T orah m isg u id es  us: w e  m ust o b ey  R eason , n ot R ev e la tio n .” N ic h o lso n  
co n tin u es b y  say in g  the fact that in  th is in stan ce h e  happens to  agree w ith  M u ham m ad  
le a v e s  the general p rin cip le  un touched . A ll r e lig io n s  are m ixed  w ith  fa lseh o o d  and, so  far, 
stand on  the sam e le v e l w h en  h e says: “F o llo w  R eason  and do w hat it d eem s g o o d . . .”243
N o n -R e l ig io u s  P o e t ic a l  W o r k s  D e a l in g  w ith  R e l ig io u s  T h e m e s
a. T h e  exam in ation  o f  re lig io u s  to p ics  and m aterials su ch  as w in e-d r in k in g  in  b o o k s  
w h ich  are n o t re lig io u s p e r  s e  can  o c c a s io n a lly  p rovide e lem en ts o f  g ie a t  im portance  
p aralle l to  th o se  that appear in  the re lig io u s  literature itse lf . T h is is  b eca u se  in  the latter, as 
w e  h ave  seen , facts h ave  o ften  b een  interpreted, chan ged , taken ou t o f  co n tex t or ev en  
d e leted  (th is is , o f  cou rse , n o t true o f  a ll w riters o f  re lig iou s b o o k s). In b o o k s o u ts id e  the  
d om ain  o f  re lig io u s  wr itin g , h ow ever, w h o le  chapters m ay appear w h ich  th e  author w o u ld  
n ot h a v e  dared to even  m en tion  in  a re lig io u s  con text.
241 A l-M a‘arrT, al-Luzum, I. 144, 2, as cited in N icholson, Ibid., 168.
242 A l-M a‘arrT, al-Liizwn, II. 312, 14, as cited in N icholson, Ibid. A lso see II. 361, 12: “I f wine were 
lawful, I would not drink it as it makes my reasonableness weigh light in the scale” {Ibid.).
243 A l-M a‘arrT, al-Luzilm, I. 394, 8, as cited in Ibid., 167.
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b. Considering the favourable position wine ti-aditionally held in Iranian culture, it is 
perhaps unsui-prising that in early Islamic poetry, prompted by the meeting o f the Ar abs and 
Persians, wine (and love) still figured as a major therne expressing the beauty and character 
o f the contemporary world. To highlight this connection, I would here like to survey the 
range o f Persian poetry and literature that features wine as a central theme.
As early as the eighth century a school o f Persian-Arabian Bacchic poetry (i.e. wine- 
poetry, the modern critical terminology for the Ar. khamiiyya) gr'ew up, in which wine 
became the focus o f a romantic philosophy. Prohibition took on quite a different aspect as 
Islam conquered lands whose wines had long been their pride and joy. It was one thing to 
give up the ‘headache mixture’ o f Arabia (in reference to stira 37:47), quite another to 
throw away a cellar o f tr easured vintages from Syr ia or the Lebanon.
The poems treat o f wine and love in complex aird elegant allusions. In the Early 
Persian. Anthology) compiled by R.A. N i c h o l s o r r , 2 4 4  renders into poetical English some 
representative examples o f the Persian-Islarnic wine-song composed during the nirrth and 
tenth centuries. He includes, among others, the following fragments:
1. Choice wine, whose bitter str'ength can sweeten best 
the embittered mind, and flood the air with c o l o u r . 2 4 5
2. So bright ‘tis, when it trickles-You’ld say from pearls is trickling 
-S o  clear ‘tis, when you pour it-...how sweet and fair to see!
Therein the radiarrt shower, and golden-yellow rays
-and poppy and saffron flower.
-Down from the goblets mouth, cornelian red and fine;
in the hollow o f your palm, would laiow, nor cup from w i n e . 2 4 6
3. They drank o f wine so pure and old. Its body seemed to be ensouled;
244 Reynold Alleyire N icholson, Studies in Islamic P o e tiy  (Cambridge, 1921, reprinted, 1969).
245 Aba Mansur al-Daklkî, Lubâb al~Albâb, II. 13, 7, as cited hr Nicholsoir, Studies, 9.
246 A l-K isa’T o f  Merv [latter half o f  the 10th century], Lubâb, II. 34, 20, as cited in Ibid., 11.
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And through them flowed that essence fine,
As fire bright tlirough coal doth s h i n e . 2 4 7
However, al-Hasan AbO Nuwas; the ninth-century poet who was patronised by the Bannecid 
clan and later became the nadim of the Caliph al-Ainln (ruled Baghdad, A.D. 809-813), was 
the greatest o f the poets who celebrated both the joys o f wine and the beauty o f the boys 
who served it. Already in A.D. 800, he had widtten: “To the Persians, Paradise is called 
Khoullar”-—a village in the mountains beside Shîrâz, the region that supplied Baghdad with 
wine under the caliphs. 248
c. There is also another kind o f intoxication derived from the Persian literary tradition, 
the intoxication o f the intellect, which Ai'beny calls the “Philosophy o f Unreason.” He 
believes this to be the most likely implication o f the wine-vocabulaiy o f those such as 
‘Umar K haw âm .249
No poet has ever tieated wine as such a central theme as has this Persian poet. His
Rubâ‘ïyât (sing: i-ubâ'î), a long set o f  individual four-line groupings, were linked by Edward
Fitzgerald to fonn a single poem in which wine takes on an almost living character:250
1. You know, my Friends, how long in my House.
For a new Marriage I did make Carouse:
Divorced old ban en Reason from my Bed,
247 Halila [composed before A.D. 1050], Lubâb al-Albâb, II. 65, 19, as cited in Ibid., 10.
248 The Arabian Nights, 154.
249 A.J. Arberry, Sufism: An Account o f  the M ystics o f  Islam  (London, 1950), 116.
250 ‘Umar Kliayyâm (d. 1131 A .D ., Persia) could, perhaps, be dismissed as a poet o f  little account in 
tlie history o f  Islam, were it not for the fact that he was also one o f  the greatest mathematicians and 
astronomers o f  the M iddle A ges. He led the thought o f  his time in algebra, physics and geogr aphy, as 
w ell as calculating the most accurate calendar yet devised, with a measurably smaller margin o f  error 
than the Gregorian calendar o f  500 years later, which is the one w e use today.
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And took the Daughter o f the Vine to Spouse.251
2. The Grape that can with Logic absolute,
The Two-and-Seventy janiiig Sects confute:
The subtle Alchemist that is in a Trice,
Life’s lead en  M eta l into G old  ti-ansmute.252
To ‘Umar, the koranic promise o f wine defended until the Afterlife is a sham:
I must abjure the Balm o f life?
I must. Scared by some After-reckoning taken on trust,
Or lured with Hope o f some Diviner Drink,
Wlien the frail cup is crumbled into dust!253
d. One may directly connect the Indo-Iranian attitudes toward wine with the spirit o f  
the corresponding (Persian) SiifT attitude as expressed by literature in its ecstatic and poetic 
fonns. The development o f this school o f poetry is not altogether free o f difficulties and 
complexities, for several Sirfr poets were simultaneously earning their livelihood by 
courting kings and princes. Many o f their lyrics must be regarded as double allegories— the 
reference is made simultaneously to the Divine and to the earthly patr on whose favour was 
no less difficult to win.
Among the SiifT mystical allegories, the allegory of wine raises its own separate 
problems. There are those who take every reference to wine as intending spiritual 
intoxication (even ‘Umar Khavsürn has sometimes been interpreted after this fashion). But 
it is a difficult position to maintain consistently.
251 Edward Fitzgerald (tr.). The R ubaiyat o f  Omar Khayyam  (N ew  York, 1967, first published in 
1859), first translation quatrain XL, p. 48.
252 Jbid., quatrain XLIII, 58.
253 fb id ., second translation quatrain LXIV, 77.
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While one can be confident that the austere mystics were wholly innocent in their 
use o f this curious imagei-y, others were evidently accused o f drinking wine themselves, hi 
defence o f those mystical poets; Muhsin Fayd, a Persian Çûfî author o f the A.H. 11/A.D. 17th 
century w o te  a pamphlet entitled Risâla-yi Mishymk. This, in order to clear the ÇüfTs of 
charges made by their orthodox critics based on too literal an intei*pretation o f their 
technical vocabulary, much of which revolves around the themes o f intoxication Uii'ough 
love and wine. Ai'beny has conveniently compiled a list o f wine-tenninology in this work 
that came to represent nothing less than the ultimate religious experience:
sharab (wine):
Saki (wine-bearer):
Qlam  (cup):
Sabu (pitcher), khum (jar): 
Bahr (sea), kiilzum (ocean): 
khiimkhana (vault):
paymana (goblet):
Kharabat (tavern): 
Kharabati (tavem-haunter):
the ecstatic experience due to the revelation of the true 
Beloved, destroying the foundations of reason, 
reality, as loving to manifest itself in every fonn that is 
revealed.
the revelations of (Divine) Acts, 
the revelations o f (Divine) Names and Qualities, 
the revelations o f the (Divine) Essence, 
the whole seen and unseen world is like a vault containing 
the wine of Being and the inborn love o f God; 
where each atom of the world, according to its receptivity 
and particular aptitude, is a goblet o f the wine o f His love, 
and the goblet is full of this wine, 
pure unity (wahdai), undifferentiated and unqualified, 
the true lover who is freed from the chains o f  
discrimination, Icnowing that all acts, and the qualities o f  
all things, are obliterated in the Divine Acts and
Q ualities.254
The fact is that the most famous o f the great poets who rebelled against Islamic domination 
o f their heritage and their lives were the Persians, who made liberal use o f wine in their 
romantic expressions: Abu T-Kasim (Mansur) (“Firdausi”, A.D. 935-1020), composer o f the 
Persian national epic, the Book of Kings, the Shâhnâma (Shah Nameh); ‘Umar bin Ibrâlhm
254 As cited in Arbeny, Sufisjn, 113-114.
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al-Khawâmï (“Omar Khayyam”, d. A.D. 1123), one of the profoundest scholars o f his day; 
Mushanif al-Dhi (“Sa'dî”, A.D. 1184-1292), influenced by Siiffsm, and died in Shîrâz, we 
are told, at the age o f 108; and Shams al-DTn Muhammad (“fîâfiz,” b. Shiraz, d. A.D. 1389), 
whose wine-poems are “quoted by Persians more than Shakespeare’s are by the E n g l i s h . ” 2 5 5
255 jolui Charles Edward Bowen, P oem s from the Persian  (London, 1964, first published 1948), 92.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
a. This paper has touched upon a number o f issues arising from an examination of the 
remains o f theoretical debates Which derived from what is traditionally portrayed as a clear 
koranic prohibition o f khainr, intoxicants. Factors motivating this study included questions 
such as what kind o f religious background precedents acted upon Islamic Revelation, the 
exegetically derived Hadith and related legal materials to cause such a drastic prohibition? 
Why did a situation o f long and tiresome debate develop? Did ‘cuiTent practice’ force the 
Law to confonn to existing social positions? How was no punishment ever unifonnly 
agreed upon for such a serious ‘crime against God’? How did the Hadïth literature act 
together with the Kur’an document, and where and how were problems found and solved 
when conflict arose within and between the two sources o f jurisdiction? Moreover, the 
mere fact that the debates and their sources have been preserved leads us to approach the 
fundamental question: How did the early generations respond to the references to khamr 
(and sakar) they found in the Kur’an?
b. To address these fundamental questions, the cultural context was taken into account. 
In the Indo-Iranian cultures, intoxicating drinks had been elevated to a lofty position o f 
religious significance. In distinct continuation, the praise o f wine, not uncommon in pre- 
Islamic poetiy, remained a favouiite topic o f Muslim poets and mystics. And at Court, wine 
was drunk at revelling parties as if  no prohibition existed at all— especially noting the court 
life as represented in the “Arabian Nights” collection.256 Even caliphs— the highest rank of 
ruler— anticipated Paradise by giving parties in gardens that closely resembled the Promised 
Land of the Kur’an—neither running streams nor soft couches, nor “wide-eyed houris,” nor
256 E.W. Lane, The Arabian Nights Entertainm ent (London, 1841), 1, 214. A longside alcohol, drugs, 
music and dance are presented in tliis literature as nomial behaviour, without any expression o f  
disapproval.
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fruit nor wine were wanting. We read of wine parties given in sumptuously decorated 
rooms, and of a class o f courtly participants in these activities, the niidama, or cup- 
compaiiions.
Poems were wiitten in praise o f intoxication, good fellowship and beautiful cup­
bearers— a reality in literature at least. Sufi poets VTote poems in praise o f wane and 
beautiful boys. Perhaps images o f the cup of wine and the beautiful boy were intended as 
metaphors for the intoxication o f divine ecstasy and divine beauty, but many Muslims were 
doubtful, and conti'oversy raged over whether the verses were to be read literally or not.
c. Only after considering the favourable attitude o f poets, philosophers, theologians 
and the ruling classes throughout the periods of Islamic histoiy towards wine— as khamr—  
quite clearly ‘prohibited’ in the Kur’an— should one attempt an objective examination of 
the circumstances o f the prohibition in the earliest times o f the proto-Islamic community.
Islam, in both its religious and literary expressions, represents a continuation o f two 
important and contrasting institutions o f the Semitic and classical civilisations. Within the 
present context, this is represented in an uncomfortable relationship o f the forbiddance of 
wine in a fonnal, legal and ritual sense, as well as its elevation to a position o f social 
necessity as represented in some Muslim literature and poetiy.
While there can be no doubt that the rise o f Islam does mark a tuiiiing point in 
histoiy, the tendency— inherited from the Islamic tradition’s own Origins stories— to see 
this change as an abrupt one coming suddenly with the career o f the Prophet Muhammad 
and the Islamic conquests that followed, is one that is very misleading. This is because it 
obscures important historical continuities spanning the supposed ‘divide’ between the 
Islamic and pre-Islamic ‘eras’. Like fasting and pilgrimage, the institution o f the prohibition 
o f wine was a clear remnant o f a pre-Islamic practice slightly varied by the spirit o f  the new 
religion.
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Islam consciously developed as a new religious community distinct from Pagans, 
Clnistians and Jews, Thus, at the same time were introduced the prohibitions o f various 
pagan customs such as the drinking of wine and the eating o f hazJr (pig), the observance o f  
which was perceived as conductive to the cultivation o f a general attitude o f religiosity.
These prohibitions served as an occasion for a far wider ruling: the Muslims and 
the adherents o f other religions had to have different laws altogether. Law was part o f the 
prophetic Message, with the consequence that the followers o f different prophets could be 
properly judged only by those who believed in their respective revelations, hi pagan times, 
we are to understand that people did not care what religion their judges had, as long as they 
were competent and inspired men. With Islam— according to the new conception—Law, 
even civil law, had become part of the Message contained in one heavenly Book, but was 
sent in different forms to different peoples.
But why was the Kur’an at odds in this case with the Jews’ and the Cliristians’ own 
scriptures? The result o f these debates was, as Donner says, that the “broader identity as 
Believers gradually gave way to a more sharply defined identity as Muslims, that is, as 
confessionals separate from Chiistians, Jews, and other monotheists. The distinctive 
markers o f this new confessional identity were acceptance o f the Kur’an as their scripture, 
and Muhammad as their Prophet,”25? together with the social and legal system that was 
related to him, and thus, to the Kur’an and God.
d. In the Kur’an (the stable book form which we loiow and designate by this name), 
one can perceive a ti aditional development o f the prohibition o f wine in a fairly logical and 
clear manner— one step following another. However, the Kur’an can be seen to be 
profoundly ahistorical; it is simply not concerned with history in the sense o f development
257 Fred Donner, N arratives o f  Islamic Origins: The Beginnings o f  Islamic H istorical Writing
(Princeton, 1998), 211.
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and change as we today conceive the tenn. Nevertheless, to impose a clironological order to 
the Revelation, an exegetical tool Imown as abrogation (in tlii'ee distinct f o n n s  2 5 8 )  
developed.
It is allegedly based on several koranic verses, especially sura 2:106: “Such of Our 
revelations (aya) as We abrogate or cause to be forgotten, we bring (in place) one better or 
the like of.” This verse was taken by early Muslim commentators to refer mainly to inner 
contradictions between koranic verses, or separately, between the Kur’an and the Suniia 
(‘custom’, later connected exclusively to the life of the Prophet by al-Shafi‘T), and led to 
much effort in establishing the exegetical cum historical chronology o f koranic 
revelations— one being the sûra?-^^
The prohibition o f drinking wine in sura 5:90, the verse considered the last revealed 
among others, could only then be accepted as the binding law against clironologically earlier 
‘abrogated’ verses (prohibiting only excessive drinldng or approaching prayer while under 
the influence o f intoxicants, such as siira 4:43).
It was the Islamic Tradition had to formulate and document the institution o f the 
prohibition o f wine, which was not adequately dealt with in the Kur’an. Wliy did the 
absolutely authoritative Kur’an not proride definitions for the hudüd, “limits” that God 
imposed in this case? This certainly does not imply that the Kur’an did not exist in one 
fonn or another as a ‘text’ for inspiration, guidance, as a “Clear Warner” regarding the End
,
258 The tlnee fornis are: C al-hukm wa al-tilâwa: suppression o f  both the koranic wording & its 
ruling; Naskh al-hukin düna al-tilawa: suppression o f  the ruling but not its wording; Nasldi al-tilawa 
duna al-hukm: suppression o f  tlie wording, but not its ruling (tire type justifying the stoning penalty 
for adultery in the filih, as w ell as Üie issue o f  the number o f  sucklings required to ban a particular type 
o f  relationship). See Burton, Collection, 230-1; J. Burton, “Nasldi”, Encyclopaedia o f  Islam, new ed., 
vol. VII (Leiden, 1993), 1011
259 However, the term âya  may refer to somethmg other tlian the replacement o f  koranic verses one 
with another— such as social or legal imiovations, i f  one reads the particular verse together with the 
context o f  its discussion. See Burton, Ibid., 232.
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o f Days {sura 11:2-3) and defining the Majesty o f God (the two prominent themes running 
tlirough the Message). Indeed, although no evidence exists for the survival o f any Kur’an 
datable earlier than the ninth" century, ever more evidence has emerged affirming the 
traditional accounts that describe the existence of the Kur’an in the earliest time o f the 
nascent Islamic community, possibly even ‘codified’ by ‘Uthman and his appointed 
commission. Tlirough the caliph’s efforts, we are told, the definitive Kur’an was made 
available to his successors as an insti ument to help weld the diverse peoples o f the rapidly 
expanding empire into a relatively unified p o l i c y ,  260 although never really achieved 
considering the existence o f the ‘Seven Readings’ traditionally attributed to different 
Companion sources.261
However, it can readily be seen that the use o f the koranic text led to gi'eat 
variations in the early Believers attempts to apply the new-found koranic code in everyday 
situations. For example, when the Kur’an says {sura 2:219): “hr both (khamr and games of 
chance) is sin and profit to men,” some maintained that it is only excess in these that is 
forbidden, hideed, from the eighth sura (especially verse 5), and from various stories 
reported in the Hadïth, there were some who had ahw a\ “bad inclinations”, i.e. took a 
liberal, or even critical attitude towards the Kur’an’s proscriptions.
e. If one accepts the placing o f the literal Kur’an into an historical context by way o f 
abrogation together with tafsir in the fonn of hadïth, one may say that early in his career, 
Muhammad had not regarded his judicial activities as part o f his prophetic office. In the 
same way, it may be said that the prophetic figure, a thorough pragmatist, caused changes to 
come about in the wake o f some practical problem that he had to solve.
260 Estelle Whelan “Forgotten Witness: Evidence for the Early Codification o f  the Qur’an,” Journal 
o f  the American O riental Society, 118 (1998), 13.
261 See Burton, “The ‘Utlnnan Collection”, Collection, 138-160.
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The Kur’an undoubtedly places resti'iétions on khamr, but in this respect, it has to 
be asked how far these restiictions were due to the new socio-religious outlook, and how far 
by the development o f an urban society, hi general it seems that the Kur’an was not 
innovating in this respect, but simply moving towards positions towards which the ‘better 
elements’ in society may have been moving due to inevitable social changes. The social 
differentiation may be reflected in the various hadJtM, remnants o f pious discussions, 
regarding the vaiying punishment for wine-drinkers, and the differing components which 
make up intoxicating liquor, what the Kur’an vaguely calls khamr, in one case sakar, but 
never n a b ï^  and what all modem writers on the topic call “wine”. They show streams of 
conflicting values and tendencies o f the Believers dependant upon region and custom, and 
are an echo of the debates within the Community o f Believers during the first and second 
centuries o f Islam, before the Law was solidified and documented.
The conti'adiction between what was known to be good and what the Kur’an 
outlawed continued in a state o f uneasy coexistence for at least 1,200 years, on the whole, 
due to the affects o f widespread theoretical debates, with no real and certain connection to 
the real world in which the fukaha ' lived. This situation is most prominently seen in the 
proto-Islamic penal system. In it, hadïth discussions report that the Prophet was inspired to 
apply a penalty for drinking wine that had not been supplied by the Kur’an, and although 
Muhammad is stated to have imposed forty lashes, the Companions have been imitated by 
the fukaha' in their preference for the analogy with the penalty supplied by the Kur’an for 
the slander of believing f e m a l e s .  262 The Kur’an stipulates 80 lashes as the hadd, the 
penalty for the latter; therefore curiously by idfna', the wine-drinking penalty was 
connected to this iirelevant action, and should therefore carry the same sanction, regardless 
o f sahlh reports from the Prophet.
262 Burton, Introduction, 166.
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The penalty, one may note, is not for exceeding the speed limit, it is merely for 
driving the car at all; “The hadd is imposed for drinking wine even if  it does not cause
intoxicatioii.”263
hi another stream of tradition, undoubtedly reflecting the social values o f a different 
region and/or period, Muhammad is further suggested to have inclined both towards 
forgiveness, or towards the execution o f the persistent drinker. However, continued 
flogging for the forth and subsequent offences has been prefened by consent, idfna ‘ over 
death. By contrast, execution by stoning for the offence o f adulteiy prevailed, 
overwhelming the objection that no such penalty is mentioned in the Kur’an, and that, 
indeed, it runs counter to the penalties established there (in suras 4:15 and 24:2).
The legal regulations that depart from the meaning o f the relevant koranic 
statements were rationalised, as we have seen, on the argument that there were two 
historical bases for documenting and filling out the Law: the K.ur’Sn, and the second source 
o f the Law, the 'Sunna\ which came to be defined not so much as the Sunn a o f  the Muslims 
or the Community, but as the Sunna o f the Prophet exclusively. This important 
differentiation was developed by Shafi'T to greatly reduce the problem o f inner 
contradictions, and justified by the belief that the angel Gabriel invested the Prophet with 
two forms of Revelation, one to be recited (the Kur’an) and one to fill out that document by 
human input, the Prophet’s inspired, but not recitable, example.
The penalty for the agreed crime of wine-drinking was provided by this second 
inspired source, itself a form of tafsîr, which even when reduced to the Prophet’s alleged 
insti'uction, still proved to be a problematic source, reflecting regional differentiation of the 
scholars debating the issue, hi this case, despite being designed as a tool for just this type o f  
purpose, iditnà ‘ never got to the bottom of what the Prophet really instiucted, and general 
agreement was never achieved in the issues of divinely instmcted punishment, nor
263 Mâlik, al-M uwatta Kitab al-Ashi'iba, bâb 1 (a l-h addfi al-khamar), tradition 2, 642.
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constituents and definitions for the terms describing alcoholic beverage. This inevitably led 
to an array of personal interpretation which at least to some degree led to the natural 
distorting and destruction o f tlie Prophet’s now forgotten original intent, for reasons o f  
innocent intellectual curiosity, inter madhhab scholarly polemics, or as a conscious 
misrepresentation whose motives cannot now be definitively understood.
f. Although there is no absolute proof, one may comfortably assume that the Kur’an 
document, as the tiaditional view has it, is a literary artefact emanating from the earliest 
Community of Believers, and probably edited together definitively sometime during or up to 
the quarter-century following Muhammad’s death in A.H. 11/A.D. 632, It may or may not 
have had the Prophet’s stamp of approval as there can be little doubt that it is an incomplete 
record o f the full Revelation, and may represent a blending o f texts from several different 
congiegations.
If we take it that the koranic text reflects the conditions o f the earliest community of 
Believers, the discrepancy between the Kur’an and the inteipretative Hadïth is quite 
understandable. As the believers moved out o f Ar abia, they found it necessaiy to define 
their own institutions, including the forbiddance o f wine in relation to other civilisations, 
and Cliristian, Jewish, Zoroastrian, and other practices and prohibitions. This was perhaps 
partly because new Believers originating in those communities brought knowledge o f such 
ritual practices into the community o f Believers, and partly because o f the sheer proximity 
of Believers to well-established Christian, Jewish, and Zoroastrian congregations in the 
“sectarian milieu” (to use Jolm Wansbrough’s classic plirase from his controversial 
Q ur’anic Studies [Oxford, 1977])264 o f the Fertile Crescent.
264 Wansbrougli’s view s were convincingly challenged by Donner, Islamic Origins, 25-31, as w ell as 
in W helan’s conclusions in “Forgotten W itness,” American Oriental Society, 8-10. In a different way, 
they are also challenged, generally polem ically, by almost every M uslim scholar writing on Western
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The Kur’aiTs incomplete descriptions and vague allusions thus came to be 
complemented by precise definitions and limitations, necessarily cast as Prophetic hodïths, 
and derived from the need to Imderstand the Kur’an. Sometimes Muslim tradition even 
admits that in certain cases, prophetic tradition, not only fills out, but can prevail over the 
Kur’an (especially refening to the five daily prayers instead o f the two or three mentioned 
in various koranic verses, as well as the complex problem of the stoning penalty for adulteiy 
in the Jikh), as with the interjected punishment for the wine-drinker. However, another 
element, idpna', regional custom in the problematic (and unverifiable) fonn of ‘consensus’, 
also occasionally took precedence not only over Companion reports, but over prophetic 
precedent itself; the Prophet’s death penalty for the repeated drinker was repealed by 
‘agi'eement’.
The issue o f defining the parameters o f wine show us a classic case o f the Hadith 
literature filling out, even completing the circumstances o f Revelation, and providing an 
historical framework for the fomiation o f the institution o f the prohibition. But the hadiths 
only act as a reflection o f their authors own understandings o f how the origins ‘must have 
been’, based on the conditions and ideals o f their own age. Our traditional sources indeed 
tell us of the values existing in the time o f their composition, and only theoretically describe 
and debate the conditions in the time o f the Prophet.
g. Although it is stated in the Kur’an (which gives us enough to draw some general 
conclusions), the prohibition o f intoxicants was inteipreted to suit the values o f those 
concerned at a particular point during the development o f Islamic Law. It may be seen that 
the Word of God provided no solid basis during the period of the earliest Community, to 
enact a blanket ban on all and eveiy fomi o f intoxicant. Thus, the problematic nature
approaches to Islamic studies (refer to the numerous sites available on the Internet under 
“Wansbrough”).
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stemming from the koranic expressions of wine as a substance came to be defined, analysed 
and divided into myiiad fonns which have been highlighted even up to the modem period.
Indeed, from the origins and early development o f Islam, one finds an uneasy 
coexistence between the koranic prohibition, and the persistent continuance of alcoholic 
stimulants. The Muslim scholars who, by use o f philological logic (especially including the 
‘nabTdh device’), gave theoretical justification to those who, whether for theoretical, 
polemical or less lofty reasons, wished to limit the Prophet’s ‘clear wishes’, as reflected in 
the Kur’an and in accompanying .T/hc/fr/? literature.
An ultimate consequence may be seen in Egypt, where the Turkish Mamlûk élite 
used to get drunk on kumiz, a potent brew of femiented mare’s milk, 265 until E.W. Lane’s 
Cairo, where he made the remarkable observation in his classic The Modern Egyiptians that 
“a kind o f wine, fonnerly called nabJdh (a name that in no way denotes prohibited kinds o f  
drink), may be lawfully drunk” by the modem Egyptians of his time, around 1836.266
We have seen that this drink was presented as made for and drunk by the Prophet, 
but not when it was more than two or tlu'ee days old, the consequences o f which camied 
through to the contemporary period, providing a moral and legal precedent for consumption 
o f a mixture consumed in one stage or another o f fermentation. The indecisive nature o f the 
interpretative hadiths when describing this matter had consequences at least into the 
nineteenth century.
But why did the pious scholars create this curious, but brilliant class o f dr ink? The 
answer will partly lie in the view that it was a practical device servirrg to differentiate 
between intoxicating drinks, and an historically ill-defined lightly fermented, or pre-
265 Irwin, The Arabian Nights, 154.
266 Lane described nabJdh as an infusion o f  dry grapes or dry dates, and added that tlie Muslims used 
to keep it until it had slightly femiented. Edward W illiam Lane, The M anners and Customs o f  the 
M odern Egyptians (London, n.d.), 96.
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fermented mixture having a certain narcotic effect but could not have been considered 
khamr or sakar. It will also partly lie in the view that the scholars were debating a 
theoretical situation brought âbout simply tlii'ough the intellectual need for academic 
stimulation.
h. The total prohibition o f wine and spirits (according to tlrree o f the four orthodox 
schools/sects267/systems o f jurisprudence) is one o f the distinctive marks o f the Muslim 
world; its consequences can hardly be ovenated. This is not seriously affected by the fact 
that ti-ansgressors have been many, according to our literary evidence. Even the common 
people could not always and eveiywhere refrain from their national drink, which was, we 
are told, a date mixture o f several kinds.
Upon analysis o f the Islamic prohibition of ‘wine’ and its widespread use in 
different forms and for differing pmposes, a final summarising point may be added: Even to 
the modem period, it was a less serious offence to break one o f God’s commands, than to 
say that a command was not really God’s. Resulting from the detailed and unreal scholarly 
debates, drinldng wine became, therefore, a less serious offence than to say, as none have 
done, that God has not forbidden it.
267 As we have seen, only the Hanafr school allows the moderate use of nabidh for medicinal 
purposes only. Like the other tluee schools, tlie Shi‘a forbid the use of alcohol under any 
circumstances.
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